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PUBLIC

WALTER GOOLD,
(Orennim Ml, Luke'· Cathedral,)

Teacher of Organ and Pianoforte,
160 Park Street, City.
sndtl

oetl

Parlor Furniture.
B. A. Atkinson & Co.
just

Are

in

receipt of

a

handsome

new

line of

Plush and Hair Cloth Parlor Suits,
at hitherto unlieard-of prices. Now is the time
to buy for easli or V* down and the balance by the
week or month.
We shall offer this month Hair Cloth Parlor
Suits, 7 pieces complete, for $36 ; $8 down, balance $4 per month or $1 per week.
Plush Parlor Suits, full 7 nieces. Embossed Mo
hair, at 145 and $50 per set. Terms, $10 down
and the balance $5 per month or $1.25 per week.
Crushed Mohair Plusli Parlor Suits, combination
of colors, for just $55 and upwards.
Terms, $10
down, balance $5 per month. And besides these
we have lower priced and higher priced goods,
over 90 styles to select from.
Come and see the goods. Open every evening.
Electric Lights;on three floors. Elevator to every
floor.
_

Cor. Pearl and
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STATE OF MAINE.
Council Chamber, I
Augusta, Sepj. 1887. )
In compliance with the following resolve
passed
by the Legislature of 1885, viz :
"Resolved, That the Governor and Council are
hereby required to make a valuation of the timber
and grass on the reserved lands in the several
townships and tracts of land, in the State, where
said timber and grass have been sold and con
veybydeed, with all other interests conveyed
hereby. Said valuation to be made for the purpose of taxation."
The undersigned, a committee of the Executive
Council, to whom said resolve has been referred,
hereby give notice that they will be in session at
the Council Chamber, Augusta, commencing Monday, Nov. 1st, 1880, at 10 o'clock a. m, to hear
all parties interested In the timber and grass on
said lands, before the fixing of the valuation as
required by said Hesolve.
A schedule of said lands ha9 been deposited In
the office of the Secretary of State for examlnaJOSEPHA. LOCKE,)
! Committee.
8 C. HATCH,
LAMBERT SANDS. )
d3w&w4w41

Β. A. ATKINSON & CO.
ATKINSON, Manager.
sntf

ocf8

Exl,?

97

Λ

Street, Portland, Me.

Terms—Eight Dollars a Year. To mail subscribers, Seven Dollars a Year, il paid in advance.
Rates of Advertising—One inch ol space
the length oi column, or twelve lines nonpareil
constitutes a "square."
$1.50 per square, daily, first week; 75 cents per
week after; three insertions or less, $1.00, continuing every other day after first week, 50 cents.
Half square, three insertions or less, 75 cents;
one week, $1.00; 60 cents per week after.
.special Notices, one-tnird additional.
Under head of "Amusements" and "Auction
Sales," $2.00 per square per week ; three insertions

less, £1.60.

or

VIEWS

THE MAINE STATE PRESS,
Published every Thursday Morning, at $2.50
a year ; if paid in advance, $2.00 a year.
Advertisements inserted in the "Maine State
Press" (which lias a large circulation In every
part of the State) for $1.00 per square for first insertion, and 50 cents per square for each subse
quent insertion.
Address all communications to

PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.
THE

Washington, Oct. 21.
The indications for Maine are local rains
and cooler.
For New Hampshire and Vermont, generally fair weather, cooler.
The indications for Maine are local rains,
winds, becoming westerly,

Barometer
Thermometer.

I 3pm |11

M

■30.461
39.2
36.3
85.0
SW
4

—

Dew Point

Humidity
Wind

Velocity

Fair

Weather
Mean daily bar...30.284i
Mean daily ther..47.9
Mean daily d'w pt.44.3
Mean daily hum....87.0

Clairvoyant and Botanic Physician

30.286
54.2
48.2
80.0
S
15

Fair

Ρ M

30.104
50.4
49.4
90.0
SW
13
Fail-

Maximum tlier...56.0
Minimum ther....37.2
Max. vel. wind...15 8
0
Total precip

MEDICAL ItOOTIN

592 CONGRESS

ST^ PORTLAND,

ME.

Dr. Kçed treats all chronic diseases that flesh is
heir to; all cases that are given up as incurable
I
by tlie allopathic and homoeopathic physicians.
will take their case to treat and cure them. I find
about four-fifths of the cases given up to die can
be cured. Kxainination at a distance by letter,
with their full name and place of resident: ana
Examination at the
one 2-cent stamp and $2.00.
and consultation free.
office
«.
m.
to
9.
|>. ua.
aplOsntf
Office Hoin-w— 9
»

CARPETS

Photographer.
Special facilities for tine Photos
of Groups, Picnics and otlier parties. yachts, Island Cottages, Anieodtf

FOR THE MILLION.
The Hall,
The Stair,
The Parlor,
The Sitting Room,
The Dining Boom,
The Chamber
or Oilcloth for the Kitchen,
than is offered by

B. A. Atkinson & Co.,
THE

—

Cor. Pearl and Middle Sts.,
t'OKTIAM),
in the

Here is one of the finest carpet floors
United States with a stock of

Body Brussels,
Tapestry Brussels,

Velvet,

All Wool, Cotton and Wool,
and Cotton and Hemp
Over 67,000 yards of goods from the
mills ; Roxbury, Lowell. Bigelow, Higgins, Park.
Gold Medal, etc., selected with great care, and
which we shall offer at prices that will astonish

popular

everybody.
Morning, Noon, Afternoon
Jtiveniug Up to 9 O'clock.

or

Isaac C. Atkinson, Manager.

sntf

oc8

FINANCIAL.

ρ ο ιι τ ι, a nr ι>

TRUST COMPANY
First National Bank Building.
City, County and Railroad Ifonds, and
other First-Class Securities.

Salt-rheum or Tetter. Fever-sores, Hip-joint
Disease, Scrofulous Sores and Swellings, Enlarged Glands, and Eating Ulcers.
Golden Medical Discovery cures Consumption (which is Scrofula of the Lungs), by its
wonderful blood-purifying, invigorating, and
nutritive properties. For Weak Lungs, Spitting of Blood. Shortness of Breath, Bronchitis,
Severe Coughs, Asthma, and kindred affections, it is a sovereign remedy. It promptly
cures the severest Coughs.
*'
Liver
For Torpid Liver, Biliousness, or
Complaint," Dyspepsia, and Indigestion, it is
Sold by druggists.
an unequalled remedy.
AntiDR. PIERCE'S PFLLETS
Bilious and Cathartic
25c. a vial, by druggists,

drfcwlynrm

ie.u*

FIRE RECORD.
Extensive Fire.

Nashua, Ν. II., Oct. 20.—An incendiary
fire this morning, damaged the Francistown
Soapstone Works, to the extent of $20,000.
The manufacturing portion of the buildings
The enis in ruins, includnig machinery,
gine room and store room were saved. The
finishing building was also destroyed entail1 hirty eming additional loss of #4,000.
ployes are deprived of work.
Rochestejî, Oct. 20.—liy the disconnection of electric light wires in the clothing
store of S. Wolf & Co., last night a fire was
caused which was only extinguished by
prompt action. The stock was damaged by
water to the extent of $900.
The Flames in Toronto.

Toronto, Oct. 20.—The extensive premises
occupied by Elliott & Co., at Toronto, wholesale druggists, were burned this morning.
Loss #100,000; insurance #80,000. Λ fireman
was blown from a ladder by an explosion
which occurred in the building anil badly
hurt.

INTEREST ALLOWED ON DEPOSITS
eodtf

!

es S 4s
6s & 4s Bath
Rockland
Maine Central..7s & 5s
No. Pacific Gold..«s
II....6s
R.
P. & O.
4s
Anson
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PER CENT BOPS GUARANTEED

Wore
by tJie Showallcr SloriKage Co.
than fifty Savings Banks in îsev/ Hampshire
Insurance
also
Rhode
Island,
and
Vermont
are
Companies, Societies ar.d Ii dividual·*
or
investing in this class of sh ή critics. Call
address tor illustrated pamphlet,

1

JOHN M. FREEMAN. Aeent.
NO. 11 EXCHANGE ST.. PORTIAHD ME.
dOm*
atr«

W00DBIRÏ & M i.iv i,

BANKERS
Cor. Middle and

Exchange Street.

.Securities, suitable for
Savings Banks and Trust
Funds constantly 011 hand.
eodtf

Choice

Congregational

Council

Ad-

journs.

SWAN & BARRETT,

Bankers and Brokers
ISO MIDDLE STREET.

pnZ'JCiiu

Dealers in Bonds and Stocks.
INVESTMENT SECURITIES

for Savings Banks and Trusl
Funds constantly on hand·
eodtf
ΛοίΙ

ELYs

Catarrh

—v^^^HCreaiii Balm
Relief
™dcure°
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at

Gîtes

HAY
Not
or
>-

a

onc<

FEVER,
Liquid, S»w/i
Freefron

Powder.

Injurious Drugs

ana

r-FEVER Offensive odors.
A partiel* is applied into each nostril and is
agreeable. Prk e 50 cents at Druggists ; liv mail
registered, 60 «s. Creulars free. ELY BKOS.
sepieod&wlynrm
Druggists, Owego, Ν. Y.

STEPHEN BERRY,

ffiookj Jo!>

<mcl (@<ml ffiiiw/e ι

Ho, 87 Plum Street.
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Eastport, Mel 30.14
Portland, Me:|30.14|
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Memphis
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Eichelberger,
Sergeant, Sigual Corps, U. S. A.
W. W.

Chicago, Oct. 20.—At the session of the
National Council of the Congregational
church to day the committee on the paper
presented by Kev. I)r. Ides reported. This
educational
paper dealt chiefly with the
a
question, and the committee submitted
series of resolutions dealing with this matter
for
the
developand offering suggestions
ment and improvement of the various educational institutions of the church. Among
these was the resolution expressing strong
approval and pledging support to the present
system of public schools in this courtry.
The report and resolution were adopted.
Kev. Dr. Quirk presented a series of resolutions approving the work of the American
Peace Society. The resolutions were adopted
unanimously. Kev. Ur. Rice of Danvers,
Mass., next offered a resolution asking for a
Sabbath. I)r.
proper observance of the
Noble delivered an eloquent closing address,
fact
of the union
the
«welling particularly
ty which had characterized all the proceedings. The convention then adjourned sine
die.
A Scare at Cloucester.

Gloucester Mass., Oct. 20.—There is
considerable excitement here over the breaking out of fever in the family of Frank Hart.
Hart, his wife. Miss Hart and Fanny Bruce
are all ill. Hart is a laborer and is generally supposed to have contracted the disease
barkentine Sbobeloff, which
on board the
arrived at this port recently with two deaths
on board, and was allowed to go up to the
Hart's condition is
wharf and discharge.
serious. The board of health impute the
illness of the Hart family, and one or two
others in the

neighborhood,

to

the

impurity

A Swindler Arrested.
New York, Oct. 20.—Despatches from
London announce The arrest of an American
named Orrin M, Skinner while posing as s
Chicago millionaire. He swindled a bank
out of $1000. The swindler seems to have
had a career in a number of English towns
under assumed names. He is known t<
Inspector Byrnes as Ori in Skinner and was
a forgery
arrested here a year ago for
involving $2500 committed in Wall street
and he lay in the Tombs for months but go
out on bail. He hailed originally from Mas
sachusetts.

Episcopal Convention.
Chicago. Oct. 20.—The Episcopal Housi
of Deputies voted to appoint a commissioi
and raise 850,000 to carry on missionary
work in the South. A message was recejvec
from the House of Bishops recommcndin,1
that a committee composed of five bishops
five priests and five laymen be appointed ti
open communications with other Christiaii
bodies in the land to ascertain if they have
disposition to promote unity upon a basis ο
The

apostolic fellowship.

Tortured by Masked Ruffians.
τ
Wheeling, W. Va., Oct. 20.—On Honda;
housi
night six masked men broke into the
sub
of John Parker, a wealthy fanner, and
t ,
mitted Parker and an aged female servant
the
uurpos
torture by fire for two hours for
til·
of forcing a confession as to where
no mone;
money was concealed. There was
r
Parke
baffled.
there and the ruffians were
may die from the effects of his injuries,
A Libel Suit Abandoned.
H
Littleton·, Ν. H., Oct. 20.—Charles lia 5
House,
Milliken, proprietor of the Glenlibel
abandoned his suit for criminal the agains
Cloudf
Henry M. Burt, editor of Among at the tiin 3
who charged him with extortion
Sewell E. Eaunce was killed in Tuckerman'
Ravine.
S. V. Whittaker of Boston, the champioi ί
300 mile
bicyclist of the world, finished
13 mil
Tuesday, inside of 24 hours, with
th
beating
thus
utes, 43 seconds to spare,
U3B4a-,iiii£ 3
world's record, ι

State of

J°>J?ou

5?'aÎui
34,000
,.νί,η
9,000

Pennsylvania, Philadelphia

Total

3290,000

Boston companies also carried

a

large

number of policies, the amount of which is
not yet ascertained. About $100,000 was carried by Southern and Western "wildcat"
companies, which is probably entirely worth-

Cloomy

the town is gone, and the town itself is at
the mercy of the insurance companies. The
town cannot support 350 to 500 people this
winter. The building of houses and stores
will call for a class of skilled labor that is
not in the town.
Factory No. 3 of the Eagle Company will
start immediately, but it will give employment to only about 05 persons, and to those
only for the rest of the season. Many of the
destitute have not yet applied for aid.
The
factories will be rebuilt, but Capen will
build out of town.
Mr. Wolff will rebuild
with iron if at all.
He will not rebuild if
the nest of wooden fire-traps is to be allowed
to be rebuilt. It must be iron and brick this
time. A decision of the canners not to rebuild would be fatal to Eastport. The sardine business is the life of the place. But
the town is at the mercy of the insurance
men ; if they refuse to take risks, or make
bad rates, or insist upon a water supply and
an effective fire department, or the universal
rebuilding in brick or iron, the town will be
The merchants can only build
helpless.
stores of a temporary kind this fall
They
must have immediate insurance on their
stock. It is now admitted on all sides that
it has only been with the greatest difficulty
that insurance has been obtained in the past.
Eastport people haven't been able to pick or
choose ; they have been only too glad to get
any insurance that they could.
Bath to Aid Eastport.
Bath, Oct. 20.—At a meeting of citizens
this afternoon, committtees were appointed
to solicit subscriptions and supplies for the
Eastport sufferers.
Mayor Wakefield presided.
KNICHTS OF LABOR.
The Richmond Convention Adjourns
"
—The Business Transacted.

Richmond, Oct. 20.—The General Assembly of the Knights of Labor began its last
session

of the convention of 1886 at RichThe first
business taken up was the report of the
standing committee on cooperation. After
that came the reports of half a dozen special
committees, one of them that from the committee oil woman's work. Among the recommendations was one in favor of the appointment of women who should investigate
and report on all subjects connected with
female wage workers and aid in the organization of local assemblies of women employed in the various industries throughout the

mond, this morning, at 9 o'clock.

At its afternoon

Accident at Bath.
[Special to the Press.]
Bath, Oct. 20.—C. W. Larrabee, a lawyer
of this place, met with a severe accident last
night. He missed his footing as he turned
to enter his yard, and falling, struck upon
the left elbow, dislocating the joint and
fracturing the bone above.
The

Property

of Coss,
Packard.

Sawyer &

[Special to tlie Tress.]
Bath, Oct. 20.—In accordance with an
agreement between the firms of Goss & Sawyer and Goss, Sawyer & Packard, and the
creditors of those firms, a meeting was held
afternoon and this forenoon at
the office of Geo. Fisher in Bank Block,
where the creditors presented their views of
the valuation of the firm'$ stock to Chief
Justice Peters, who, under a provision of
the statute covering such cases, is to apAbout twenty-five
praise the property.
W. L. Putnam of
creditors were present.
Portland and C. W. Larrabee of this city
appeared for the debtors.

yesterday

Lewiston, Oct. 20.—The farm buildings
Newell of Turner were burned
It is supposed the fire
Monday night.
caught from the chimney. The buildings
were insured for $2,300.
W.

Educational Meeting.
Bjîidoton, Oct. 20.—The West Oxford
Educational Association closed its two days'
session this afternoon. The sessions were
devoted to the discussion of practical educational questions, participated in by Prof.
Corthell, Messrs. Nevens, Cummings and
others. Principal Sargent of Hebron Academy presented a paper on "Penalties in

School Government," which was discussed
by Mr. Nevens of Bridgton, and others.
The association re-elected the old board of

officers and made provision for the organization of a Teachers' Reading Union. The
session of the convention lias been interesting and profitable to the teachers participating. Prof. Corthell's address last evening
was able and entertaining, and much enjoyed

by all present.
ON THE TURF.

Trotting at Lawrence.
Laweenck, Dec. 20.—This was one of the
best day's trotting ever seen on the track at
Two races, the
the Lawrence driving park.
local and the 2.32 class, were hotly contested.
The former was unfinished. The following
the summary :
2.32 CLASS—PUBS!! $200.
2 111
C. C. Maybury's br. g. Beaclimout
1 2 3 3
A. J. Russell's b. g. White Oak
6 3 2 2
M. Geliss's b. g. Alpha
4
0 4 g
m.
br.
Owenee
Delano's
E.
M.
Β 5 0 4
F. H. Hale's b. g. Remember
7 8 8 8
F. WallingioiïTs b. g. McLean
8 8 9 7
J. Churchill's b. g. J. W. Ρ
-..9 7 7 9
J. A. Snow's blk. m. Kitty Y
Time—2.321/4, 2.32u, 2.31Vi, 2.32Vi.
is

Meeting of Locomotive Engineers.
New York, Oct. 20.—The twenty-third
annual international convention of the
Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers convened this morning at I.yric Hall. Delegates
representing every State and Territory in
the Union were present, as well as representatives from Mexico, Quebec, Ontario,
Nova Scotia, British Columbia and Mani-

The morning session was taken up
with the examination of credentials. General Manager F. K. Hain, of the Elevated
Railway, presented the delegates with
passes for all the elevated roads, good until
the convention adjourns.
Public exercises were held this afternoon
at the Metropolitan Opera House. Addresses
were made by Gov. Abbett of New Jersey,
Kev. T. DeVVitt Talmage and Chauncey M.
Depew, approving of labor organizations.
Mr. Depew said all the railroads represented
had confidence in the organization, as they
knew engineers always kept their contracts.
Grand Chief Arthur in his annual address
referred to the malicious and false statements about the order because of. their conservative stand, and said their work was to
build up their own organization and not to
meddle with things outside. To his mind
there was no antagonism between capital
and labor; there was between work and
idleness. The order now has 321 divisions
with nearly 20,000 members.
toba.

Meeting

of Road Masters.

MANCHESTKB.Oct. 20.—The fourth annual
convention of the New England Road
Masters Association began here with a full
J. W.
President
representation to-day.
Shanks presided, and delivered the annual
address, after which routine business was
transacted. This evening officers were elected as follows.
President, A. C. Stevens,
Boston & Maine ; Vice President, J. S. Lane,
New York, New Haven & Hartford ; Chaplain, Ε. H. Homer, Central Yermont:
Providence & WorSecretary, \f.

T· Ellis,

cester; Treasurer, J. If. Hatch, Connecticut

Hiver.

Outlook.

Eastpobt, Oct. 20.—The situation here is
still very grave. From sixty to seventy families are in the most helpless poverty. The
town is $00,000 in debt, $30,000 for the hotel
now in ruins. At least one-half, and some
say two-thirds, of the taxable property of

country.
ΜΔΙΝΡ.

of J.

janlS
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Fire in Turner.
The

BONDS

Φ

Norfolk, Va. |30.34
Charleston... 30.30

A Disconnection of Wires.

JelO

Ο

Savannah,Ga! 30.29

CARPETS.

Come in itae

Observation

Washington..

Thoroughly cleanse the blood, which is the
fountain of health, by using- Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery, ana pood digestion, a
fair skin, buoyant spirits, vital strength, and
soundness of constitution will be established.
Golden Medical Discovery cures all humors,
from the common pimple, blotch, or eruption,
to the worst Scrofula, or blood-poison. Especially has it proven its efficacy in curing

Wina

Place oi

New London 30.25

city

AT

Xhermo'ter

Albanv, Ν. Y 30.17
New Ϋοι-k... (30.28
Philadelphia. 30.29

in the Union
Never did the people of any
have a better opportunity afforded them to buy
Carpets of every grade for the

—

METEOROLOGICAL REPORT.
(Oct. 20, 1886, 10.00 P. M.)
Observations taken at the same moment of time
at all stations.

mals, &c., by the Instantaneous
Process.
jlyl4

London

A

LOCAL WEATHER REPORT.
Portland, Me., Oct. 20, 1886.

—BY—

Imperial,

WEATHER.

|7A

DR. Ε. B. REED,

[Special to the Pbess.]
Oct. 20.-The following insurance companies had losses to the following
amounts :
Jîtna, of Hartford
$ ?Z'SS2
Hart! ord, of Hartford
",000
Home, of New York
24,000
Merchants, of Providence
ÎS'XXA
Boyal, of Liveri)ool
Bg-oo"
London & Lancashire, Liverpool
48.000

Eastport,

In,,·,

OF

Portland and Vicinity

Insurance Companies Which Lose
by the Fire.

session

the General As-

sembly renewed and emphasized the demands made for legislation at previous sessions on the subjects of land, money, railroads, telegrams, etc., and instructed the incoming legislative committee to press the
same at every opportunity.
The executive
board was empowered to appoint, at their
discretion, one or more suitable persons on
the legislative committee to attend upon the
sessions of Congress or any State Legislature
to further by all honorable means the objects of the order which are subjects of National or State legislation.
A resolution was referred to the incoming
legislative committee, demanding laws to
prohibit any member of either house of Congress, or of any State legislature, for acting
as attorney for any person or corporation
personally interested in the legislation of
the body in which he sits during nis term of
A proposition was
office as such member.
also introduced that the coinage of silver be
carried to the full extent of tl.e present legal
limit, and that the obligations of the United
States be paid in the same ; also a resolution
in favor of woman suffrage.
The committee on convict labor reported
in favor of taking strong groueds to prevent
the competition of the labor of prisoners in
penal institutions against free labor. It was
adopted.
The special committee appointed to consider the subject reported against the continuance of the importation of Chinese contract labor into the United States, and also
in favor of the abrogation of the Burlingame
treaty with China. The report was adopted.
Thé committee on railway insurance presented a report, which was adopted, protesting against insurance schemes for the alleged
benefit of the employes of the Baltimore &
Ohio and Pennsylvania railroads, and calling
on all legislators, whether State or national,
who may have control over the subject to
take action against what the resolution calls
"compulsory voluntary insurance."
The committee on education was continued
until the next session of the General Assem-

bly, when it is expected they will present a
systematic plan for the education of mem-

bers of the order.
A resolution was adopted calling for a
joint meeting of the executive boards of the
District Assemblies in the New England
States to consider the questions that have
been raised as to unequal wages and unjust
regulations in shoe manufacturing trades in
unanimous vote the general executive
board is authorized to purchase a home for
the family of the late Uriah B. Stevens, the
founder of the order of Knights of Labor.
The home is to be purchased in Philadelphia, and the amount to be paid for it is left
to the discretion of the executive board.
It was resolved that hats made by J. B.
Stetson of
Philadelphia be "let severely
alone" by members of the order.
A resolution was passed iasking mercy for
the condemned Chicago anarchists.
All business having been disposed of, Sir.
Powderly made a brief speech, congratulating the members of the assembly upon their
good work during the session and urging
them to depart with a determination to push
the work of inculcating the principles of the
order. T. O'Reilly, of the telegraph district
of New York, then sang "The Ode of the
French Proletariat," the delegates present
joining in the chorus, and the general assembly was declared adjourned nine die at 5.40
o'clock p. m. The executive committee held
a meeting after the final adjournment.
Many of the delegates left for their homes
this evening. Mr. Powderly and the members of the executive board will remain until
tomorrow, and then go to Philadelphia.
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■ The Chicago Stock Yards Strike.
Chicago, Oct. 20.—Everything was quiet
at the stock yards this morning. A few of
the packing nouses are open and running in
a small way, but there has been no general
resumption of work. The yards are filled
with workmen but there has been no recurrence of the disturbances of yesterday.
A few more men were taken to work in
the various packing houses this morning
and the rain kept unemployed crowds that
The
all day yesterday hung around iusidj.
beef butchers will accept the inevitable, and
will, it is thought, return to work on the
ten-hour basis. Hogs are beginning to
arrive and are in active demand. Armour &
Co. will commence to kill right away, and
by the last of the week will need a full force.
Fowler Brothers' and the Anglo-American
Company's houses will be a day or two later,
but it is safe to say that by the first of next
week the great majority of the men will race
more be at work.
Another batch of non-union workmen
were sent into the city today by a special
train under the guard of J00 Pinkerton detectives. There was no disturbance of any
kind. It is thought that all the union men
will have left the stockyards by the end of
the week.

Judge Hoadley's Offer Accepted.
Cincinnati, (Jet. 20.—Judge Goebel, of
the Probate Court, has accepted the offer of
Judge Hoadley to pay to the trustee of the
estate of Archbishop Purcell $<>2,500, in full
satisfaction of his liability as bondsman for
J. B. Mannix, the defaulting assignee. The
trustees will now declare a dividend of lié
per cent, and begin its payment in a few
days.

A

Shocking
Vt.,

Accident.

Oct. 20.—Mrs. James
Marsh, aged 70 years, and her daughter,Mrs.
Dutton.
Edward
aged 50 years, of Braintree,
while crossing the track in a team between
here and Braintree today, was struck by the
down express, instantly killing both ladies
and the horse.
Randolph,

A Crowd of 75,000 Strangers Creet
Him in the Smoky City.
After Reviewing the Procession
Makes a Masterly Speech
In Which He Replies to the
Times Article.

He

London

Pittsburg, Oct. 20.—This is Blaine day in
and the interest in the Maine
statesman, tflfe parade and the mass meeting
at Exposition Park overlaps everything. It
is estimated that ^5,000 strangers arrived in
the city last night and this morning.
Of
these not less than 50,000 came by rail and a
tour of the railroad office develops the fact
that 100 trains averaging ten coaches each
were required to transport this immense
throng. About 11 o'clock Mr. Blaine was
escorted from the Hotel Anderson to the
Monongahela House at the intersection of
Water and Smithfield streets, from wbieh
point the procession started and marched
through the principal streets of the business
portion of the city, thence across the Sixthstreet bridge to Allegheny.

Pittsburg

mi.

jMuuie

>vcin

csL'urw;u

uy

uie

Mr. Blaine's Speech.
The crisis in the tariff system of the
United States is rapidly approaching. For a
long series of years, ever since the close of
the war, we have had a vast debt to be paid.
However large the national revenue, its surplus could always be profitably applied to
the liquidation of our national obligations.
We -have discharged that debt so rapidly
that there remains now but little more than
$200,000,000 of it that can be paid within this
century, and all of that falls due within four
years from this date. Its maturity thus
rapidly approaching, may be said to be even
now impending,
so that the matter is one
that must be taken into consideration at
once, because the remaining $700,000,000 or
$800,000,000 go over to the twentieth century.
When Secretary Sherman, the most accomplished and able Secretary of the Treasury
since
Alexander Hamilton, (cheers) performed the marvelous feat of funding a large
proportion of the public debt in United
States four per cents, his success was acknowledged on both sides of the Atlantic
as unparalleled in financial administration.
But under the wise administration of tiie
Federal government by the Republican party
the credit of the nation has increased so
rapidly that the United States bonds which
were at par but seven years ago now command nearly $130, and the holders will not
relinquish them to the Treasury at less than
that rate. It may, therefore, be assumed as
a certainty that their payment is postponed
until the next century, and they fall ontside
of present exigencies as they fell outside of
the present power of this nation. (Applause.)
When, therefore, you shall have diminished
the total volume of obligations of the country to the amount of $200,000,000, now almost
due, what are you going to do with the surplus which flows annually into your Treasury? What disposition are you going to
make of the large amount which eaeli year
you have been accustomed to apply to the
payment of the national debt ?
Free trade replies, "Ggt rid of your surplus by striking down this protective tariff,
lower the duty on many articles, put a large
number of other articles on the free list and
reduce your revenues in that way."
Protectionist answers, "Let us so reduce
our revenue that with wise discrimination
the American laborer in his daily earnings
may be protected by national law and keep
that in view as the primal object." (Cheers.)
This is the question that impends for your
decision, and after a patient consideration of
the probable consequences to result from
that decision, I venture the assertion that
nnt.

hppn since the national election

of I860 a financial crisis so urgent and
pressing as the one which will be upon the
the next two
American
people within
years. The main question is whether you
will exclude from the tariff the protective
idea, or whether you will reduce the rates
upon the articles from the duties on which
you gain no protection and thus so wisely
discriminate that with a new tariff adapted
to $100,000,000 less revenue, you will still
gain all the protection needed. X say to you,
gentlemen, that at only two periods in our
history, namely, the beginning of the federal
government, and the outbreak of the civil
war, has the financial ability of American
statesmen been confronted by a problem of
the magnitude of the one to which I have
Never, therefore,
invited your attention.
was there a time when men who believe in
to
American
industry were more
protection
imperatively called upon to gird about their
loins for a great battle on that questien. It
is impending within two years and will be
settled favorably or adversely in that time.
I cannot now go into details on the tariff as
to the manner in which it should be regulated, but I can say this, that unless it is so
adjusted as to continue the doctrine of protection, vou, gentlemen, will see hard times
in this country, and that is what I came
For advancing these same
here to say.
views since leaving home and in the city of
Philadelphia, I have been complimented by
the notice of the London Times, which tells
that the views
me frem across the watei
which I held have been negatived by the
and that we are
the
United
States
of
people
traveling towards free trade and away from
dark
days of our own
protection, from the
policy toward the enlightened policy of
(Derisive merriment.) In the
England.
same paper in which I read the cablegram
just quoted, in the same column, and immediately following among this morning's
despatches comes another from London
which says that the poor have risen in riot
against the lord mayor having a splendid
dinner while the workmen of London are
starving in their hovels. ("Hear, hear," and
approbation.) I give you these two telegrams together as forming a better argument
than any I could make on the question, ana
I send back greeting to the London limes
that 1 stand this moment before countless
thousands of free American workingmcn
who have good wages and happy homes,
with prosperity benind them and bef»re
them. (Tremendous cheering.)
We are constantly encountering in this discussion the argument of the free trader that
we should increase our foreign;trade; that
the United States is deteriorating because
we do not enlarge the area and increase the
volume of foreign trade. To begin with, my
friends, there is a great deal of delusion
about our foreign trade. I live down en the
extreme border of the United States, in the
State of Maine, although 1 am now near the
very spot on which I was born (cheers). If a
merchant living on the border of Maine sends
a caixo of goods across the New Brunswick
line me miles, and sells it, that is foreign
trade. If he should ship it around Cape
Horn, away up to Washington Territory on
I'uget Sound, 18,000 miles away from home,
that is domestic trade, (Laughter). England's foreign trade is made up largely of
her trade to the colonies which she herself
; and I believe, though as I do not
now the
fact I refrain from making the
statement absolute, that what she sells to
the Channel islands of Guernsey and Jersey
between her coast and that of Prance, and
under her flag, is classed as foreign trade, by
way of making a showing of a prosperou8 uusiness, Din we nave soineiuing else to
look at.
Free traders beyond the sea are not one
whit concerned about our increasing our
foreign trade. What they want is to get a
share of our domestic trade. The foreign
trade of this country last year all that went
out and all that came in, export and imports,
amounted to only 2:1,000,000 tons of merchandise, representing about $1,400,000,000
in value. The local freight carried on a railroad between Philadelphia and Pittsburg,
not counting a ton of that which came from
beyond the boundaries of the State, but the
actual traffic
within the State limits,
handled oil the
great artery of trade in
your State was 22,500,000 tons. (Cheers.)
So that even on a single line of railway
within the limits of one State the aggregate
of merchandise taken up and delivered was
practically equal in tonnage to the whole of
our foreign trade, export and import. 1 have
never yet been able to ascertain with positive accuracy what the enormous domestic
trade of the United States amounts to. Some
good statisticians have estimated it as being
last year from $29,000,000,000 to $30,000,000,000. This total would represent all the exchanges which took place between our 38
States and nine Territories. On the other
hand, our total foreign trade of last year's
exports and imports is estimated at $1,400,000,000. I repeat that it is tljat domestic
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Oct.
20.—The fjllowing
from Maine are docketed in the United
States Supreme Court :
No. 383—Jaes S. Robinson, individually and as
executrix, &c., vs. the Female Orphan Asylum of

Washington,

cases

Company, et al.,
al

vs.

Ernesto

Ponc£.

No. 653—G. L. Eames vs. Sarah J. Savage.
No. 654—U. h. Eames vs. S. A. Bickford.
No. 707—Nathan Rosennassar, et al., vs. John

Berry.

Pensions Allowed and Increased.
The following pensions have been allowed
to people in Maine:
William Lash. Waldeboro.
A. E. Atkin, Dedhani.
.Γ. J. Kirby, Hartlaud.
J. J. Knowles, Searsport.
Father of 8. M. Eaton, North Sedgwick.
J. E. Strong, North Raymond.
1). A. Blanch, Lubec.
A. J. Kinney, West Lubec.
Silas Remiimau, New Harbor.
J. S. Sites, Mapleton.
Pensions have been increased to the folC. Russell, Lewistou.
J. A. I.eighton. Freedom.
Ε. T. Bulir.er, Perry and J. Peasley,
M. P. A. Wilder. Dennysville.
Frank Beale, Eastport.
Job Ramsdell, Garland.

Bucksport.

A pension was returned to W. A. Rhodes,
Windham.
The President to Visit Richmond.
The Presidential party,consistiong of the
President and Mrs. Cleveland, Secretary
Bayard, Secretary and Miss Endicott, Postmaster General and Mrs. Vilas, and Col. Lament, will leave Washington for Richm4pd
tomorrow morning about 7.50, and arrive
there about 12 o'clock. The President will
hold a general reception on the fair grounds
during the afternoon, but will make no address. The party will leave Richmond at 7
o'clock and expect to reach Washington beLand

Question.

The Secretary of the Interior has ordered
that certain lands in Walla Walla land district in Washington Territory lying on the
branch line of the Northern Pacific railroad
running between Wallula Junction and
WallajWalla now withdrawn for the benefit
of the Northern Pacific railroad company be
It aprestored to the settlement and entry.
pears this track, which comprises about ·2'ΐ,U00 acres, was overlooked in the general restoration of those lands which by a change in
the general route of the road was thrown
outside its withdrawal limits.
Minister Cox.
Minister Cox had a second interview with
indicatSecretary Bayard this morning andduties
as
ed a desire to be relieved of his
United States minister to Turkey. A formal
but
is
lias
not
been
yet
presented
resignation
expected upon his lacceptance of the Congressional nomination.
Studies of the Recent Earthquake.
The systematic study of the great mass of
earthquake returns, gathered by correspondents of the geological survey from all portions of the area affected by the recent convulsions, is about to be undertaken by officials of the survey under the supervision of
Captain Clarence E. Dutton, United States
ordinance corps. Captain Dutton has been
for many years connected with the work of
the geological survey, and is a well recognized authority upon volcanic and seismic phenomena as well as upon general geology. lie
has just returned from the Northwest, where
he has spent a season in making a preliminarygeological survey of the Oregon region.
Tvvo maps of the
affected region—one
showing the lines of intensity and the other
those of the times of the impulses—are Being made as preliminary steps. These, as far
as prepared, leave no doubt that Charleston
and Summerville were at the very focus of
the disturbance. From this centre the impulses spread in all directions with increasing intensity, as would be the case with
waves of the sea, but they were much broken and varied in their progress by reason of
the varying densities of the material which
transmitted them. The impulses appear to
have travelled much faster up the Atlantic
coast than toward the West. No other great
earthquake was ever so well observed, from
a scientific standpoint, and while the scientists hardly hope to discover the seed of the
disturbance, yet the study, it is believed cannot fail to throw much light upon seismic
pnenomena.
Two New Treaties with Turkey.
Minister Cox before leaving Constantinople consummated, under instructions from
the United States government, two treaties
with Turkey—an extradition and a naturalization treaty similar to the one now existing
between this country and Great Britain and
between this country and Austria-Hungary.

Some twelve or fifteen years ago these two
treaties we'e drawn up between the two governments and were ratified by the United
States Senate, but with amendments which
the Sultan declined to accept, and so they
fell through. At the present time there is
no protection In Turkey for Turks who have
become naturalized citizens of the United
States. "Once a Turk always a Turk," is
the only rule now recognized by the Sublime
Porte. Mr. Oox has persuaded the Sultan
to accept the amendments of the United
States Senate, and it now only requires this
government to sanction and promulgate its
If
own treaties with its own amendments.
the government sees its was to do this, as
it
then
to
doubt
reason
Mr. Cox has no
will,
the treaties will go into effect immediately.
No further ratification by the United States
Senate will be needed, and there will be no
need for Mr. Cox to return to Turkev.
Whittier

Sentenced.

Boston, Oct. 20.—Lawyer J. A. L. Whittier was convicted today upon one count of
the indictment charging him with the embezzlement of $20,000 from Miss Harriet
Reed, for whom lie acted as attorney, and
sentenced to four years
months in the State prison.
was

Honor

of

Powerful

London, Oct. 20. -English officials are
much excited over reports of sweeping
changes in the armaments of continental
powers, and arc laboring to keep abreast.
Of the new Shrapnel shell field guns alreadyapproved and shortly to be Issued, the larger
of the two sizes throwns a 13 pound shell
containing 176 bullets. It explodes by a device which is kept a secret, but probably
much similar to tlie French bomb.
Naval authorities are also experimenting
with a steel shell of French invention, which
penetrates an 18 inch composite armor plate,
nine feet of timber, and a five inch plate at
the back, and which would sink any ironclad afloat.
The English are going to test the new
Schuloff rifle. Used singly it fires 24 shots a
minute. By the movement of a spring it is
converted into a double acting gun, tiring 52
shots. This gun will probably be adopted
by the Austrian army.
In fact every military paper is filled with
rumors and reports of startling inventions
for slaughter. Never before has there been
such activity in this line.
The English are
also going to get a number of Mexican saddle-trees for the mou ited infautry, wh ich
are recommended by Sir Owen Lanyon, who
saw them at San Francisco.
Church

In

the

Queen's

A meeting of notable persons was held
the residence
of the Archbishop of Canterbury, for the
purpose of organizing the movement to erect
a memorial church in honor of the
attainment of the fiftieth year of Queen Victoria's
which
will
be completed on June 20th,
reign,
1887. The meeting was addressed by the
Archbishop of Canterbury and the Archbishop of York, and by the bishops of London and Carlisle. An executive committee
was appointed to manage the business appertaining to the movement and to select a site.
Mr. Gladstone declined to permit the use of
his name as a member of this committee.

Monday at Lamberth palace,

Mr. Cladstone and the Standard.
Mr. Gladstone will not attend the Leeds
convention.
The Standard says that his latest contribution is not calculated to strengthen his position. "Nobody denies that the Irish parliament of 1800 was bribed," says the Standard. "That was no reason for abandoning
Ireland now to the tyranny of the league and
American conspirators." Referring to the
coming struggle on the rent question between the League and Lord Clanracarde the
Standard says, "There weuld be little occasion for regret if the league resolved to precipitate a conflict that would be certain to
end in its own defeat."

Bishop Nulty's Powerful Sermon.

and

three

CENERAL NEWS.

Judge Manning, the new United States
minister to Mexico, has arrived at the City
of Mexico. A cordial welcome was extended
to him. It is understood that he will reopen the Cutting case, and there is considerable curiosity as to the turn affairs may take.
Last week's gale was the worst ever
known on the Western lakes.
The volcano of Tunguragua, in Ecuador,
is continuously active. Lava pours from it
at shert interval, while clouds of dust and
ashes envelop the summit, The villagers in
the north and south have experienced a good
deal of suffering.
Hirsch Brothers <fc Co. and Hirscli & Lowenstein, of Nashville, Tenn., the former one
of the largest dry goods houses in the South,
has been closed by attachments aggregating
$113,000.
The Chicago authorities have refused to
license the Sullivan-Ryan tight.
John G. Kimball, cashier of the New

Hampshire Banking Company, a prominent
hanker, ex-city clerk and a highly esteemed
resident of Nashua, died very suddenly at
Shirley Hill Tuesday night, of heart disease.
He was 50 years of age.

Daniel W. Stout, a well-known character
of Columbus, Ind., who has been led about
by his little girl for years, has been notified
that he has been granted a pension amounting to $10,406, and $72 per month.
The elephant Alva nearly killed lier
owner, Charles Hazelton, at Brocklyn, N.
it
Y., Tuesday night, while he wasatleading
McGrohome after a trick performance
that
the
animal
It
is
Hotel.
alleged
berly's
was made drunk by tho people at the hotel.

Oct.

20.—Most

Rev.

Thomas

Nulty, Roman Catholic bishop of Meath,
preached a powerful sermon in Dublin SunHe deday, against the Moonlighters.
nounced in the strongest terms the acts perpetrated by the moonlighters ani called them
the greatest enemies Ireland had today. He
said the outrages they committed served but
to perpetrate landlordism, which otherwise
was doomed.
He asked the Moonlighters to
restore the arms and other property they had
stolen to their rightful owuers.
"You can
do this quietly," continued the bishop. "You
can make this restitution through me if you
wish or you can make it through your Irish
priests, who will not betray your secret."
Continuing Bishop Nulty said: "If the
Moonlighters fail to desist from their outrages, lam determined to organize a committee to watch them and bring them to justice. 1 know many of th^se men myself.
It is impossible for them to escape.
Our
country is on her trail. Her prosperity and
happiness for centuries depend on the good
behavior of her people during the coming
winter.

As soon

as

Ireland shall

have

proved herself able to govern herself we
shall have the whole English democracy on
our side. Then home rule will be certain."
Severe

Earthquake

Shocks Πη Cash-

mere.

London, Oct. 20.—Severe and prolonged
earthquake oocrurrcd in ecliudgui,
Cashmere, early this morning. There were
brilliant meteoric showers during the night
lasting until sunrise. The shocks eaeatetl a
panic among the people. The extent of the
damage to property is not known.
With Military OperaDissatisfied
shooktt of

tions.

London, Oct. 20.—General Lord Wolseley,
adjutant general, has issued a circular to
the officers of the English army, intimating
that the Duke of Cambridge, commander in
chief, is dissatisfied over the small progress
made in their military training during the re'Ihe circulai states the
cent inspections.

duke observed that many officers of all ranks
evinced much want of knowledge of the duties vitally important to military efficiency,
and he strongly insists that the officers shall
devote more time and attention to the instruction of their troops.

Foreign Notes.
The theatre Filo Dramatice at Ravenna
has been burned to the grotmd.
Earthquake shocks have been felt in Alsace, Loraine, the Vosges mountains and the
Black Forest.
A cablegram was received by Archbishop
Duhamel at Ottawa, from Rome Monday,
stating that the Pope wished his attendance
at the Holy See as hurriedly as possible.
The Russian Princess Galatzine, who reIt i3 supcently left Dresden is missing.
posed she has committed suicide.
FROM THE DOMINION.
Railroad Reported Sold.

MoNTitEAL, Oct. 20.—It is currently reported here on good authority that the Stanstead, Sliefford A Chambly railway has been
sold to the Canadian Pacific Company to
connect with their short line to the East
coast.
BASE

BALL.

O'liOUBKE SIGNS WITIl T1IE BOSTON'S
Thomas J. O'Rourke of the Portland Club
has been secured as a player by the management of the Boston League Base Ball Club.
He was born in New Yo rk in 18t>2. Ho rank,
ed 17th in his league, and second in his club
as a batsman, with an average of .275 with
totals of .324 in 80 games. During the season he made 18 doubles, a triple and a home
run. lie is a splendid backstop, a tine throwHe
er to bases and excellent base runner.
is 5 feet 7k inches high and weighs 158 pounds
This makes the third player named O'Rourke
that Boston will have had in its ranks.
YESTEUDAY'S GAMES.
At
Base
—St.
At
two.

Chicago—St. Louis, 4; Chicagos, 11.
hits—St. Louis, 9; Chicagos, 11. Errors
Louis, 7 ; Chicagos, 7.
New York—New Yorks, 7;Brooklyns,

Sagadahoc Historical Society.
An adjourned meeting of the Sagadahoc
Historical Society was held Tuesday evening at the Common Council room in Bath.
Nearly all of the society were present.
President Page being absent, James D. Robinson, Esq., vice president of the society,
presided. Interesting papers were read by
Geo. E. Newman on the genealogy of the
McLellan family, and a sketch written by an
historian of a trip from Augusta to the
mouth of the Kennebec. Mr. Newman also
made a verbal report of the field day.
P. M. Reed, Esq., read a petition presented in 1814 to Gov. King by the inhabitants of
Phipsbuig, asking for arms to protect them,
selves against the Indians. He also read a
paper on the Butler family of Butler's Cove,

Arrowsic.
A history of the Ham family of Peterson's
Hill, Brunswick, from 1729 up to the present
date, was read by J. L. Douglas, Esq. He
also gave an interesting description of a visit
to Stevens Carrying Place, near Merrymeeting Bay, and to the cellar of the Purchase
house.
vote of the society, J. D. Robinson
and J. G. Richardson were invited to furnish reminiscences or iiatn.
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those who had aided and encouraged him in
his methods; and now "I ask you who listen
often to the voice of trouble for advice."
The scheme was discussed quite fully by
Doctors Johnson and Kanch of Illinois,
Devson of Louisiana, Hunt of New Jersey,
Cassidy, Canniff and Covernton of Toronto,
and E. C. Jordan, C. E., of Portland, Maine,
and It resulted In a resolution endorsing the
Howland.
The whole
course of Mayor
affair was similar to that which most cities
experience; the scheme of the first specialist
is rarely adopted, and it is not until the
people as a whole are educated by suffering
and loss that they demand at once what the
City Government from their opportunities
knew should have been granted long before,
but were too timid to inaugurate.
The report of the committee on the disinfection of rags provoked a very lively discussion. It was alleged that the report was
in the interest of a patent method of disinand
fecting, but that did not gain credence,
the report prevailed by a large majority.
but upon
read,
were
Other valuable papers
topics of perhaps less general interest.
The five days session of the convention
was interspersed with most cordial hospitalto
ities extended by the city and its ritizens
delegates attending the meetings.
so

Va., Today.
Two

PRICE
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trade of ours which all the nations of
Europe want to get a share of.
Mr. Blaine then spoke of the competition to
skilled labor of the North which would likely
be found in a rapidly growing tendency of the
negro in the South to enter the field of skilled meclihnics at wages much lower than was
paid for the saine work in the North, and
said the way to correct this was to insist that
that the rights of the negro be maintained
in the South; that he be allowed to vote as
he wished, in which case there would be no
danger of free trade legislation, for the colored voters would be in a large majority.
He also claimed that if the negro is not allowed to vote the basis of representation in
the South should be changed, as the basis of
representation was founded on enfranchisement of the negro.
Mr. Blaine went into the Southern question at great length, and aroused intense enthusiasm by his tribute to Gen. Beaver, with
which he closed his remarks.
At the conclusion of his address Mr. Blaine
was driven to the Monongahela House, where
he was joined by his son James G. Blaine,
Jr. and wife. Ihe evening was devoted to
an informal reception.
Tomorrow Mr. Blaine leaves for a trip ud
the Monongahela river to his old home at
Brownville. He expects to go to West Virginia on business, and will return here Friday, passing through the city on his way

luung

Men's Republican Tariff Club, which preceded, fianked and followed his carriage.
Immediately surrounding the carriage were
With Mr. Blaine
seven nolice lieutenants.
sat Chairman B. F. Jones of the Republican
National Committee, Gen. Beaver and Hon.
C. L. Magee, who introduced Mr. Blaine to
the vast assemblage at Exposition Park.
The carriage,which was drawn by four white
horses, was elaborately decorated with the
national colors, bunting, evergreen and natural flowers. The 1200 employes of the
American Iron Works in which Chairman
Jones is senior partner, formed part of the
South side division. The Carnegie Guard of
Braddock had its colors draped in memory
of the late employer, Thomas M. Carnegie,
who died yesterday, and who was to have
been a member of the reception committee to
meet Mr. Blaine at the Mayor's office.
Mr. Blaine's carriage was stopped, and
with tiie three other occupants he alighted
and took a seat upon a stand which had Been
specially erected for him, and from which he
viewed the parade. When it had passed the
the carriage and were
party re-entered
driven hastily to Exposition Park.
When Mr. Blaine was introduced, the
crowd had increased to over 10,000. It <"as
nearly five minutes before lie could make
himself heard. After order had been restored, Mr. Blaine said :

thprp line
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A Handsome Boat.
To the Editor of the Press:
In your notices of the Topsham fair you
spoke, among other things, of a -'beautiful
row boat." This boat (whose dimensions
feet; depth, 12
are: length, 13 feet; width,
inches) including oars, weighs only 65 pounds
and is capable of carrying three persons.
Every one spoke of the beauty of its model
and also the workmanship. It was built in
the new style, without frames, and of narIt was
row pine strips Jx| laid edgeways.
built by a young inan who never learned the
trade but seems to understand how to combine beauty and utility.
The will of Samuel J. Tilden was ad nitted
to probate yesterday morning in the surrogate's court at White Plain's, Ν. Y., without
opposition.

The devotional service was conducted yes-

terday morning by Rev. G. C. Andrews.
At tlie business meeting the secretary
made a report with recommendations urging
county and township organization and that
the several schools form normal classes, or
that union classes or teachers' meetings be
He also recommended that a
instituted.
careful collection of statistics be made the
present year, and suggested special action
in regard to the representation of Maine in
the Chicago International Convention next
I..«A

The recommendations were formally enInstructions
tertained by the convention.
were given to collect statistics and the election of delegates to the International Convention was left to the Inttrnational committee, the election to be made by special
session of the committee near the date of the

Chicago meeting.
Mrs. J. W. Bashford of Portland presented, in a clear and interesting way, the
work of the W. C. T. U., and emphasized
the value of the temperance lesson in the
Sunday school.
The secretary was instructed to ascertain
how largely the temperance work is actively
used in our schools throughout the State.
Rev. A. T. Dunn, chairman of the committee on resolutions, reported as follows :
Resolved, That we note with great satisfaction
the increasing interest In our Sunday school work
throughout the State, axid most heartily and
earnestly cotnmend the organization of a committee in each county, and the locating of teachers'
institutes where practicable.
Resolved, That since the demands of the day are
for the best in everything, we confidently recommend
to our teachers the course of normal
studies as outlined by Drs. Hurl but and Dunning,
believing this course to be in every way useful.
Resolved, That we express our deep interest in
the work already successfully established in the
Northern New England Assei.-bly at Fryeburg,
and commend the annual gathering to the prayers and patronage of our Sunday school workers.
Resolved. That we declare our approval of the
action of tne International Sunday School Lesson
Committee in arranging temperance Sunday
school lessons for our study ; ana we would commend the use of the temperance pledge in our
Sunday schools.
Resolved, That our hearty thanks are due, and
sire hereby extended to Dr. J. L. Hurlbut and
Mrs. C. L. Harris for their most valuable assistance in this convention ; and that our
ment by the enforced absence of Hon. B. F.
Jacobs is in part removed by the hope of meeting
ilim at our convention next year.
Resolved, That the success of the present con
mention has in no smnll degree resulted from the
faithful and untiring efforts of our president and
secretary ; and to them, bo the committee on entertainment, to the Chestnut Street Church, and
to the friends throughout the city we extend our
thanks.
Resolved, That we have much eejoyed the
friendly greetings of eur brothers in New Brunswick ana Nova Scotia, and we now extend to
them our hearty "'God bless youj" in their good
work.
Resolved, That our thanks be extended to the
railroad and steamboat companies for their reduction of fares to those attending the meeting.

disappoint-

The committee on nominations reported
Rev. F. T. Bayley as follows :

through
land.

Vice Presidents—Rev. A. K. P. Small, I). D.,
Portland ; Rev. G. M. Howe, Lewlston.
Secretary- Kev. B. P. Snow, Willard.
Treasurer—A. G. Dewey, Esq.. Portland.
Executive Committee—Rev. Geo. W. Hinkley,
Bangor; Kev. J. M. Lowden, Portland; Rev G.
!i. Ilsley, Bangor ; E. R. Drummond, Esq., Waterfille; Rev. G.D. Lindsay, Auburu.

The convention took up the matter of the
oi the association, which were
ihown to be in a favorable condition, but
ieeding something more to meet the expenses of the convention, the amount which
Maine, like the other States, pays toward
;he international convention and for securng statistics of the State.
Pledges were
;aken toward the amount needed.
The committee on credentials reported 87
ichools, represented by 44 pastors, 27 superntendents and 114 delegates.
The primary UMUU^iT"~COllreitillCb Willi
Mrs. Harris, was full of interest to mothers
md Sunday school teachers.
Dr. Hurl but spoke of the normal work, its
>readtb, value and the increasing interest
iverywhere manifested in normal study. He
;hen gave a model normal lesson, "Forty
Centuries in Forty Minutes," an admirable,
compact and very suggestive review of Bible
3 is tory. The convention, acting as a class,
participated in a lively manner in this interring exercise.
Interesting closing rema-ks were made by
Dr. Hurlbut, expressive of his great enjoynent of this, his first attendance on a Maine
convention, and his high appreciation of the
ittendance, interest and enthusiasm of the
liiances

POISONED TO DEATH.
Disastrous Results of Cider
The
Mixed with Embalming Fluid.

Tuesday afternoon, shortly after dinner,
James W. Dennett, son of Civil Engineer
W. S. Dennett of Saco, drank a tumblerful
of new cider which had been brought to the
house that day, and almost immediately be.
gan to feel unwell. He grew worse so rapidly that about 4 o'clock Dr. Kimball was
summoned, who pronounced his symptoms
to be similar to those of poisoning. He,
however, could find nothing to base his suppositions upon, and it was not until about 6
o'clock, when both Mr. and Mrs. Dennett
tasted of the cider in small quantities and
were almost prostrated in the same manner
as their son,
that Dr. Kimball made up his
mind as to the real cause ot the trouble. Dr.
Kimball applied every remedy in his power
and strove with all his skill to wrestle with
the grim destroyer. At 12 o'clock l)r. Hall
was called in, but the combined efforts of the
two physicians were inadequate, and at
twenty minutes past two in the morning
James W. Dennett died in great agony.
The parents, who had received unremitting attention, were now pronounced out of
immediate danger and a search was instituted for the keg containing the fatal liquid.
When found one end was marked "Springfield," and just below, running almost at
right angles, was branded in distinct letters
the ominous word Poison. The keg was of
the five gallon size and it was at once suspected to have been used to contain embalming fluid. It was then ascertained that the
cask came from one Frank Wildes, who
lives at Union Falls in a house near the
dam, on the river, who is employed by W. S.
Dennett, and whose business is to raise and
lower the gates at the dam.
Some ten days ago, Frank Wildes went to
Dennis O'Connor, the undertaker of Biddeford, and got three five-gallon casks, two of
which he paid for, the third to be filled with
cider and returned to Mr. O'Connor.
Now,
one of these casks had contained embalming
fluid, known to be a deadly poison. It has
been five years, so Mr. O'Connor stated yesterday morning, since he had bought or handled
any fluid in such a large quantity. He said
that an employe came near being killed by it
some three years ago, anil siuce that time he
bought only enough for immediate use. He
denied knowing the keg was among those
sold and that he even touched them when
the transfer was made.
In an interview with Mr. Wildes, however,
Mr. Willes was equally positive that Mr.
O'Connor picked out the kegs and helped to
load them on the team, lie also states that
Tuesday morning, before putting the cider
in the cask, he carefully rinsed it out with
hot water from the kitchen tea-kettle. The
cider was drawn directly from the "cheese"
in the press, and was from the same lot as
was that in another five-gallon keg and two
two-gallon jugs that were brought to Biddeford and drank with no ill effects. During
the interview, Mr. Wildes also stated, in
contradiction to the testimony of Drs. Hall
and Kimball, that there was no visible mark
of poison on the cask ; that the only marks
were. "Worcester, Mass., to Biddeford, Me.,
for Dennis O'Connor."
An Associated Press despatch last night
said: Mrs. Dennett still lies in a critical
condition, and Air. Dennett lias not fully recovered. It is not known to-night whether
a coroner's inquest will be held.
Everybody declares that an investigation should
be made and the blame attributed to whom
it belongs. Undertaker O'Connor of Biddeford, who sold the empty cask which once
contained embalming fluid, claims he did not
know it was among the number sold. Frank
Wildes, who sold the cider, says the word
"poison" was covered by a tag and he did
not see it.
STATE

ueetings.

NEWS.

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.

The president congratulated the convention upon the success of the tession, and
prophesied a good year to come.
The closing prayer was offered by Rev.
Ezekiel Martin, of Saccarappa, and the convention adjourned to meet m 1887 at the call
of the executive committee.

The farm buildings of J. W. Newell, in
the Harlow district, Turner, were entirely
consumed by fire Monday night, with all his
hay, grain, farming tools, hens and a good
part of his household goods. There is $2300
insurance.

AROOSTOOK COUNTY.
Λ unwiliuu UICUU H ill

THE

PUBLIC

HEALTH.

Proceedings .of the Conference of
State Boards of Health, and of the
Meeting of the Public Health Association.
Our own State Board of Health has been
in existence but two years, and yet that is a
sufficiently long period to convince the people of Maine of the vital importance of such
a body, with its broad field of labor in trying
to improve the sanitary condition of our
towns and villages.
At the recent conferences of State Boards,
and raeetingjof the American Public Health
Association at Toronto, Ontario, Maine was
represented by two Portland delegates, Dr.
F. H. Gerrish and E. C. Jordan, C. E. Twenty-four States and Provinces sent delegates
to the conference which was opened with a
paper presented by the secretary of our own
State Board, Dr. A. G. Young.
The paper
was entitled "A Comparative View of Sanitary Laws, and what changes are needed iu
those of Maine." Dr. Young cited the ancient sanitary laws of the colonies relative
to infectious diseases, etc., and traced their
developement to the present time as shown
upon the statutes of the various States and
Provinces ; showing the lack of concord and
the prominent defects, as well as the necessity for concerted action by State and colonial
boards. It provoked the discussion that was
specially desired and a committee was appointed to codify the sanitary laws of the
States and Provinces, and present them at
the next meeting.
Delegates from other States presented arguments and resolutions for concerted action of Boards with reference to the controlling of infectious diseases, and resolutions
were adepted calling fer inter-state notification and co-operation in regard to inspection
and prevention of the spread of such diseases. They were strong enough to cover
the action of one State, when feeling that it
have
sufficient positive data
did not
determine its course, it should go
to
into a neighboring State for the purthe
truth
or
poses of investigating
falsity of rumors of infectious diseases.
The United States and Canada pledged themselves to an interchange of information. The
State Board of Indiana presented to the conference a paper show ng the stand that they
have taken in regard to the plumbing of
State buildings and notably the controversy
that has arisen owing to their criticism upon
the methods pursued in plumbing their new
A committee to whom the
State house.
matter was referred confirmed them in their
and
further
reported that they beposition
lieved it the duty of every State to have its
public buildings represent in their sanitary
condition sucn advances in thai science as
The meeting of
have already been made.
the American Public Uealth Association
followed those of the conference of State
boards. The first paper was by Dr. George
Baird of Wheeling, W. Va., upon the destruction of night soil and garbage by tire,
lie explained the construction of a furnace,
which with fairly cheap fuel demonstrated
the complete practicability of the method.
The second paper was upon the "Toronto
Sewer and proposed Intercepting Sewer," by
Alan MacDougal, C. E. F. II. S. E. It was
that lie bad made at the city's request, with
results of undoubted value. This paper was
followed by two others ; the first by l)r. Edward Plater of Ottawa entitled "Our Inland
Lakes and Rivers, the Disposal of Sewage
and Spread of Infectious
Diseases;" the
second by Dr. William (Jldrigbt of Toronto
on the "Influence of Sewerage upon Health."
The two latter papers were practically an
attack upon the system that the expert, W.
J. Mc'Alpine, C. E. of New York, employed
by the mayor of Toronto, had projected
for that city. The Mayor himself, Mr. Howland, told the convention in the most frank
and manly way that he was much disturbed;
he disclaimed any ability to determine upon
such a question from his own knowledge.
He had employed at great expense a specialist in such matters from New York. The results were pui before the people, but now,
just before the time for voting, he found
himself deserted and opposed by some of
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FRANKL7N COUNTY.

It is said in Farmington that Mrs. Belcher's will is to be contested by relatives.
KENNEBEC COUNTY.

There was a largely attended meeting of
ice men at Gardiner, on Tuesday, and an ice
exchange was organized. The following officers were elected :
President, J. Manchester Ilaynes, Augusta; vice presidents, Jeremiah Kussell of Kicbmom], C. IS. Church of
Washington, I). C., VV. II. Ohler of Baltimore, Md. ; T. J. Stewart of Bangor, J. D.
Rust of Rockport; secretary, Arthur Berry
of Gardiner; treasurer, Ε. I). Haley of Gardiner; executive committee, J. Manchester
Ilaynes of Augusta, Ashbel Chaplin of Portland. Chas. W. Morse of Bath, D. C. Sbephard of Gardiner, H. P. Sargent of Brewer,
Addison Austin of New Castle, Frank H.
There was a general
Clergue of Bangor.
discussion of the ice business.
The opinion
prevailed that most of the ice for several
years had been sold too low to pay a profit to
It was voted to adjourn
the Maine dealer.
to meet at the Johnson House, Gardiner, at
10.30 a. in. Wednesday, Dec. 1st.
KNOX COUNTY.

A. F. Ames and Capt. J. E. Achorn
of Rockland have bought ill acres of woodland about four miles from St. John, Ν. B.,
and will engage in lime burning. A number
of other Rockland capitalists are interested
in the venture which will be carried on under the name of the Drury Cove Lime Company.

Capt.

OXFORD COUNTY.

A summer hotel is being built on Streaked
Hill, Paris, near the Mt. Mica mineral
springs. Dr. Witham of Bucktield is one of
the owners.
A party called the North Fur Company,
made up of Fred Mower, Ε. B. Dodge, Mel
Dillingham and Will Foes of Auburn, Lester
Beese ani John Mason of South Paris, and
Roy Cole and Freeman Bennett of Bethel
have been hunting foxes in the vicinity of
Albany. They hunted eight days and got 20

foxes.

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

The veterans of Bangor who were prisoners of war have organized with the following officers: Thomas T. Tabor, president;
John J. Flyna. vice president, F. II. Chase,
secretary and treasurer.
The hotel proprietors of Bangor agreed to
charge hack fares from the boats and trains
after December 1. The Bangor House has
been the only place charging hack fares for
a long time and it is estimated
that it ha*
cost the other hotels S2000 per
year to run
free hacks.
A remarkably fine counterfeit of a silver
twenty-five cent piece is circulated in Bangor. It is so well made that it will even
stand an acid test, while the
milling is perfect.
The Bangor Whig says the diphtheria that
is prevailing in thatcity is caused
by an utter disregard of sanitary rules.
In one
house where four people are sick with it the
drinking water comes from a well which is
in the centre of a natural basin. On the surface within a few rods from the well, are all
kinds of impurities and the well water Is

badly polluted.

mena is

Physicians

sav
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nreaKlng out there.
COUNTY.
Snow fell in Wesley on the night of October 18th. It is the first of the season. Kain
is needed very much.
Wells are dry and
cows have to he fed the same as in winter.
YORK COUNTY.
The York Countv Agricultural
Society is
thinking of buying grounds and making a
race track for the use of the
society. Horace
II. Burbank, Esq., Geo. E.
D. O.
S. Hooper, S. S. AndrewsTwombly,
and Lewis P.
True are a committee to examine grounds.
Mr. J. E. W. Smith of East Parsonsfield,
who for the past four years has been almost
totally blind, but who is now fast recovering his ^eyesight, is now giving select and
dramatic readings. At tne
assembly room
of the Sanford Knights of Labor last evening he was listened to by an attentive and
appreciative audience for nearly two hours.
constantly

WASHINGTON

I>elegatesto the national convention of the
Woman's
Christian Temperance Union,
which opens at Minneapolis Friday, have
begun to arrive.

THE PRESS.
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commun
We do not read anonymous letters and
the writer are
e.itlons. The name and address of
for pub
1 all cases indispensable, not necessarily
Ik-atfon but as a guarantee of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or preserve
communications that are uot used.

attenA dozen divorce cases occupied the
tion of the Supreme court at Plymouth,
Puritans !
Mass., Tuesday. Shades of the
It seems that Eastport had about §100,000
a cent
insurance in wild-cat companies, not
of which probably can be collected.

Bulgaria is getting very spunky. Keceiuiy
it told Kussia to mind lier own business and
now

it lias

extended

the

advice to

same

Turkey.
Jake Sharp and James Richmond liave
been turned loose on bail. Probably the
next heard from them they will be in Can.
ada.

The Boston Globe prints a picture of Eastport, which is faithful in all the details, except that it failed to include a view of the
railroad on which help was brought to the
burning town.
Bartholomew, the Hartford defaulter, has
is an
been indicted for forgery, and as that
extraditable offence it is probable that the
one
American colony will have to part with
The colony is so large
of its members.
missed.
now however that one man won't be
the
Sunset Cox isn't going to dream in
Orient any longer, but is going back to Conterm.
gress to fill out Pulitzer's unexpired
It is to be hoped that he has laid in a new
«stock of jokes during his absence abroad.
His old ones had become rather stale.

and two in Wisconsin. In the Eleventh district of Indiana the Republican plurality
was but 54 ; in no other was it less than a hundred. On the other hand there were twentyfour districts carried by the Democrats byless than iWO plurality; three in Illinois;
three in Iowa; two in Michigan; five in
Ohio ; and one in each of California, Con-

necticut, Indiana, Kentucky, Louisiana,
Massachusetts, New York, PennsylvaWest Virnia, Tennessee Virginia and
In the First and Sixth districts
ginia.
of Iowa, the Second district of Michigan and
the Third district of Tennessee the Democrats were elected by majorities under a hundred in each case. In but five of the tweotyfour districts did the majorities exceed 500
votes.
With so many doubtful Democratic districts, with the memories of the incompetence
of the Democratic majority in the present
House, with the jealousies and hostilities excited by the peculiar method by which this
administration has distributed its patronage,
and in general with the total failure of the
Democratic to party fulfil any of the promises
by which it came into power, the outlook for
Republican success is better than for a long
time. If good men are put up and heartily
supported, the Republicans ought to control
the next House and the Congress.
CURRENT COMMENT.
SAM JONES IN CANADA.

Detroit Tribune.
Sam Jones has at last buckled down to
a work that meets ihe approbation of everybody. He is on the track of the American
sinner in Canada.
NOT A FACT.

Boston Record.
Gen. Charles Ilamlin of Bangor, son of
Hannibal Hamlin, is visiting Boston. Like
his eminent father, the general eschews an
overcoat, no matter how low the mercury
runs.

WAKING UP.
Boston Journal.
No town in Maine can boast a more enterprising or thrifty people. Calamity has overtaken the town as it does others, and others
should snow themselves friends iudeed ill
this hour of trial. Steps should be taken at
once to aid the people of Eastport.
BOSTON

The George men have introduced a new
electioneering dodge into the campaign in
New York city. A man carries about the
utreets a parrot that cries, "George, George,
George." On election day when lie sees the
Roosevelt men turn out, that parrot will cry
"By George," and the day after, "Good bye,

George."
Mr. Hewitt and Mr. George are writing
latter
open letters to one another and the
lias challenged the former to meet him on
the stump. It is the most lively and interesting mayoralty campaign New York has
seen for manv a day, and if it results in the
election of Theodore Roosevelt, as is by no
means impossible, it will be one of the most

profitable ones

as

their spontaneity and heartiness. Wherever
the train stops, in the villages as well as in
the cities, crowds throng the depot and extend enthusiastic greetings. His hold upon
the masses of the people is wonderful.
There is no man in the country today whom
the people think about and talk about so
much as James G. Blaine.

The women have come to the front in politics in Michican, this year. In the Democratic convention of the Sixth Congressional
district the telling speech of Miss Mattie
Strickland, the only woman delegate present,
saved the fortunes of the present candidate
Now in the ason the fifty-fourth ballot.
signment of speakers issued by the RepubliMrs. M. A. Hazlett
can central committee
has been advertised to speak all this week in
Central Michigan.
an unseemly wrangle is now going
in New York city over the payment of
the undertaker who embalmed General
Grant's body. A short time ago, when it
was said that the Grant family refused to
pay this bill the editor of the New York Sun
paid it and called attention to the act in the
columns of his paper. Now Col. Fred Grant
wants to recompense Mr. I)ana, but the lat-

Rather

on

ter will not take the money. It was a piece
of impertinence for the Sun to meddle with
the matter at all.

Independents, better
Mugwumps, have issued their an-

The Massachusetts
as

nual address to the voters. They continue
to be highly pleased with Mr. Cleveland and
very much displeased because the Republiin -vlVM.'îitjl)Lr urotpctinn
can party persista
for home industries against tlieir earnest
protest. Col. Codman's name heads the
signers, which seems to indicate that the
Colonel has not entirely abandoned Mugwuoipery, but will continue to give it the
benefit of his signature.

Irving Hall has endorsed Henry George.
Irving Hall, though small and with little political influence, is, like Tammany Hall and
the County Democracy, one of the factions
into which the great Democratic party of the
city of New York is divided. This year the
prospects of George's campaign caused the
Democrats to unite on a single ticket; but
Irving Hall, by some oversight or intention,
got no place on this|ticket ; andjresents the
slight. This means about two thousand
votes for Mr. George, which is equivalent to
as many votes for Theodore Roosevelt, the

Republican

nominee.

By his re-election by the Vermont Legislature, Mr. Edmunds is enabled, if he lives, to
complete a quarter of a century of continuous
He
service in the United States Senate.
first entered that body in I860 to serve out
the unexpired term of Solomon Foot, and he
There is

has remained there ever since.
now living who has served continuously
so long a period in the Senate, and but one
member of the present Senate, Hon. John
Sherman, of Ohio, who sat in that body when
Mr. Edmunds entered it. Hiscolleague, Ποη.
Justin S. Morrill entered the Senate a year
later than Mr. Edmunds, and has been there
no

man

continuously

ever

INVESTORS.

Mercury.
Mrs. Howe is said to be running her woman's bank in Boston again. To the question.
"Will anybody be fooled by her after the exof the past?" we can unhesitatingy answer, "Yes." Did ever anybody supa man got the worst of a
because
that
pose
wildcat mining scheme, he would never be

Îieriences

gulled by another?

PERSONAL AND PECULIAR.

since.

The Democratic convention in the Fourth
Massachusetts district has so far held four
sessions and taken nearly three hundred ballots for a candidate for Congress to succeed
There are three
the Hon. Patrick Collins.
aspirants for the honor—John B. Martin, Joseph O'Neil and T.J. Dace.—and their
strength in the convention, from its first session to the present time, has bec-η about even
and the supporters of each have tuck with a
fidelity that apparently knows no variableness or shadow of turning, or at least has
An atshown none up to the present time.
tempt was made it the last session to unite
the conflicting interests on the Hon. Patrick
Collins, who had agreed to accept if the noin.
ination came to him unanimously, but it
It Is perhaps among the
would not work.
possibilities that this fight may give the district, whiih is a Democratic stronghold, to

A statue of Christopher Columbus has
been unveiled iu St. Louis.
Prof. A. L. Perry of Williams College is
one of the Democratic campaign speakers
in Massachusetts.
Harrison, the colored body servant of General Grant, is earning a living as a compositor iu the Government Printing House at

Washington.
Gen. Sheridan complains that there are not
more than four of the present brigadier generals of our army, who could sit in the saddle
for two consecutive days.
Of General Grant's sons, Col. Fied D. is
assistant treasurer of the New York Steam
Heating Compaçy, Ulysses is on his farn^
and Jesse is on his way to Mexico seeking to
enter the railroad business there.
Whitelaw Reid, editor of the Tribune, has
purchased Henry Villard's magnificent
house iu New York city. The price paid by
Mr. Reid is said to be 8400,000, half what
the house cost Yillard.
It is said that when Miss May Alcott is
writing a book she works 14 hours in 24. At
such times she leaves her home in Concord,
goes to Boston, hires a quiet room, shuts herself up and waits for "an east wind of inspiration whicli never fails." In a month or so
done. She never copies, and selthe book
dom corretts.
The last graduating class of Amherst College expended during its college course about
The average yearly expenditure
per man was $682. The greatest total expenditure of any one member of the class was
85,650; for one year, SI,800. The least total
expenditure of any one member was $875;
for one year, $150.
The widow of Sargent S. Prentiss, the eloquent Mississippian from Maine, who died
thirty-six years ago, publishes in the New
Orleans papers an open letter to Rev. W. H.
flint, lecMillmrn. in rpiiiiin^tritnee
turer's treatment of her husband's characMr. Milburn has
ter in recent addresses.
been called to account before for calumniating Prentiss.
General Patrick A. Cornus will nerealter
practice law in Boston and New York, reHe lias
taining his residence in Boston.
a partnership with ex-Congressman
Eppa Hunton of Virginia, Jeff Chandler,
formerly of Missouri, and Charles ThompHunton and Chandler
son of Washington.

formed

will attend to the business Λί the firm in
Washington, and Collins and Thompson will
represent it in Boston and New York.
The sultan of Morocco is fond of tricycling
but being too lazy to work the pedals himself, he has had a gorgeous machine constructed, propelled by slave labor. He sits
cross-legged upon an embossed couch, curtained and canopied with silk and silver and
gold. At his right hand is a clock and at his
left a compass, in order that when beyond
the reach of the muezzin's call the faithful
Mohammedan may observe the exact hour
of prayer and the exact direction in which
his orisons are to be addressed.
The New Orleans States Ays that the late
Senator David Levy Yulee was originally
named David Yulee Levy, but when he was
a young man he had a row with his father
about money matters, and when he ran for
Congress as delegate from the Territory of
Florida, his father took the stump against
him and maligned and villified him outrageously. After the campaign the young man
applied to the Legislature to have his name
turned about, using his mother's name, Yulee, as his patronymic, for he vowed that he
would not bear even a nominal family resemblance "to sueh a hog" as his father.
There will be many of Harvard's distinguished sons present at the coming celebraAmong the
tion of the 250th anniversary.
delegates already appointed to represent various institutions of learning are President
Robinson of Brown, President Barnard of
Columbia, President Adams of Cornell, President Gilman of Johns Hopkins, President
Seelye of Amherst, President Carter of Williams, President Dwight of Yale, President
McCosh of Princeton, President Pepper,
of Colby and the President of Tufts, and the
rector of the University of Virginia. From
the University of Pennsylvania will come
the distinguished professor of anatomy. Joseph Leidy, and from Emmanuel College,
Cambridge, Eng., Professor Creighton. editor of the new Historical Review, and professor of ecclesiastical history.

finding Mr. George

a

In his letter of acceptMr. Hewitt criticised the George camIn his reply
paign as a class movement.
just published, Mr. ι George turns the tab'.ea
on the Tammany candidate in this fashion :
Let me ask you to consider who they are that
have put you forward to head oft what you term
"a class movement."
The names of the committees who waited upon you by invitation, and to
whom you read your letter denouncing class movements Iu American politics, were, with a single
exception—the respectable figurehead at the top
of the list—every one of them that of a professional politician. These committees are made up
of men who have lived, and expect to live, on the

lively antagonist.

COMME» WEDNESDAY MORNING AND CONTINUING FIVE DAYS.
We venture to say the
an entire stock of Dress Ooods of 600 pieces.
iu
Maine.
We
will
a few leaders that will be interfirm
mention
retail
largest purchase ever made by any
esting.
sold be1»« pieces 6-4 Camel's Hair Homespuns, plain colors and mixtures, at 75 cents per yard, never
fore less than $1.25.
lOO pieces Camel's Hair Canvas Cloths, 42 in. wide, very heavy, at 37 1-2 cents, worth 50 cents.
lOO pieces cut Cashmeres, 38 in. wide, at 25 cents, would be cheap at 50 cents.
50 pieces 411 Wool Series, 36 in. wide, at 25 cents, worth 42 cents.
lOO Pattern Combination Dresses at reduced prices, all new selections this season.
make this one of the most attractive sales that
Special bargains will be offered in every department toto
order samples of the specialties at once while
we have ever made.
We advise our out of town patrons
the assortment of colors is complete.

less shortening than any other powder.
It is recommended by eminent physicians.
It contains no cream tartar, alum, or any adulteration whatever.
Every package warranted.
For sale by all dealers.

You will not find among them a
single mere theorist," but you will find among
thein notoriuus corruptlonists, keepers of gambling hoHses, officials smirched with the mire of
Tweed, contractors who have grown rich by fat
Jobs, leaders of ''Dead Rabbits," and eveu, in
more than one case, men who have been tried for
their lives upon the charge of murder. I call
your attention to the composition of this committee because it is not accidental. On the contrary,
it fairly represents the class of men who, under
republican forms, and in the nam* of Democracy
have hitherto ruled in this city, and η gainst whom
the common working people have at last risen in
their might.

Xeither Mr. Hewitt nor anybody else
deny the truth of this arraignment.

Cook Book free.
iv

X. JOHN LITTLE & CM16 CONGRESS STREET.
THE
GRAND OPENING TODAY OF

—7

New Store, New Goods.
MILLETT, EVANS & CO.

AT PRICES THAT WILL SUIT EVERY ONE.

The

No. 517 Congress and 7 Casco Streets,
MECHANIC

BUILDING,

This

Dry

could not be more complete than at the
both for Men, Youths, Boys and Children.

Fancy Goods,

in Plain and Fancy Dress
«Joves and Underwear.
Everything· in this stock is entirely new and first-

THE NEXT HOUSE.
A week from next Tuesday tbe greater
part of the National House of Iiepresentativee will be chosen. In the present Congress the Democrats have a majority of forty-three, which is forty-one less than their
majority in the Congress before. For the
Republicans to control the next House, it
will be necessary for them to carry twentytwo more districts than they control at present. Of course there is a possibility that
they may lose some districts which they now
hold. In 1884 there were twenty in whieh
the Republicans elected received less than
than 900 votes over his Democratic competitor.

Two of these districts were in Califor-

nia ; three in Indiana ; two in Iowa ; one in
each of Illinois, Connecticut, Kentucky,
Michigan, Nevada, New Jersey, Ohio, Tennessee and West Virginia ; two in New York ;

are

REm£9IBËR

present time,

THE

CLOTHIER

warranted

as

CLOAKINCS AND SHAWLS,
jA.T

Homsted's.

8c

Chamherlin

Our Dress Goods Department was never better stocked with stylish fabrics than at the present time.
We offer several different styles in 50 cent goods, Hair Lines. Tricots, Almys and Cashmeres, extra gooc
value for the money.
We make a specialty of 75 cent, $1.00 and $1.25 Suitings, and in new shades.
Black Dress boods in an endless vaiety from 50 cents to $1.50 per yard.
Black He riettas from $1.00 to $2 00 per yard.
Combination Suits in greit variety and elegant colorings.
and $6 per yard.
Striped Velvets for $1.00, $1.25, $1.50, $2.00. $7.50, $3.00, $3.50, $4.00, $5.50
in hese
Our success during the past three years has encouraged us to offer belter bargains than ever before
know
are very low,
we
and
our
in
the
dealer
prices
as
a
Plush
country,
have
as
any
good
goods. We claim that wa

CLOAKLIKTOS.

represented.

and

Hymalayan, Beaver and Long Woolen Shawls,

CHAMBERLIN & HOMSTED,
octie

Street.
451 Congresseodlw

C HO ICE.

Endorsed for its Purity and Heaithfulness by all
Chemists and Physicians who have examined it.
"I have given tnis powder a thorough chemical
examination and find it to be of full weight, entirely free from Alum, Ammonia, Lime and the Phosphates, and to be an absolutely pure bread-raising
preparation every way to be recommended for
wholesomeuess and efficiency."
RICHARD ( STANLEY, A. M. Ph. D.
Professor Chemistry and Geology, Bates College
State Assayer of Maine from '75 to '83.

THE GREAT

MerIndigestion, etc. Free
only Pure Veg'.'tob'0 I'Ui'o<iU'ntu.
CUlTTIiSTO.V New \ oi k.

For Liver. HI1<\
cury5

PILLS,
ENGLISH REMEDY

AND RAGS IN GREAT VARIETY.
OWN DELIVERY.

197

HOTEL
ME.

PORTLAND,

eodtf

$18.00 Double Breasted

moo OVERCOATS

S0p3O

C. N.

ThM&wlynrm

L. FITCH.

as

as

100 $8.00 OVERCOATS
placed on our countSaturday at only

will be
ers

as

Best Bargain in
Store
recently
to

482

Congress street,

PREBLE

«3:33: j IV ADfMCE.

Let all who propose to become mem1*. Β
bent of this class be present the flrst evening.
olw
octl4

City Hail, Portland,
THURSDAY EVENING, OCT. 2I»t.

SPIRITUALISM !

Mediumslilp of Miss Fay has been subto the severest scientific tests by Frof. Wiljected
liam Crookes, F. H. S., and other prominent scientists of England. Their frank endorceinent gave her
great popularity and drew large audiences at the
Crystal Palace, Sydenham ; and at the solicitation
of Her Majesty, Miss. Fay filled the Queen's concert rooms, Hanover square, for eight consecutive
weeks
Manifestations of Spirit Forms in full gas light
on the open
stage. Spirit Hands, Forms and
Faces. Beaut if uJ Flowers Materialized in full gas
light.

we

jBox sheets will be open this

Doore open at 7
Carriages may be

Commence

ordered at 10.30.

ROBES MADE MD REPAIRED.

CONGRESS RINK.

10

Robert F. Somers & Co.,

of $300, between Clara
and Little Jim.
AtHuinniou, 35 cent·.
a

purse

on our

OF
are

counters

»

NO.

STREET.

MIDDLE

232

and

Monday
THE

Thomas J. Somers is With Us.

Look for the Workmen in the Window.
eoiltf

=

DAVIS & CARTLAND,
eodtf

THE COMEDY

0.

SHEPPARD'S

B.

Comedy Company,

"A NIGHT OFF."
A SELECTED COMPANY,
BEAUTIFUL COSTUMINU,
BRILLIANT STAGE EFFECTS.

"Hearjt/' "Laugh at it."

"See it."

OF THE

Portland Police Department,

H. W. JOHNS M'F'O CO.,
87 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK.

BUYERS,

An ALL WOOL Heavy Suit 35 to 42 for $6.00 that is well worth
$10.00.
For $8.00 a Dark Plaid ALL WOOL Suit that was made to sell
for $12.00.
For $9.00 we have a Dark Mixed Suit that is usually retailed for
$13.00.
These are New Goods and can not be duplicated again this season at
these prices.
Better ones at $12.00, $13.00, $15.00, $16.00, $18.00 and
$20.00. These are thoroughly made and perfect fitting.

BOYS
styles and qualities

In various

SUITS

from $3.00 to $10.00.
stock of

A very large

Vt. W. WHIPPLE & CO., Agents, 21 Market Square, Portland, Me.

oct7

eod&wlm

E9TABLIMHED

—

Is called to our Fine Lines of

CO.,

Opposite Falmouth Hotel.

octo

■

■

;

FURNISHINGS, especially

eodti

are

cordially invited

to

call

and

examine.

Opposite

Preble

House.
eodtf

FREDERICK
The

N.

INNES.

celebrated Italian Cornetist,

ALESSASDBO

LIBERATI,
Ladies'

And the
CECILIA

J. W. BISCHOFE,
Reserved seats 75 cts. and $1.00.
un sale at Stockbridge'.s.

60cts. Now

Director.
Admission
octZldlw

MON Τ G Ο MERY

FAIR,

24, 25, 2β and 27.
Admission 25 cents.

oct20

Variety.

dtd

Perfect

Improvement and Sinking Fund,

eoiltdec24

7

—

_______

I NOTICE OF REMOVAL.
! DR. WILSON
now

b3

ρ Al ΝTS'Mfi

y

p/\iH7Ef\S SilppQg
wholesale S RETML

consulted at liis

! SEW ROOMS, MECHANICS' BUILDING,
I'Mirm 8ki
of

2Î)2mIODLE

1

aug24

earner

HASKELLT& JONES.

470 Congress
Street,
β
octl6

LALLEMAND,

Assisted by the greatest Trombone player In the
world,

Nov. 22, 23,

-~l45 Middle Street.

Ε. N, PERRY,
can

UNDERWEAR.

SOLICITED.

CLOTHING

MENS'

City Ha l, Wednesday Evening, October 27.

Dr.

RETAIL.

The best assortment of the abore Garments to be found in THE STATE.
fit warranted or no sale. Call and Examine.

GOODS

in

4th STOCKBRIDGE,

Trimmings, Capes, Collars, Muffs, Gloves and

0ct9

attention

dlw

"SEAL SACQUES,
A Home Investment.
OTTER SACQUES," MAINE CENTRAL
R.R.

AHNTID

NEW

AND

Buffalo and Wolf Robes in Great

in their

RETAIL CLOTHING DEPARTMENTS,

All

CASCO

Opening

oct20

QUARTETTE,
of Washington, D. C.
Miss BARDIE HARVEY, 1st Soprano;
Miss ALICE JOHNSON, 2(1 Soprano;
Miss JESSIE HARVEY. 1st Alto;
Miss HARRIETTΕ MILLS, 2d Alto.

other Novelties in the Fur Line.

Tailoring, Mens' Furnishing
special

for Men and Boys at the lowest prices.

EXAMINATION

Fine Fur

BAND CONCERT BY CHANDLER S BAND from 8 to 9.

ST.

184®.

PERRY,

WHOLESALE

HASKELL & JONES
Are now

Ν.

II*

FASHIONABLE FURRIER,

dtf

«9J.

Of the latest and most Desirable Styles to be found anywhere.

OVERCOATS
AN

TELEPHONE

sepl5

CITY HALL,
Tuesday Evening, October 26, '86.

CHICAGO, PHILADELIUIA. LOBDOX

y

STREET.

—

GRAND OPERATIC CONCERT
By the renowned Prima Dona Sorrano of the
American Opera Co., PAULINE

and smoke.
These articles are supplied ready for use in 5 and
101b. cans; also in Kegs& Bbls. for manufacturers.
Descriptive Price Lists free by mail.

Ε.

AT

ASBESTOS FURNACE & RETORT CEMENT,
Cementing Jointe In Heaters,
Stoves, Furnaces, etc.
It will net shrink; will stand any amount of heat;
has no offensive odor; and prevents escape of gae

Ranges,

—

Tickets, admitting Gent and Ladles, $1.00: to
be had ot any of the Police Officers or at the door
on the Evening of the 26tli.

For

Announcement Σ

EXCHANGE

EVENT ;

One of the most desirable articles for the
household ever produced. ^Easily applied
by any one at less than half the cost of brick
linings, while it is far more durable.
one half the Thickness of ordinary
fire-brick is required, leaving more space
for fuel. Suitable for all kinds of Stoves,
Eanges, and Furnaces.

(Only

variety of stytes, and pronounced by the leading praotical stove men to bo the finest made and best working
Range in the market. Our Square ana Round
I

41

uw. «JOHNS'
^ASBESTOS

.PLASTIC STOVE-LINING.
ί

Our fir famod "NOVELTY" steel
are models in themselves, and only require to be seen to be appreciated.
plate FURNACE, simple in construction, durable and cheap, not excelled by an; other Furnace. Best of Cttjr
References. All these goods guaranteed. Also agent for the GARLAND OIL STOVE, "The World's Best." I
shall keep constantly on hand a general assortment of such other goods generally found in a First-class Stove
Store. Job Work done to order and in a workmanlike manner. Repairs a specialty. Please call and examine
the above goods, all to be sold at the Lowest Lfflng Prices. Remember the number,

worthy the attention of

Oet. 25 and 26.

Tuesday,

13th AÏSUAL Κ ALL

ocl6

eodtf

SUITS

THEATRE.

FABHIOXABLE EVENT!

—

Hatter, CHARLES AUGUSTUS
CUMMINGS,
few

o'tl9d4t·

Seats 75 and 50 cents; Gallery 35 cents. Sale
oct20dtd
of seats commence Kriday, Oct. 22.

stoves, Fanges and furnaces:

a

C. and Lady

In Augustin Daly's Great Success,

Successor to 0. W. FULLAM, wishes to call attention to his line of goods, viz:

placed

octl8-dlw

Friday, October ΰΰ,
for

Star

THE

I

ηa

Doors open at 2 p.

PRESUMPSCOT PARK

PORTLAND

FINESHOES FOR GENTLEMEN.

The Glenwood Β and New Elmwood

cent·.

•Independence

ONLY HATTERS AND FURRIERS,

Fall

8 P. JI.

HATCHED RACK AT

HOUSE),

No. 210 Middle Street, Under Falmouth Hotel.

at

octlSdlw

Monday, skating with continuous music.
General skating Tuesday, Thursday, Friday
and Saturday.
Wednesday evening, social dance.
AdmiMion—Gentlemen, 13 cent·; Ladle·,

tt

oct7

morn-

TROTTING Σ

KINDS OF

en-

oct8

(Wednesday)

ing at Stockbridge's for the sale of reserv ed seats.
General admission 15 and 25 cents.

Sessions every afternoon.
m. and 7 p.m.

Congress street,

(OPPOSITE

(OPPOSITE PKEBLE HOUSE).

now

ALL

$3.72.
IRA F. CLARK. IRA F. CLARK.
482

re-

it should be.

twice

nearly

want to

as

the

its
former size.
Clothing and
Cents' Furnishing Coods at
lower prices than any other
store in the city.
Call and examine.

larged

we

dealers will take the work in and make a botch of it.
We are practical, and will guarantee to do your work

$10.00.
The
State.

Tickets for

The Eminent Mediums.

busy to do the work. We speak in this way
know we are the only dealers in Portland that can do a
job on furs that will command satisfaction. Other

FOR ONJLY

These çoods àre lined with
silk or satin, made for the
finest class of trade, and
be distinguished
not
can
from a custom garment.

ing will be given..
Sessions once per week, Thursday.
twenty lessons, as usual.

course,

Of London, Eng., assisted by
PROFS. HEAKNE AM» WILLIAMS,

too

mm blue suits

$20.00.

for Ladies'

is the time to have your seal
and other garments, and furs of every description, repaired. Gentlemen should also have fur collars and
cuffs put on their overcoats. Do not wait until we are

A fall stock of Hanan & Sou's line Shoes in stock and for sale at
lower than ever before.
Hanan & Son's celebrated Cordovan Waukenphast Shoes is the most
comfortable and durable Shoe in the city.
Sixty pairs Ladies' French Kid Button Boots for $3.50; they are
actually worth $4.00. Please call and examine these Boots.

MIDDLE ST.

oct 16

instruction of

First appearance o{ the Celebrated Materializing
Medium,

advertising furs at this time is that

mind the ladies that

octie

FOR ONLY

for

WE RUN OUR

The

COE,

from

conialnn

Agent

under the

The

THE HATTER.

nrmdly

COCKLE'S
ANTI-BILIOUS

Thursday Evening, Oct. 21, 188<>,

REASON

OUR

prices

FOR NEW STYLE HATS, TO-DAY, CALL ON COE,
THE HATTER. HE WILL OPEN NEW GOODS FROM
TWENTY-FIVE FIRST-CLASS HAT FACTORIES.
SILK HATS MADE TO ORDER FOR $3.00. TRUNKS

BLOCK,

BROWN

—

FORSALE BY ALL GROCERS
marlO

SCHOOL·!

SINGING

MISS ANNA EVA FAY.

SHAWLS.

We have just received large quantity of Velvet Camel's Hair,
Prices from $5.00 to $18.00 each. Call and examine.

148 SPRING STREET. d2t

Thursday Evening»* commencing Oct.
21. Tickets admitting Gentlemen
with Ladles, 50 cents.
INSTRUCTION from 8 to 9. DANCING from 3 todti11.

Garments of the above kinds.

AND FURNISHER,

ST.,

JTIIDDLE

20S

trimmings

We also have the

Coney.

in the new colorings
In our Cloaking Department we offer a fine line of Woolen Cloths for Short Jackets and Ulsters
a

Being Formed.

Classes Are

GILBERT'S ASSEMBLIES !

have made up during the warm 'season Ladies' Beaver
Capes, Muffs and Collars *of all kinds of skins, viz.:
Beaver, Seal, Otter, Nutria, Lynx, Raccoon, Fox, Hare

dtf

DRESS GOODS, TRIMMINGS,

APPLICATION.

IMMEDIATE

Miss Maupter's School Rooms,

We have hired
now propose to build on his business.
all of his furriers and others also, and now feel compelled to show our people what we are able to do. We

PLACE.

THE

FALMOUTH

UNDER

OK18

M·

Ρ·

make
Students desirous of entering should

so

FRED R. FARRINGTON,

CARDS.

and will endeavor tc
ronage of his friends and former customers,
please them as before.
takes pleasure
MRS. C. BROOKS, formerly with iflillctt «V Little,
& Co., 517 Conin announcing: that she is now with JVIillett, Evans
to see all of her friends and customgress Street, and will be pleased
ers at the new stand.

Ι

ni

Classes are held at

ONLY

ex-

i Little,
J. PARK ROCKWELL, formerly with the firm of Millett
with, the new firm of IHillett, Evans AC·., 51?
lan now be foun
meet his many friends
Congress Street, where he will be pleased to
and customers.
LINDS4Y B. GRIFFIN, formerly with Millett & Little, now in the
solicits the patemploy of inillett, Evans & Co., 517 Congress Street,

Jt*t,

Oct.

Thursday,

On

Cars will connect with all Inward trains excepting the Night Pullman.
E. A. NEWMAN. Gen'l Manager.
fe28dtf

tf

CLASS

THE FRENCH

Twenty-eight years ago today G. A. Susskaut opened
the fur business in Portland, and during that lapse of of his recentjnvention, the
Muslltograpli
well
those somewhat adtime had no competitor. After his death, which took
that beginners
A careful and
vanced will be alike benefitted.
of the ele
illustration
and
explanation
place two years ago, we took a lease of his building and thorough
tar y principles of the science of ■ight-read-

BOTTOM PRICES.

Remember «ill goods

HENRY EVANS.

CHAS. T. EVANS,

C. C. MILLETT,

CLOSE

Purity and Ex-

12.00
12.10

'Jim, nl :» Ρ. Λ

All who desire to become ready render· of
muttic at Night will find this course of Instructon
adaptad to their need*. Mr. Pitch will
peculiarly
introduce his new method of teaching by theust)

Furnishing Coods,

AT

MILLETT, EVANS & CO.

that

cellence.

P. M.

p. M.

Ocl.

>

MR. W.

OVERCOATS !

AND

Cents'

Also a fu· 1 line of Domestics.
class in every particular.
We cordially invite all our old friends and the public generally to call and
amine one of the finest selected stocks ever shown in (his market.

8.29
P. M.
12.38
12.43
12.48
5.19
5.24

8.00

Thnr«iaj

on

Spanish

7.60

7.45

FURRIERS

Portland,

department

latest and most desirable Fabrics
ComprisingalHhc
with Tiimmings to match : Hosiery,
lioods nu'l

Novelties,

ever shown in

display

and best

Λ FINE LINE OF

complete stock of

and

6.20

6.49

CLASS

THE GERMAN

men

WEDNESDAY MORNING
a

largest

SUITS

We will open for business

with

A. M.

ROSENTHAL

octli.

FALL AND WINTER SUITINGS.

Having Leased the New Store

LINE

The Standard of

6.16

Α. Μ.

4.40

Fall and Winter Overcoats !

We have just

can

Α. Μ.

inquiries

lias the honor to announce tliat

Secretary.

Leave
Leave
Connects with
Boston Steamers, Post Office trains I >avlcg ConSt. Station at
gress
Franklin Wharf,

to numerous

Dr. RICHARD S.

PORTLAND RAILRC/AO.
CONGRESS STREET STATION ROUTE.

requires

Ituiiiford Chemical Works, Providence, R. I.
Th&M&wnrmly

In answer

COLESWORTHY,

Ota and after MONDAY, June Jfctb, cam
connecting with Maine Centra! Kailroad
outward train* will leare an follow»:

!

CLASSES

.Vena

jobber

CLENWOOD PARLOR STOVES

office.

THE

8. H.

ance

spoils of

Auuual Meeting of the Portland Widows'
Wood Society, for the choice of officers for
the coming yeor, and the transaction of such other
business as may legally come before said meeting, will be held at their office, City Building, on
Wednesday evening, October 27, A.· D. 1886, at
seven and a half o'clock.

X. JOHN LITTLE & CO.
W« have closed out from a

MEISTERSCHAFT

Portland Widows' Wood Society.

octlS 2w

CASCO CLOTHING CO.

very

THE

be
choice of officers and other business1willI
held on WEDNESDAY, Oct. 1'Oth, 1886, »t 4
National
ot
room
o'clock p. m. iu the Directors'
K. H. HINKLEY,
Traders Bank.
Secretary.
ociedtd

by the system.

8200.000.

the Republicans.
Mr. Hewitt is

is Prof. Hosford's Bread Preparation, made by the only process that
produces a baking powder of any nutritive value.
It supplies the nutritious and strength-giving phosphates required

Portland Benevolent Society.
the
annual meeting of this Society lor

BARGAINS !

bargains !

O THE WORLD

well.

The ovations which Mr. Elaine is receiving in his native State are remarkable for

known

PHILOSOPHY FOR
New Bedford

THE BEST BAKING POWDER bargains ι

AMIMEJIEVTX

MEETINGS.

ANNUAL

mmcELiiJiMEoiie.
WMCBLtASKOPB·

s

τrΕΕ

H H HAY & SON

PORTLAND,

Γ

Cane·.

No cure, no pay, only for medicine.
tion null KiiiiuinHlion free. Office
9 a. m.to 8 p. m.

CannuluUours from
aug28ti

THÎSPÂPËRii^iïM^

eod3m

TABLE

WIESBADEN

SAUCE

flavor ; appetizing in e
The most delicious
feet: and by liberal use enables Dyspeptics to ea
without
food
injurious results
meats and hearty
octGeod3m
For sale by all Grocers.

4 I -2 per cent.

GOLD BONDS,
Due 1916; interest
—

January and July.

FOB BALK BY

—

PARKINSON
& BURR,
bankers
35

and bbokeks,
Congre*· »t·, Ko·»·».

Members of the Boston
A list ot
Sillc

ou

Stock Exhand for

octl4 LliN& rul in

in

«ι·ι«\

and New York

changes.
desirable Bonds always
η â

nrft

'f

ι®

"leln

I'liiludrlnbia

the Newwr aW
PAPER*'tieiBK
Airency of Metmra.

HiS Γ HI
I1 ΠΙν

NfTSTÂYS-

*

nu9

mibp^atd N«û»"

...47

αο preï
Missouri Pacific
New Jersey-Central

JPHJSSS.

THE

..114%
'.60%
28V*
62%
...116%

...

Northern Pacific

THURSDAY MORNING, OCT. 21.

All»·—Do you think, my love, your lather will
our marriage ?
Angely—Of course papa -will be very sorry to
lose me, darling.
Algy—But I will say to him that instead of losing h dvugbter he will gain a son.
Angely—I wouldn't uo that. love, if you really
want me. Papa has three such sons boarding here
now, and lie's a little touchy on that point.
consent to

Why don't you try Carter's Little Liver rills?
Xliey are a positive cure for sick headache, and
all the ills produced by disordered Liver,
Only
one pill a dose.
A dude, wishing to be witty, accosted an old
ragman as follows:
*TYou take all sorts of old trumpery in your
cart. don't you?"
"Yes, yes. Jump in, jump in!"

The usual treatment of catarrh is very
unsatisfactory, as thousands of despairing patients can testify. On this point a trustworthy
medical writer says: "'Proper local treatment is
positively necessary to success, but many, if not
most of the remedies in general use by physicians
afford but temporary benefit. A cure certainly
cannot be expected trom snuffs, powders, douches
and washes." Ely's Cream Balm is a remedy
which combines the important requisites of quick
action, specific curative power with perfect safety
and pleasantness to the patient.

you."
"Whew! I can't wait

so

make
asked

pair

me that new
a young man

of

last pair I made for

W. Earhart, Captain of Police, Baltimore,
Md., says.—"I have used Salvation Oil arid
found if a most excellent remedy. Τ commend
it to all."
Yesterday I had a horrid cold. 1 used Dr.
Bull's Cough Syrup, and to-day I am as well as
*

Mirantha—That's Mrs. Howard, aunty. She's
of the notables.
Country Aunt—A notary! What's she ever
done?
Mirantha—She advocates women's rights. She
insists upon suffrage beinc extended to women.
Couutry Aunt—Slie's a fool, Miranthy. Women
don't want their sufferings extended. They suffer too much now.
one

Every lady who knows its wortli (and who does
not?) feels that the kindly face of Lydia E. Pinkham is that of an honored friend.
A Boston (Mass.) lawyer recently advertised
for an office boy. A few days after he received
the following application :
"Mister 1 want the job mi folks aint rich and
to rassle they are ded. It betes all how hard
I want a
mes is i can do clieres an learn fast.
job in your office let me in. Jimmy Carrigan."
the
job.
Jimmy got

got

Vegetine has cured so many cases of scrofula
and blood humors that its value is unquestioned
"These newspaper will never get done pitching
Into the oleomargarine manufacturers,'' said old
Mrs. Pinaphor, glancing at an article headed
"Corruption in Greece," In a daily paper.

Rosy cheeks, sparkling eyes and good
plexions come quickly to ladies using Lydla E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.

com-

At the telegraph office: "That makes eight
words, madam."
"Am I not entitled to send two words more?"

"Certainly, ma'am."
; have
"Very, well, then
on the

words

the kindness to put the
envelope of the telegram.'?

rin haste'

I have used Dr. Seth Arnold's Cough Killer
with much benefit te myself. I would most cheerfully recommend 1t to the public as an excellent
healing remedy.—E. O.Cushing, Thomaston, Knox
Co., Maine, March 25,1885.
For costiveness, biliousness, headache and all
feverish habits, use Dr. Arnold's Bilious Pills.

25_cents.

Lady
Peggy,

the house—To-morrow is a holiday,
if
you can go out and enjoy yourself

of
so

youlfke.

Savant—There are so many common peonle 011
the streets these holiday that I would prefer to
stay in the house. Perhaps "you and your husband had better go out ana mingle with the
mob.

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL.
REVIEW OF PORTLAND WHOLESALE MARKET
FOB THE WEEK ENDING, Oct. 20.
With one or two exception» business lias been
rather dull in the wholesale market, particularly
food staples, which show a decrease In the volume
trade as compared with October a year ago.
Breadstulfs and Provisions have been firmer, but
were
to-day the New York and Western markets
Sugars are
easier, and lower in some Instances.
market
about steady at unchanged figures. The
for Butter has been quiet and an easier tendency
In New York
on all grades has been developed.
In this
prices have declined about 2c ^ lb, while
market rates are unchanged. There has also been
At Elgin on Monday
a decline In the West of 2c.
H>
over 30,000 pounds w 2rc sold at 27@28c t>
no
with the market barely steady. Cheese quiet ;
at the rechange in quotations. Eggs are selling
of lc on
cent advance. I η Oil, we notice a drop
Linseed and Boiled, but Whale Oil i» quoted high,
In Cordage, Sisal is Mi ο oil at 10®
er at 50@60c.
is re11c. For Drugs and Dyes a fair business
ported : Cochineal is up Be, Senna 6@l0c higher,
Cardamons 26c lower, Vanilla Beans advanced to
75.
$10@$14, and Iodide easier at 2 60@2
Crafn Quotations.
CHICAGO BOABD OF T1CADE.
The following quotations are received daily by
F. G. Stevens, No. 42Va Exchange street:
WHEAT.

^
Nov.
Opening.... 73*54
Highest..... 73%

Lowest

Closing

....

Jan.
7R"j

Dec.
76%
75%
74%
74%

72%
73%

.May
82

«He

7«'4
70'

HI

75%

81%

(JOHN.

Dec.

Jan.

Opening—S6%
36%

36%

Nov.
Highest.... 35%
35 n
Lowest
35%
Closing

Nov.
26%
Opening...· 25»/e
Highest

OATS.
Dec.

26%

Closing

36%
36%

30*4

Ββ%

26%

Lowest

36%

Jan.
26 Va'

20%
26%
26%

26%,
26%

26%

20 Va

Rafiroad Receipts.
FOKTLAND. Oct. 20. 188·!.
Fort
Keceltea Iry V&ine (Antral Railroad—For
; for conand 42 cars ini«*tiaueous merchandise merchan
necting roads loeays miscellaneous
dise.
Boston Stock Market.

100%
121 %

119@118%
I8l»3,
»1
Atch., 1'opeka and Banta Fe Kailroad
60%
New Vork and New England Railroad.
142
do nref
47%
Mexican Central
106
Eastern Railroad
213
Bell Teleohone
13DU
C. B. & (J
8%
Boston I.and Company
128
Kaine Central Railroad
22%
tttfteconsin Centra)
26%
com
film* Fere Marquette Kailroad
do |<ref
Ont. R.. com— ,36
and
Houghton
Marquette.
6%
[Boston Water Fower
190%
Boston & Albany Railroad
178
Old Cfllonv
128
101

York Stock and Money Market.
TBy Telegraph.]
1886.—Money on call
NRW V.^HK, Oct 20,
4 to 8 per cent, frime mer
ι« aetive ranirii"·*
duU »"d
to'5^rcent·
cawlle
îfauulv :fcT«l I? iml *4%· Government bonus
«w

Daw"
diflfarid llrm. ffîd

steady. Tlie stock market clo„
the general market presenting

Quiet
**

"

no

and^ener^y
Î7 1A*'

a

ture.
_„.rA
*»··*"
Tile transactions at the Stock Exchange
sated 433.663 shares.
iug ioiiowing are to-day's quotations υί Government securities :
100
United States bonds, 3s
128%
New|4s, reg
128%
New 4s, coup

New4%s,

reg

New 4%s, coup
Central Pacific lets.
Denver Λ.Κ. Gr. lets
Erie 2ds
Kansas, Pacific;,Consols
Oregon Nav. lsts
Union PaclHc 1st
do Land Grants
do Sinking Funds
Thetollowlng New ïork stock

111%
111%
114%
122
101%
108%
110%
116%

Chesapease &;Ohlo
Chicago 4 Alton
Chicago & Alton preferred
Chicago, Burlington A.Qulncy
i>ei..Jt iiud. Canal
l>el., Lack. & West
l>eit &Klo Grande
Erie
Kric

preferred——

Illinois Central
Iud Bloom. & Western
Lake Erle;& West
Lake Shore

Louisville & Nasn
Manhattan Elevated
Michigan Central
Minn,

ai

St. Louis

..

34%
..125V4
34%
68 ya
..

..

..
..

..116
..

94%

..121
..119
49
..111
21 Ve
..

..

..
..
..
..
..
..

61%

60

1«V4
35%
75%
37

.*.100
..
..

55

..

..

..107V4
..125
16
..140
..

s*cocks»·

mining

23 00
17 75
24 50

112%
3 75
2 65
170
2 50
110
3 50

Bodie

Bulwer
Savatre
Hale & Norcross
North Belle Isle

California Mining Stocks.
(By Telegraph.)
SAN FRANCISCO, Oct. 20,1886.-The following are closing official quotations of mining stocks
t(Miay :
Con. Cal. & Va
4V4
Savaee
Bodie Con...
Bulwer

2Ve

Eureka
ODhir

r>gg

23/e
lVs
2

lbi

Yellow Jacket
Mono
Crown Point

2%

lVe

Boston Produce Market.
BOSTON, Oct. 20,1886.—The following are today's quotations of Provisions, &e. :
Pork—Long cut 14 50@15 00; short cuts 15 00
15 50 ;backs 15 00@15 50; light backs at 13 50@
14 00 ; lean ends 15 50 ; pork tongues at 13 00@
$13 50; prime mess at $14 00@15 50;extra prime
at 10 50gj>ll ; mess, old, at 10 50; do new 11 50
@$12.
Lard—choice at 7@7*4c ψ lb in tierces; 7
8c in 10-lb pails;8H@8V2c In 5-lb pails;8ya@8%
in 3-lb pails.
dams atl2^@13c φβ>, laccording to size and
cure; smoked shoulders 8@8%c; pressed hams at
12Va@13c.
Dressed hogs, city, at 7c ψ ib.
Butter—Western extra fresh made creamery at
29c, with some special marks higher : do extra
firsts at 24(a27c; do firsts 20@22c; do extra held
creamery 22c; do extra first held crmy 20@21c;
do choice held imitation 17®18c ; do fresh Imitation creamery, choice 21@22 ; do firsts 20c; do
June factory, choice at 14c; do fair to good at 12
at 10@llc ; Vermont cmry
@l3c ; do common lotsat
extra at 30c ;do dairy
26@28c : do extra firsts
at 22@24c. Jobbing prices l@2c hlclier.
Cheese—Northern,choice to extra, 12@12V2C;
sage |3^13Vsc; Western choice to extra atJUVe
@)2C; lower grades according to quality; job
lots V#c hieher.
i£ggs--Neai by 26@27c; Eastern extra 24c Eastern firsts at 20@22c; Ν Η and Vermont extra at
23V2®24c: New York extra at 22Va@23c; Wes-

tern choice at 21c ; Michigan choice at 22c ; Nova
Scotia at 22^23c ; limed iO@2Gc. Jobbing price
lc higher.
tieans—Choice small N>Yhand picked peal 70&
1 75 & bush : choice New York large hand picked
do 1 65 ; small Vermont hand picked pea at 1 80@
(oil 85.
Hay—Choice prime at $17|50@$18; fair to erood
$16 U0@$17 00; Eastern fine $13@$15;*poor to
ordinary $12 ô)$15: East swale $10. Kye|straw,
choice, 17 00; oat straw $9®$10 ψ ton.
Potatoes—Extra Maine and New Brunswick
bbl 1 50αϊ 62l/2.

Brighton Cattle MarketFor the week ending Wednesday. Oct.| 20, 188C.
Amout of slock at market—Cattle 1567 head;

Sheep and Lambs 5930; Swine 23,970; Veals
140: Horses 160; number of Western Cattle 1197 ;
Northern Cattle, Cows,etc., 370.
Frices of Beef Cattle ψ 100 lbs, live weightExtra quality 5 12%@6 50; first quality 4 62y2
@5 00; second quality at 4 12y2@4 50; third
quality at 3 50@4 300 ; poorest ades of coarse
Oxen. Bulls, etc.,
00@3 37y2.
lb.
Brighton Hides 7@7%c
Brighton Tallow iy2@2c ^lb.
Country Hides 6y2@7c.
Country Tallow iy2®2c $> !b.
Calf skins 9@10c ψ ft.
Dairy skins 60î§;7ôc each.
Lamb and Sheep skins 75@90c each.
Working Oxen—The trade was quiet with a fair
supply in market. We note sale of
Live weight.
Trice
Girth.

.«135
3300
2700
$120
2600
$105
2400
$70
3000
$130
Ve^l Calves sold at 2%@6y2c Φ lb live weight.
Sheep and Lambs—Western costing from 4%@
6V2C ψ lb live weight landed at the yards, those
from Canada ind Maine were consigned to butchers, costing from 4Va@5»/4c live weight.
Swine—Western fat nogs are costing butchers
at 4 60@5 00 ψ 100 landed at slaughterhouses.

4
8
C
4

Chicago Cattle Market.
By Telegraph.]

30&3

market is

re-

106%
47 Ά

io%
143
160

187%
I06ye
140%
32%
3r»y*
768/s
134

1»%
21V*
92%
63%
164%

Sheep—lower ; receipts 7000 ; shipments 2000 ;
natives at 3 50@4 00; Western 3 40@3 60; Texans 2 30@3 10. Lambs 3 75@5 00.
Domestic Markets.
[By Telegraph.]
VKW YORK. Oct. 20. 1886.—Flour market is
firm; receipts 18,747 DDIs; exports 3546 bbls and
12,645 sacks ; sales 24,500 bbls.
Flour quotations—No 2 at 1 80@2 60; superfine
Western and State 2 15@2 ©0; common to good
extra Western and State at 2 45@3 00; good .to
choice do at 3 50@4 75 ; common to choice White
wheat Western extra at 4 25 ®4 50; fancy Jdo at
at 4 65@4 75 ; common to good extra Ohio at 2 45
@4 60 ; common to choice extra St Louis at 2 45@
4 75 ; patent Minnesota extra good to prime at
4 20@4 40; choice to double extra do at 4 50®
4 90, including 8,400 bbls city mill extra 4 35@
4 50; 900 bbls fine do at 1 80(a/2 60; 1900 bbls superfine 2 15@2 90; 1200 bbls extra No 2 at 2 45
(ά3 00 ; 6200 bbls winter wheat extra 2 45(£4 7b ;
6800 bbls Minnesota extra at 2 45@4 90. Soutliera flour ;firm
good to choice 3 25@3 85 ; extra
at 3 90g5 00. Rye Flour quiet. Wheat strong;
receipts 40,700 bush ; exports 189,964 bush ; tf&les
224,000 bush ; No 2 Spring 82*/fec; No 3 at 83c;1
No 2 Red 84c in elev; No 1 Red at 88y2c; No
Βr« dull.
White 84c ; extra Red at 85Vfe@«5%.
Barley is dull. Corn is weak: receipts 90,200
bush ; exports 128,736bush : sales 19 >.000 bush ;
No 2 at 44% c in elev. Ο ale lower; receipts 58,900 bush: exports 1125 bush ; sales 120,000 bu;
No 3 at 31c; White do at 34V2c; No 2 at31V2@
32Vic; No 2 White at 36@35Hc; No I White at
37V*c; Mixed Western :Tl(^33c; do at 35@40c;
White State 36@36V2c. Coffee-Fair Rio steady
at 1 l%c. The diugar market is quiet; refined is
steady; C at 43/8(&4y2c; Extra C at 46/e@4%c:
White Extra C 5@5Vfec: Yellow 4@4i/ic; Mould
5 15-16@6c·, standard! A 5 7-16c; granulated Β Ye ;
cut loaf and crushed 6 5-l6@6Vic ; off A 5 3-16@
ô^cjDowdercd at 6 l-16@6yeC;Cubes at 6 l-16c:
Conf A 5s/4@5 13-1 6c. Petroleum—united at
65%c. Tallow easier. Fork active; quoted at
9 75 for old. 10 00@ 1050 for new. Beef Is dull.
Lard lower—Western κ team spot at 6 02y2: re6 85 for S. A.
flηed.quoted at 6 40 for Continent,
Butter steady; State at 17@30c; Western at 12
j28y2C. Cheese quiet.
Freight* firm:Wheat steam 4*4d.
Southern Winter Wheat 4 15Γα.4 60 ;
3 'Mai 15; Michigan do at 4 OOM4 50;

Wheat 3 50@4 10; Minnesota bakers
patents 4 40a4 80; low grades 1 75
Wheat is heavy;
@2 75; Itye flour at 3 25ÎÈ3 50.
73 Vic.
No 2 Spring at 71%@72ttC; No 2 lied at
Oats
are lower;
Corn is weak; Nn)2at 33%c.
Barlev—
No2at24"4c. Kye—No 2 at 48Vie.Pork
lower
Ko 2 at 53c. Provisions weak-Mess
shoulders
at 8 65. Lard lower at 5 Co. Dry salted
90.
β
85®6
sides
clear
short
5 45@δ 55 ;
Receipts—Flour, 16,000 bbls; wheat. 137,000
bu; corn 317,000 bu; oats 120.000 bu; rye 4,000
bush;barley, 11,000 bush.
Shipments—Plour, 19,000 bblS;i wheat, 93,000
bush;
bush: icorn, 380,000 bush; oats, 146,000
rye.9,000 bush, barley 53.000 busli.
ST. LOUIS, Oct. 20. 1886,—Flour steadv; XXX
2 35fi2 45; family 2 55a2 70; choice 8K)6@3 16;
«,3
patent
fancy 3 40^,3 50; extrafaney 3 255Red 80;
Coin
74c.
4 00^4 35. Wheat lower; No
lower; No 2
are
lower; No 2 Mixed at33c. Oats
Mixed 2o'/8c. Lard at 5 66-5.5 «0.
Receipts—Plour, 4.000 bbls;>heat, 22,000 bu:
corn. 37,000 bush ; oats, 16,000 bush ; rye, 2,000
bush, barley 19,000 bush.
bu;
Shipments—Flour, β,000 bbls; wheat 9,000
bush ;
com, 21,000 bu ; oats 2,000 bush ; rye 8,000
barley 1,000 bush.
DETROIT, Oct. 20,1H86.-Wheat easier: No 1
White at 75VaC;sMich lied at 76%c; No 2 Ked at
76% c.
Receipts, 50,800 bush.
NEW ORLEANS, Oct. 20, 1886,-Cotton easy;
middling 8%c.
SAVANNAH, Oct. 20,1886. Cotton is quiet;
middling 8%c.
at a
CHARLESTON, Oct. 20, 1886.—Cotton
eland ; middlijg 8%c.
mid20,1886.—Cotton steady;
soft Spring
3 60a 4 lo;

^•iMPHIS.Oct.

dling 6 v*
1886.—Cotton Is quiet; midMOBILE, °ct· 20,
dling 8 11-iec.
_

."flarkets.

European
By Telegraph.)

132%.
LONDON, Oct. 20,1886.—U. S. 4s,
market In
LIVERPOOL, Oct. 20, 1886.—Cotton
10,at 5Vtd.Orleansat 5»/ed;saIes
steady

;uplands
1000 bales.
speculatioii and export
LIVERPOOL,Oct 20, 1886.—yuotations—Winwheat at 6s 7d
ter Wheat 6s6d®6s9d; Spring
Corn—mixed
wheat at Gs 10d@7s.
&c.—
(g>6s 9d; Club
Provisions,
western 4s 4d ; peas at 6s 3d
clear and
sliort
for
6d
37s
at
60s
bacon
Pork at
;
for Amer
6d
65s
at
37s 6d for long clear. Cheese
tallow 23s 6d for
lean; lard, prime Western 32s;

21%

American.

Current
Portland Wholesale Prices
For the week ending Oct. 20,1886.

«-ruin.
«flour.
Corn.G lta>52
! High Mixed
Superflue and
lots.... 63£54
low grades. 2 5CKS3 50 Corn, bag lots. ..51
@52
Meal, bag
meal,
i.Q^qij
X Spring and
fw0
·4Αΰ»,3(4
car
38^3«
XX Spring. .4 '»0@4= 25 Oats,
,Oats, bag lots.... 3 9^40
Patent Spring
Seed.
Wheats
5 00@5 26 Cotton
00

jots....

lots.·23 50®24

00f25 00
MioUerraliht4 450@4 »' Sack
dBr
clear do
Ve@^8/e1 dobag^ii
^
41/85,4
18 OoSiB 00
3°I Μ9: 18
asft
roUer.f.475@5 00|Middlings. 00®2050
η

—

_

|?bbl—1Î86.

m

»5j|

Medium.·-.1

Centennial

8y2

Raïitin».
German mal t>0(a
Muscatel.... 2 25®3 00
Yellow
London Lay'r 2 60@2 87
potaipes. bush, 5(
2 0Oi 3 OOIOnduraLay. 11 Va
®J2
St Potatoes
2 764 3 001 Valencia
Onions
7@9%
11 @201
Turkev8
Mugar.
1!
141 granulated
tb
6Vi
Chickens
Fowls
1l@12l Extra C.
•63/4
ι».
Heed·.
<®
Ducks
|_*
Bed Top
Geese.
Ϊ2%®$2ν2
Appim.
Timothy Seed2 40@2 50
1
25@2 251 Clover
9; @llc
p.bbl

Eyes.l40|

_

Vermont.... 13
N.Y. factory 13

Sage

@13Va
@13%
14@14Mî

Butter.
Evaporated ψ lb 9@10c j
Lemon».
Creamery Φ lb...26@28
G 00®7 00 Gilt Edge Ver....25@27
Palermo
Messina
6 00@7 οθ| Choice
17@18
Good
Malagers....
14@15
OinnL'cx.
Store
12@14

Florida....
KSKN.
Valencia
\Eastern extras... 23@ 24
Messina and PaCan & Western..
23
Plermo ψ bx.6 50@7 001 Island
23
Bread.
Pilot Sup
7
do sq
5V2 @6
Ship
4V2@ 5

Lead.

Sheet
Pipe

Pig

Crackers jptb.. 5% @6

New

Coal.

Cumberland.. 4 0»
Acadia
7 0<
Chestnut
Franklin
7 0<

Lehigh

leather.
York-

21(2

Light

Mid

23

weight.

Heavy
j7 ëô! slaughter.

iQ00

Coffee.

Rio ib **....

7Va@8
6V2@7
.5 00@5 52

ssl
21Λ

Gooad'ingd.

Am calf

90(e

11

Lumber.
@13
Java
18
South pine,30 00@40 00
@21
Clear pineCooperage.
Ilhlid sliooks and hds—
$56@$65
Uppers
Mol. city...l 5·
Select
$45@$55
Fine common$35@$42
Sug. city... 101
$12@$14
Sug. s'd slik 5'
Spruce
Pine sugarHemlock
$11@$12
Box sliooks
ClapboardsSugar neading—
Spruce, X.. $28@$30
Ciear
$26@$28
Spruce 35 in 18i
Pine

18:

Mol.

heading

Hoops-

$22@|25
$15g$18

2d clear
No 1
Pfne

Hard pine

$25@$50

Shingles—
X cedar....3 6»,@3 75
Old
Clear cedar.3 j0@3 25
$20@$23
X No 1
Short do 8 ft * 10@$12
15@2 60
7 ft
No 1 cedfl .1 25(Si 75
$8
1
staves
ruce
25@1 50
Pop'r
$ 12@$14
^
Spruce rough
Oakhhd
Spruce— 1 90@2 00
Lime-Cement.
staves
$12 50@$14|
1 05
Cordage.
! Lime & cask..
145
11
Amer'n p1 lb
; Cement...
ft

New 14

j Sçru

__

I
ltussia
11
Matches.
Manilla
13
@14 I Star, ψ gross
Manilla Bolt Rope 14V2 ■ Dirigo.
39@
10 @11
I
Metal·.
Sisal
Drug* and Dyes. 1 Copper20
Acid Oxalic
I2@14i 14x48 com
"
tart—
50@ 521 14x48 plan2 30@2 40
ished
Alcohol
Ammonia—
I Bolts
carb
15@20 I Y M sheath
81 Y M Bolts..
Ashes, pot.. C8/4(i
Bais coabia.. 45^
501 Bottoms—
Beeswax
33(g 351 Ingot
Blch powders
51TinBorax
10(a
Straits
Brimstone— IVvfc
English,.... 27i
Cochineal.... 40|
Char. I. C .5 Τ
Char. I.X..8
Copperas
6 2
Cream tartar.
Terne
Ex. logwood. 12<|
5 2.
.Coke
1·
Gumarabic... 55@l 00 j Antimony
6 25^8
Aloes cape....
Zinc

Kfvs,17

50
41

—

22

1

15|

27<|

Camphor
Myrrh
Opium

Solder V2x%.

00
18

17@

Molasses.
Rico... 30@

50'

40
3 25@3 501 Porto
2<
251:Barbadoes.... 27@ 28
85^100 Cienfuegos.... 24@ 25
3 75@4 00 Boiling
17Vfe@ 18

Shellac
Indiiro
Iodine
ipeca;
Licorice, rt..
Lai ex

1261

Nail*.
2 25@2
Naval Stores.
3 00@3
Tar φ bbl
Pitch (C Tar)3 25@3
3 25®3
Wil. Pitch
Rosin
3 00(a>4

15@ 20lCasK.
3-

2 1«
Morphine
Oil bergamot.3

1 5"
2 71
1 25@1 75|Turpt'ne,
3 75@4 OOlOakum

Cod liver
Lemon
Olive

_

Peppt

30
25
50
50
00

gall 43@50
6%@7Y2

42@ 50 LilîSÇtflhW....· 40@45
21@ 25 Boiled
43(φ 48
115631 30
60@2 75 Sperm
50 Whale
50<5i 60
Quicksilver...
65@70 Bank
30(gj 3o
Quinioe
let riiuebarb.. 75&1 50 Shore
28@ 83
Kt snake
35@ 40 Porgie
@ 33
10® 16 Lard
60@ 70
Saltpetre
30
1
Castor
Senna
25@
55@1 65
4@4ya Neatsfoot
90@1 00
Canary seed..
Cardamons. ..1 00@1 75 Elaine
52@ 50
Paint».
Soda, bi-carb. 3% @ 6%
3! Pure gro nd Id7005,7 50
Sal
2ya@
3® 3% I Pure dry lead7 00^7 50
Sulpur
3 a 3 Va
Sugar lead... 20@ 22 Eng V en Red.
White wax... 55@ 60 Bed Lead
7® 7V2
5 00@7 00
8 .Am. Zinz
6@
Vitrol, blue..
Vanilla, bean.$ 10@j$14 IRochelle Yellow.... 2 y2
Potass br'mde

Clilorate

2

Iodide

...

Rice.
ib....

Ο uck.

Rice, ^
Rangoon

29
26
18
16
20

No 1
No 3
No 10
8 oz
10 oz

6@7Va
4V2@5y2

SaleratiiH.

Saleratus
6@ 5 Va
Spice».
Guupowder-Mhol. Cassia, pure.. 15@
3 50@4 00 Cloves
25f
Blasting
6 25@6 50 Ginger
13(
Sporting
6
Mace
75(_
Drop shot
Buck
7
55(a} 65
Nutmegs
22@ 25
Pepper
Starch.
Hay.
Pressed
$ 13(a) $ 14 Laundry
3Ya@

9@$

Straw.
Iroii.
2

amnion

Teas

10

2*4

Refined

18@ 50
25® 30
35@ 50
25@ 30

Soucliong,....
Oolong
do

choice..

4
Japan
do choice..
12
Cast steel
Tobacce<
German steel 5
Best brands.. 5<
Shoe steel....
3<
Medium
Sheet ironCommon.... 3 s. imVi Common
25Q
Half ψ
H.C
4@4V2
Russia
131/2 @14 Nat'ulleaf.... 60@
(jalv
7®8Vfc

Norway

40

60
40
30

70

Portland Daily Press Stock List.
Corrected by Swan & Bakrett, Bankers and
Brokers, 186 Middle street.
STOCKS.
Asked
Par Value. Bid.
Descriptions.
100
100

Canal National Bank
Casco Nat. Bank
First National Bank

Cumberland National Bank.. 40
Merchants'National Bank.. 75
100
National Traders' Bank
100
Ocean Insurance Co

168
154

166
152
110
50
120
140
80
90
62

SAILING DAYS OF STEAMSHIPS.
FOR

FROM

20
20
21
21
22
22
Oct 23
New York..Bremen
New York..Cienfuegos ..Oct 23
New York..Antwerp ....Oct 23
New York..Rio Janeiro..Oct 27
Oct 27
New York..Bremen
Oct 28
Liverpool
Quebec
Quebec
Liverpool—Oct 29
Oct 30
New York..Liverpool
New York.. Liverpool.... Oct 30
Oct
New York..Liverpool
Oct
New York..Bremen
New York.. Li ver pool.... Oct
Oct
..Liverpool
Quebec
ûuebec
Liverpool.... Oct
York.
New
.Liverpool—Oct

Nevada
Eider

Celtic
Oregon
Sannatian
Baltic
Rhein

Santiago
Waesland
Advance

Saale
Sardinian
Toronto..*
Britanic

Aurania

MINIATURE ALMANAC...- OCTOBER 21.
Sun rises
Sun sets
Length of day
Moon rises

,..

6 04
4 47
10 43
morn

High water
..

}·· ·;;;;

..

Height....

,λίΑΚΙλτΕ

1

J

...

^8

5
811 5 in
8tt Oin

NEWS.

PORT OF PORTLAND.

WEDNESDAY, Oct. 20.

CumberlaSd^^fiSmpson,
and St Jolin, NB.

Steamer

Eastport

Steamer

Woodbury, (U S) Deaue, eastward.

Sell Florida, Kail, Boston.
Sell Ophir, Gott, Bath for Boston.
Sell Speedwell,(Br) Reed, St Jolin, NB, for New
Bedford.
Sell Ray. (Br) Listar, St John, NB, for Boston.
Sell Emily, Jasper, Bangor.
Sell Watchman, Jones, Calais for Boston.
Sch Delia Hinds, Bonsey, Calais for Boston.
Seh Sea Bird. Thurston, Calais for Boston.
Sch Mary Elizabeth, Dunton. Boothbay.
Sch Mattie Τ Dyer, shore, —60 bbls mackerel.
BELOW—Sch Chas W Lawrence, from Kennebec for
Cleared.
Steamship Franconla, Bennett, New York
J Β Coyle.
Barque Payson Tucker, Tucker, Norfolk—J S
—.

—

W inslow & Co.

Brig Akbar, Holmes, Macliias-J S Winslow

& Co.
Sch F R Baird,Grace, Philadelphia—Chase, Leavitt & Co.
Sh Blanche, (Br) Mennis, Windsor. NS—master.
Sch J W Raymond, (Br) Collins, Westport, NS—
master.
Sch Chas S Davis. Sooy, Kennebec, to load for
Nickerson & Son.
Sch W C Pendleton. Webber, Damariscotta—

Philadelphia—J

Ν Blake.
Sch Wave, Wentworth, Cutler—Ν Blake.
SAILED—Barque Mattlew Baird ; brigs Akbar,
Cylde ; sch Blanche.

Ship C C Chapman, which arrived at Boston
19th from Port Townsend, had on freight 394
spars from 75 to 100 ft long, 400,000 ft pine lumber and 931,000 cedar shingles.
FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT.
SACO, Oct 19—Ar, echs Index. Garrison, from
Georgetown, DC; Carrie L Hix, Hix. New York ;
Geo Ε Prescott, fm Philadelphia; Rienzl, Chatto,

Castine.
Oct 20—Ar, sch yacht A Hammond, Gilpatrick,
New York.
Cld, schs Mary F Corson, Bangor; Rienzi, Chatto, Rockland.
EAST MACHIAS, Oct 18—Ar, sell J Baker,
Chase, Portland.
MERCHANTS' XaCHANOE.
fm Asplnwall 19tli Inst, barque Louise AdeFROM

Sid
laide, Orr, Apalacliicola.
Passed Anjier Sept 11, barque Vllora J'J1,};
kins, Blood, from Saniarang for Lisbon ; ««}·}}}"
loin,
vincible, Skews, fm Manila for New York;
barque Edw L Marberry, Coifu for Boston.
eiSid fm Gibraltar ittli inst, barque Virginia, 1
tigrew, Marseilles.
Mea
It
Sumner
Ar at Sourabaya Sept 12, snip
..

..

Park, Philadelphia.

All vessel3 sailed 18th and 19th.
HYANNIS—Sid 19th, schs Amos Falkiugkurg,
Green, from Portland for New York; Race Horse,
Bishop, New York for Salem; Francis Edwards,
New York for Gardiner.
Ar 19th, schs Willie Martin, Holbrook, Elizabethport for Saco ; Telegraph, and John Somes,
New York for
; Monticello, Raritan for Boston; Wide Awake, Port Johnson for Saco; Robt
Donty, Hoboken for Salem; Jennie A Stubbs, fm
Turks Island for Belfast.
BOSTON—Ar 19tli, ship C C Chapman, Pierce,
9 ;
Port Blakely Apl 21 via Port Townsend
brig Annie R Storer, Harding, Arroyo ; Motley,
Harper, Philadelphia ; Onolaska, Griggs, do;
Stella M Kenyou, Port Johnson : Fannie & Edith,
Warren, New York: Kioka, Kelley, Calais; Josie,

May

Smith, Machias; Triton, Norton, Addison; Eagle,
Dickinson, Cherryfield ; Sunbeam, Thurston, Mt
Desert; A G Brooks, Smallage, Franklin; Lydia
M Webster, Varnuin, Bangor.
Ar 20th, brigs Edw H Williams, Gould, Sacua;
MaryC Haskell. Oliver, Campeclie; schs Catalina,
Johnson, Boothbay; United States, Archibald,
Eastport: Carrie A Pitman, Smith, Bucksport;
Jennie Howard, Johnson, Bath.
Cld 20tli, sch Flora King, Britt; St Andrews.
GLOUCESTER-Ar 19th. schs Thos Borden, fm
Rockland for New York; Com Tucker, Bangor for
Vineyard-Haven.
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 19th, schs Sarah & Ellen,
Henley, Philadelphia; Mary Ε Oliver, Hodgdon,
Elizabethport; Geo Β Ferguson, Ryder, Rondout

tanzas.
Ar at Curacoa Oct L, brig Woodbury, New York
sch Rutli Darling, Bucksville.
\
Sid 4th, sch Carrie Ε Wooftbury, for Aruba and
Booth bay.
Ar at Turks island Sept 30, brig Rocky Glen,
Sawyer, St Thomas.
Ar at Gibara 11th, brig.Etta Wliitmore, Wright,
New York.
Arat St John, NB, 19th, sch Damen, Torrey,
Boston.

Spoken.
Oct 2, lat 25 30, Ion 00 50. barque S R Lyman,
Piukhani, from Norfolk fbr Demarara.
Oct 8, lat 31 45, Ion 75 08, scli Mary A Power,
from Bangor for Nassau, NP.
Oct 17, lat 36, Ion 74, brig Rocky Glen, Sawyer, from Turks Island for Boston.

of the fact that

single application

of

I ACHE ALL OVER.

"I must give up; I cannot bear these
pains ; I ache all over, and nothing I
try does me auy good." Backache,
Uterine Pains, Hip and side Pains,
Soreness, Lameness, Weakness and Inflammation relieved in one minute
by that new, original, elegant and infallible antidote to pain and inflammation, the Cuticura An.
ti-Pain Planter. At druggists, 25c.; five for
$1. Potter Drug and Chemical Co.. Bosocl8M&Th&w2w
ton.
»

It Saved My Life"

Xs a common expression, often heard
from those who have realized, by personal use, the curative powers of Ayer's
** I cannot
say enough
Cherry Pectoral.
in praise of Ayer's Cherry Pectoral, believing as I do that, but for its use, I
should long since have died from lung
troubles.—E. Bragdon, Palestine, Tex.
a

do

to

capable girl

general

do general
10 and 12,
15-1

housework. Apply between
WANTED—A
mornings, at 164 Hii.li street.

WANTED—I.mly,
represent,
References required.
in her

good salary.

active and Intelligent to
own

locality,

an

old firm.

position and
J. JOHNSON, Manager, 1(5 Baroctlld4w

E.

clay St., N.Y.

Permanent

housekeeper, by a
ladv of experience in household affairs; references If required. Address It., BOX DU. Me9-2
chanic Falls Me.
as

WANTED—Situation

Ayer's Cherry Pectoral.

I did so, and am happy to say that it
helped me at once. By continued useI
this medicine cured my cough, and,
E.
am satisfied, saved my life.—Mrs.
Coburn, 18 Second St., Lowell, Mass.
I have used Ayer's Cherry Pectoral
for over a year, and sincerely believe I
should have been in my grave, had it
not been for this medicine. It has cured
me of a dangerous affection of the lungs,
for which I had almost despaired of ever
finding a remedy. —D. A. McMullen,
Windsor, Province of Ontario.
Ayer's Cherry Pectoral saved my life.
Two years ago I took a very severe Cold
which settled on my lungs. I consulted
they
physicians, and took the remedies
prescribed, but failed to obtain relief
until I began using Ayer's Cherry Pectoral. Two bottles of this medicine
completely restored my health. Lizzie
tt
M. Allen, West Lancaster, Ohio.

a good
city or country can
by mail, distance no objection, no canAID
SUPPLY
Address,
CO., No. 43
vassing.
30-3
Eliot St., Boston, Mass.

work sent

TO

POWDER
χ xii» powuer

strength

δ. marvel oi

never vanes.

Γ

Pure.

Absolutely

puriby,

More economical,
than the ordinary kinds, and can not be sold in
competition with the multitude of low test, short
weight, alum or phosphate powders. Sold only in
cans. Eoyal Baking Powder Co., 106 Wall St.
Ν. Y.
ju2dly
and wholesomeness.

Yours for Health
Tears
Record.

20

LYDIA E.

Ayer's Cherry Pectoral,

Hop Plaster

Without doubt the ΒΕΘΤ plaster made. When
applied to any kind of pain or soreness, instant
relief is felt. Lame Back, Side or Hip, Sore Muscles, 8evere Aches, Strains, Kidney Diseases,
Rheumatism or any sort of soreness in any part
yield instantly to the pain-killing and strengthening: properties of the Hop Plaster. Virtues of
fresh Hops, Burgundy Pitch and foreign 0-ums
combined in a sweet and never-failing Porous
Plaster. Used and reoommended bynosta of
people, 25c., Β for $1. everywhere. Mailed for

griTO^ropjsHOPPL^TBftCOMBwton^Ma··.

mn Backdates!

in

of

lodgers ; this

furniture ana business is suld on account of illness: location very central. JOHN W.
S. RAYMOND & CO., 277
St., Bos21-1
ton, Mass.

Washington

SAI-iK—S7E0—Part cash will buy 16
loom lodging house at South End ; if y0n
want to come to Boston to live, you cannot get a
better business than keeping lodgers; besides.lt
gives you a good home free of rent. Address,
JOHN W. S. RAYMOND & CO., 277 Washiug21-1
ton St., Boston, Mass.

FOB

S Λ Ι, Κ—Dining and Lunch Saloon close
to three depots ; short hours ; always made
money. This is a rare chance for any one looking for this kind of business! only S200. Worth
more money.
Apply to E. D. WOODWARD, 339
19-1
Washington street, Boston, Mass.

FOR

COMPOUND,
Positive Core

α

Painful
and
and
common

Mothers,
ty Pleasant to the
TASTE, EFFICACIOUS,
AND LAST·
EFFECT.

Fill OB
FORK, (β
FOB

BENT—Offices and chambers suitable
for salesrooms, studios and work shops in
Mussey's Row, Middle street; also one store on
Temple street: Apply to L. D. M. SWEAT or
20-tf
WM. P. PREBLE.

FOR

LET—A pleasant sunny rent of six rooms,
21) North St. Enquire JABEZ TRUE, 394
Fore St., or JOHN W. SMITH, store opposite
19-1
house.

TO

$5.)

TOlet ; also

a line
used: for sale at a
431 Congress St.

OBSERVATION, ON RECEIPT
Mrs. Pinkham's "Guide to Health" and

OF

FBIC&

confiden-

tial CIRCULAR If AILED TO ANT LADT SENDING ADDRHB3
AND STAMP TO LYNN, mass. Mention this Paper.

Womanhood.

Too much effort cannot be made to bring to the
attention of suffering womanhood the great value
of Lydla E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound as a
remedy for the diseases of women : Such an one
is the wife of General Barringer of Winston, N.
C., and we quote from the General's letter as follows: "Dear Mrs. Pinkham: Please allow me to
add my testimony to the most excellent medicinal
Mrs.
qualities of your Vegetable Compound.
Barriuger was treated for several years for what
the physicians called Leucorrhea and Prolapsus
Uteri combined.
I sent her to Kichmond, va.,
where she remained for six months under the
treatment of an eminent Physician without any
permanent benefit. She was induced to try your
medicine and after a reasonable time commenced
to improve and is now able to attend to her business and considers herself fully relieved."
[General Barringer is the proprietor of the American
Hotel, Winston, N. C., and is widely known.—Ed.]
A well known business man of Wilmington, N.
CM writes: "It is with pleasure, that I write to
express to you my gratitude for the relief and
benefit your Vegetable Compound has been to my
wife who has been troubled with ulceration. She
has been under the treatment of the doctor for
six years. Finally he said he could do nothing
more for her. that she would die in 24 hours.
Then I commenced using your Compound and
now she can attend to her domestic affairs as well
as she ever could.

eod&w6m

long
stolen,
white Persian Cat, one eye blue. A
reward will be paid to any oni returning
171 Neal street.
E. R. PtEltCE.
or

LOST—Strayed

LET-Two

tenements,

one on Vernon
sebago water etc. Inquire at67G
ALVIN PEERING.

one on

Con-

Place,

with

TO

one

BOSTON
STEAMERS.

TO

every

SHAIKH

shall

BAILÈY

tickets for Providence, Lowell, Worces
York, &c.
Returning, leave INDIA WHARF, Boston every week day evening at δ o'clock.
J. B. COYLE. Jr. Manager.
octltf

Through

ter. New

of Smith and
streets, recently occupied by Rufus
F. O.
Terms cash.
to be removed.
20-1
& CO., auctioneers.
on

Congress
Stanley;

points beyond.

Stable at Auction.—On Sat12 o'clock, noon, we

—

For
urday, Oct. 23d, at
lot
sell the stable

oil corner

OR SAI*K OR TO liJKT—House containing 12 rooms, bath room, Sebago, and healby furnace ; very pleasant, sunny location. Altply at 328 SPRING STREET, or I'. O. BOX 1170.

Boston & Savannah Steamship

F
ed

Company.

OR 8ALE-i lodging house on Tremont
street, Boston, Mass., 18 rooms, all full;
and painted sets;
furniture, black walnut
carpets, tapestry and ingrain. Kent 871 a month.
Call or
Price $900. Cause of selling, sickness.
address M183 L. FOY, 342 Tremont street, Bos19-4
Mass.
ton,
FOR EXCHANGE-For a house In
Portland or Deering on R. It. line, 175 cares
good land well divided in tillage, pasture, and
woed, cut 50 ton hay this year ; 3 miles from two
large markets, y% mile from K. R. Station, Post
Office and stores : building all right ; 25 miles
from Portland. W. H. WALDRON, 180 Middle

F'

Direct Line from Boston to Savannah.

_

will* all rail
at Sarauuah
line* to point.* in the Mouth and Southwest,
an»l with rail and steamer line* to all
points in Florida.
The elegant nrw iron steamers of 'WOO
torn, inch, GATK CITY and CI TIT OF
MACON, will nail regulnrly every ThursFor
day, I'rom Boston and *4avaunah.
to W. II. RING,
freight or paxnagv
Nickernon'H Wharf, Congress St., Konton,
iTIaoN., or A. DeW. MA.HPNO «,'jftl Washington Street, Bouton.

Connecting

FAR.11

apjply

PARLOR AND CHAMBER

15-1

street.

SALE—House Ko. 127 Western Promenade, occupied by the late William T. Small.
The house is new and in thorough repair and contains all modern conveniences., Its situation is
unsurpassed by any in the city. For price and
terms inquire «t the house, ISABEL H. SMALL.
15 4

FOR

SALIC—-In Eastern part of the city a
l y2 story cottage containing 7 rooms, cemented cellar and furnace ; fruit trees and grape
vines; lot 5<x60. Apply to JOHN F. PROCTOR,
15-1
Centennial Block.

FOR

house

eooci

and stable in

neighborhood

at 582

Enquire

STREET.

CON-

—

New

this stove and get our
Besides the above we shall have in stock

until you have

jrice.
md at

our

seen

square rooms, neatly

LET—Two
on

ably. Enquire

STREET,

at 106 PARK

PARK
20-1

LET.—Two furnished single rooms at $1
Also, a large furnished room
Board $3 per week if wanted.
at $1.75 per
15-1
Apply at 57 Spring street.
week.
TOeach perweek.

ACCENTS

Wig Factory,

WANTED.

agents actually clear §20
patent
daily with my wonderful entirely new
A minister's
rubber undergarment for females.
wife sold 13 first hour. MADAM C. T. LITTLE,
5-4
Box 443, Chicago, 111.

WANTED.-Lady

MISCELLANEOUS.
into my enclosure October
The owner can have the

horse.
NOTICE.—Came
14th,
property and paying charges.
a

same by
16-1

proving
ALVlNPLUMMEK, Scarboro,

Me.

WANTED.

(ANGELICA TONIC).

National, Record, Groveland, Frankfort, Blossom, Bud,
Bossmore, Low, Art Tile
Stoves, Bowdoin, Solace, Blew
Octagon, « oiufort, The Nation,
Peninsular, and a host of others.

First

CLERKS

WANTED—By

WANTED—Immediately

cash prices paid for cast

off clothing also exchange for Smyrna Rugs.
WANTED—Highest
Please send postal to M. DE. GROOT, Perry
19-1

House.

Dyspepsia, Indigestion, and all Disorhand upright poller
diameter,
WANTED—2d,
ders Resulting from an Abnormal
FOSTER
BROWN, Saccarappa

from 30
4x6 or 7 feet high.
16 1
Maine.

to 36 inches
&

Condition of the Stomaeh.

wide-awake young man to
a Portland manufacturpreferred. Address,
ing concern.
and
references, P. O. Box
experience
age,
giving

travel out west for
WANTED—A
Experience

16-1
Used with Great Sueeess by Many of 739.
100 Eclectic's
for
the Most Eminent Physicians
75 cts.
WANTED—Customers
Waterproof Circulars. All Ο. K., atfor
them
yourCome and
see
Perfectly watertight.
self at 75 cts., at L. D. STROUT'S.

in!

A sure relief for Distress after Eating ; will restore Lo3t Appetite in a few days ; contains all the
elements of digestion in an elegant and palatable
form ; Convalescents from Fever or other sickness
Aged
will find in this an Invaluable companion ;
in a debilitated condition will find this a
mild Tonic and trentle Stimulant ; purely vegetable in its composition and prepared with the finest
California Angelica Wine, it is the best Tonic in
the market.
Do not confound the Tonic with •'Bitters", but
remember it is a regular prescription, scientifically prepared, and placed within the reach of all.

People

For Sale

lo-l

buy $1,000 worth of cast off
clothing of all kinds. Highest cash price
Call or address immediately, MR. S.
14-1
ΕVY, 97 Middle Street, Portland.

WANTED—To

£aid.
thousand customers for
WANTED—One
10,000 lbs. Batting, full weight, only
D.
L.
at
at 6 cents

slightly soiled,

per

lb.,

15-1

STROUT'S.

active reliable

man

to

whom

unusual opnortunity will be offered by
WANTED—An
of the Stale. Address
of the
an

large corporations
Α. Β., P. O. BOX 1036, Brunswick, Maine. 15-1
one

thousand dollars at five per
by All First-Class Pharmacists. WANTED—Six
real estate in Porteent. for five years
For further particuland. Gilt Edge
on

—

PBEPAKED

BY

—

lars

enquire of

J

security.

O. D. RICE, 251 Commercial St.

880 ATLANTIC

AVENUE,

BOSTON, MASS.

aug28ood2in

persons that have pur—chased the $18 double breasted blue suits
of us during the past two weeks at 12.50, to r
turn and get #2.60, as we are now selling them at
$10, and are going to use them as we would like
to be used. IRA F. CLARK, 482 Congress Street.
11-2

WANTED—The

11

to

represent

agency
the manufacturers of popular regenerative
WANTED—An
lamp; equals electric light ; invention
active

a

new

gas

over the United
States. Address the Wasserman Reg. Gas Lamp
8-4
Co., No. 1005 Arch st., Philadelphia, Pa.

and meets with general favor all

to know

that J. D.

public
CHENEY, Piano and Organ tuner has
WANTED—The
slate at Horse R. R. Station opposite Preble

a

O. address Dee ring Maine. Recap29-4
ping piano hammers a specialty.
to board; a few horses
would be taken to board by the subscriber,
at reasonable rates, with good care and accommodations. B. G.COBURN, Box 175, Gorham, Me.
House.

84 Hawiey SU, Boston, Mass.

UPHOLSTERY GOODS,
Turcoman

<

ad Silk

Curtains,

Window Shad* Curtain Fixtures,
UPHOLSTER / HARDWARE.
WE

MAKE

Ranges are complete iu

Our

GENUINE
and

our

KUUEB,
Stop Holler is Standard.

Μ3Γ"Ask your Dealer for them, take 110 other.

P.

WANTED—Horses

orders for collecting city offal
Teleto be left at our office after this date.
STANWOOD & CO., 261 aud
phone 980. G. M.
3-8
St.
Commercial
265

WANTED—All

people of Portland to know
that MRS. SNOW, Magnetic Physician,
Test and Business Medium, has returned from
her vacation, and can again be found in her
Hotel, Middle St., corner of India.
parlors in Eagle
Office hours, 9 to 12 a. m., 2 to 5 and 7 to 10 p. m.

ftodlv

GOLD WATCHES!
GOLD WATCHES. If you
are to buy soon it would pay you to call early.
A large stock of Silver Watches always on hand,
at prices to suit the times. Finger Kings a specialty. Call and see my prices in the big gnow
window of my new store, 177 MIDDLE STREET,
near the P. Ο.
C. H. LAMSON.
oct5d&w

SPECIAL

offer ill

MOUSE FOR

SALEJM[STATE

MILLETT, EVANS
have this

&~CQ.

day
undersigned,
under the firm name
WE.Copartnership
the
of
the

purpose
Iett, Evans & Co., for
the retail Dry Goods business, and

formed a
of Mil-

transacting

will

occupy

Store 517 Congress St., (Mechanic Building.)
C. C. MILLETT,
C. T.

EVANS,

H. EVANS.
Oct. 6,1S8G.

0Ct8d3w

STREbT

First National Bank of Portland offers for
sale the house on State street, recently occuAny person desiring
pied by William E. Gould.
will please call upon
to purchase
1
FREDERICK ROBIE,
MARK P. EMERY.
at the Bank Building.
octl2dtf
Portland, Oct. 11,1886.

THE

ΒΟΛΒΟ.

Λ

near the western terminus of the Spring street line of horse cars
second floor, sunshine all'
room,
corner
front
a
; open lire-place for wood
day, unrivalled prospect
Aodress
terms reasonable.
or coal as
20-1
Office.

TO

Ι,ΚΤ-With board,

preferred;

HOME, Press

WANTEO—A few boarders
wanted at Wellcome's, 524 '--j Congress street,
rooms
opposite Casce, Nice table, large pleasant 13-2
and central location.

BOARDER*

PARTS OF

ibove lor

are

ISLAND

FOREST CITY STEAMBOAT CO.
(Custom

'ipe, Mat and Leg Rests Go With

Every

Freight ie Prepaid

to

Read about

Out of Town Buyers.

jerJSets mage in all tlie popular woods: Ash,
?ine. Cherry, Oak, Mahogany and Walnut. The
argest aud beet selected stock in the country.
Every set warranted and freight prepaid to your
iepot. We shall enumerate a few of the special
prices made for this month, and are prepared to
'urnish cuts or photographs of these goods, so
;liat parties desirous of ordering through the mail
:an tell exactly what they are buying, as the cut
will show the style and general appearance of the
shall offer No. 142 Chestnut
Set, consisting of bedstead, bureau, commode,
tour chairs, rocker, table and towel rack, making
This set lias never
&n pieces complete, for $22.
ieen offered in the market at this price and will

First, then,

medium priced goods.
Of

we

course

have lower priced goods and
For instance, we can send
of cherry sets with best Italian

higher priced goods.
you photographs
marble tops from

$40 up to $20 J; and walnut sets
with marble tops from $37.50 to $250; ash sets
all prices ; mahogany sets at all prices ; bu; we
have mentioned those five sets and given the num
as being the best trades that we have to offer
chamber furniture, and we say again that it
will pay any person in quest of a chamber set to
write for photographs or come and see these

bers
in

goods

even

if

mond, and Trefethen's, 9.00. 10.30, 2.15, 4.30,
Leave Portland for Long Island, 10.30,2.15.
Leave Little Diamond, 9.40, 11.35, 3.20, 5.10.
Leave Great Diamond 9.35, 11.30,3.15,5.05,
Leave Trefethen's, 9.30,11.25, 3.10, 6,' 0.
Leave Long Island, 11.15, 3.00.
Leave Peak's, 9.20,11.40, 3.25, 4.50,
B. J. WILLARD. Manager.
sep29dt·

FOR DIAMOND ISLAND AND DIAMOND COVE.

we

offered only for this month. We are overstocked in some of these goods and desire to
make a boom, and the only way to do that is in
luoting low prices. Next we shall offer a perfect
A.sh Set, with Hungarian ash panels, consisting
jf the same number of pieces as the above set,
only very much superior in style and finish ; price
we quote for this month will be §30, fegular price
on this set is $35, and we positively will not sell
more than is ordered through the month of OctoThe next trade is No. 233,
ber, at this price.
wood top set of ten pieces, made in Birch and Maple, thoroughly well seasoned, and has piano polish finish, stained to imitate old. rich mahogany.
This is probably the handsomest set on our floors
at the price.
We shall make it for this month,
$40. The next will be a set similar to the above,
No. 236, only very much larger, with larger glass
and more carving, which will be shown by the
photograph, and we are going to make the price
Our next bargain in chamber sets is No.
552.
126, solid black walnut, with best Italian marble tops, ten pieces complete, beveled mirror, French burl panels. This set we
shall sell through this month for $40. The five
sets, as described above, are prime goods for the
money, and Ave·can assure every person interested
in house furnishing that they have never been ofered in this market or in any other market at any
such prices as we are quoting, and we want to say
for them that we will pack and deliver to any
depot in the New England States, prepaying the
freight on them ; and sell them at the above prices
for cash or quarter of the amount down and the
balance $5 per month. These are sets that should
please most any one who wishes to furnish with

they

do not want to

use

the set

for

three months to come.
Plain excelsior, wool top, husk and curled hair
mattresses at all prices; slat springs, woveu wire
and
springs, Defiance springs, Bushuell springs,
tLe
all kinds of spring beds known to the trade, at
mail
lowest possible prices. All orders through the
promptly attended to, and every letter answered
on the day it is received.

ELEVATOR TO EVERY FLOOR.

Oor. Pearl and Middle Streets,
PORTLAND, ME.

Open Every Evening.
ELECTRIC LIGHTS ON THREE FLOORS.

UlitkiiiM Ko.
ISAAC C. ATKINSON, MANAGER.

On

I

and after Monday,
until further

THE STEAMER ISIS

sepll

HARPSWtLL 5ILAMBUAI

and after MONDAY, Sept. 20,1886, steamHouse
er GORDON will leave Custom
Wharf daily, Sundays Excepted, for Long Island,
Little Chebeague, Jenks,Great Chebeague, Harpswell and Orrs Island ot 3 p. in.
Return, leave Orrs Island for Portland and Interminate landings at 6.15 a. m. Arrive Portland

Ο

at 8.45 a. in.
For freight

or

sep20dtf

passage apply on board to captain.
GEO. F. WEST. Manager.

Baker's GreatAmericanSpecItic.
Il is one of the best medicines
Hint we have used. Any one suffering with voids, sore lungs, sore

throat, indigestion, cholera morbus, teeth ache, neuralgia, rheu-

matism, sprains or weak eyes will
tind this to be a safe and sure remedy. We speak from experience,
being cognizant of its use for the
various diseases named. It saved
of
my wife's life in a· attack
pneumonia. We feel it a duty to
say this for the benelit of others.
We know of many of llie best citizens of Portland who will Indorse every word and more than
we have said in its praise.

EDITOR OF EXPRESS,

Portland, Me.

Baker's Great American Specific, the infallible
cure for all pains(intemal or external)cuts, burns,
bruises, sprains, soreness of limbs, rheumatism,
neuralgia, toothache, and other household ills, is
sold by all dealers. Price 50c. Maurice Baker &
au24eodtf
Co., Prop'rs, Portland Mê.

Assignee's Sale—In Insolvency.
ValucMe an<l Desirable Real
Portland for Sale,

KiUlf

ι

η

ροκτηη

WINES and LIQUORS
IN THE ORIGINAL PACKAGES,
ΓΟΒ 0ALB

shall|be

BV

rience in the business with Walter Corey
six of which was spent as manager (in connection
Furniwith Walter L. Corey) of the Portland
can fill
ture Co., warrants me in believing that I
to your entire satcare
to
entrusted
order
my
any
isfaction. Assuring you that we have one of the
sets and parlor
largest stocks of carpets, chamber
suits In the country to select from. I remain
Yours very Respectfully,

LOKENZO F. DYEE.
dtf

R. STANLEY & SON, Importers.
NO. 410 FORE ST..

PORTLAND, ML

For Boaton at2.00 and ^9.00 a.m., isl.00 and
ni.
Returning l-eave llomon at 7.30
and 9.00 a.m. and 2 2.30 and 7.00 p. m. For
Biddeford at 2.00 and 9.00 a. in., 1.00 and 0.0<.'
p. 111. For Portsmouth and Newbaryport xl
2.00 and 9.00 a. m., 1.00 and 0.00 p. in. Foi
Auaeebury 9.00 a. m. 1.00 and 0.00 p.m. For Selena and Lynn at 2.00 and 9.00 h. m., 1.00 and
β.οο p. in. PULLMAN CA RN on above trains.
^Connects with Rail Lines (or New York, South
and West.
«Connects with Souud Lines for New York, South
and West.
Through Tickets to all points South and Wesi
for sale at Portland Depot Ticket Office·
and at Union Ticket Office, ΊΟ Exchange
Street, Portland.
D. J. FLANDERS, Gen. P. & T. A
JAS. T. FURBER, Gen'l Manager.

to.00 p.

11
On and after MONDAY, Sept. 13,
1886. Passenger Trains Leave
Portland as follows:
Bangor, Vancrboro, Nt. John, Hallfax, and the Province·, St. Stephen and
Arooatook County, 12.30 p. m., Via Le winton. 12.35 and (11.15 p. in., via Auguata; and
for Ellr worth, Bar Harbor, and Bangor
A Pifccataqui* R. B., (11.15 p. m., foi
Dexter, 12.30,
Skowhegan, Belfawt an
12.35,111.15 p. m. ; Water ville. 0.45 a. m.,
12.30, 12.35, o.l5 and, (11.15 p. in., for Anataata, Hallowell, («ardincr and Biubh·
wick, 0.45 a. m., 12.35, 6.15, (11.16 p. m.;
Bath, 0.45 a. m 12.35, 5.15 p. m., and on
Saturdays only at 11.15 p. ra. ; Rockland and
Knox and Lincoln R. R., 0.45 a. m., 12.35
p.m.; and on Saturdays onlv at 5.16 p. m. ;
Anl urn and Lewimou at 83.0 a. |m., 12.30,
5.10 ρ m.; l.ewinton vin Brunawick, 6.45
а. m.,(11.15 p.m. ; Farmiagton, llonnaoath,
Winthrop, Oakland and North Αηκοη.
J'2.30 p. ill. ; Farmiagton via Brunawick,
б.45 a. m. and 12.35 p. m., and from

For

CONGRESS ST. STATION ONLY
For Bangor, ΚII* worth and Bnr Harbor a
12.38 p. m. Fast Express stopping at Brun»
wick, Gardiner, Hallowell, Augusta and Waterville only.
All other trains timed as above from Commercial
St. Station, stop at Confess St., where through
tickets and baggage checks may be obtained for
principal points East and West.
jThe 11.16 p. ql train is the night express with
sleeping car attached and runs every night Sun
days Included, through to Bar Harbor but not to
Skowhegan on Monday mornings or to Belfast
and Dexter or beyond Bangor, excepting to Bar

Harbor, on Sunday mornings.
Trains ar« due in Portland as follows: The morning trains from Augusta and Bath 8.45 a. m. ;
trains from BanLewlston, 8.50 a, nj the dayiVc
alti-riioun ΙτκΙιΐ!·
gui d-L II.TO ΛΉΙΓΪ21.ΪΓ6
FromWaterville, Bath, Rockland and Lewtston at
5.35p.m., Flying Yankee at 6.46 p.m.; the
night Pullman Express train at 1. 60 a. m.
■limited Ticket*, βrut aud *econd cla*«, for
all point* in the Province* on unie at reduced

HA U HI NON.

Il ΛI \l·'.

rated.

PORTLAND. BANGOR, MT. DESERT & MACHIA3
STEAMBOAT CO.
Steamer CITY OF RICHMOND makes two
trips per week on the route between Portland am
Machiasport, leaving Portland at 11.00 p. m.
Tuesdays and Fridays, and Machjasport at 4.00 a
m., Mondays and Thursdays.
PAYSON TUCKER, General Manager.
F. E. BOOT il BY, Geu'l Pass, and Ticket Agt.
je26tt
Portland, June 25. 1886.

Riunford Falls and Bnckticld Railroad
Summer

Arrangement, In Effect June 14, 1886.

Connection!· via Grand Trunk Uailway
Mixed train leaves Mechanic Falls .lunctlor
10.45 a. m., arrives at Bucjtfleld at 11.45 a. in.
and Canton at 1.10 p. m.
Passenger train leaves Mechanic Falls Junction
3.15 p. m., arrives in Buckileld at 3.50 and Car#
ton at 4.30 p. m.
Returning trains leave Canton at 4.15 and 9.*0
a. m., connecting for Lewiston, Portland and Bo
ton.
Stage connections daily with passenger train at
West Minot for Hebron Academy; at Buckfield foi
West Sumner, Chase's Mills and Turner; at Can
ton for Peru, Dixfleld. Mexico and Rumfoid Falls,
also fcnr Bretton's Mills.
L. L. LINCOLN. Supt
jel8dtf

Portland and Ogdensburg R. R.
FALL

ARRANGEMENT.
October 4, 1886,

Commencing Monday,
and until
«..*13

further notice Passenger Trains wii:
lifurr Portland as follows:
for Brldgton, Fryeburg, No. Conway-

a. m.

Lancaster, Whitefield,
Littleton, Wells River, Montpeller, St. John,
Sherbrooke,
Montreal, Burlingbury. Newport,
ton, Swanton, Ogdensburg and West.
3.1.1 p. m. Local PortlandU> Bartlett and intermediate stations, with stage connections for
No. Windham, Standlsh, Limiuuton, Sebago,
Naples, Parsonfleld, Kezar Falls, Denmark,
Lovell. and Conway Corner; also for No. Bridgton, Harrison and Waterford via. Bridgton.
Train* Arrive in Portland:
10 55 a. m. from Bartlett and Way Stations.
8.33 p. m. from Montreal, Burlington and West.
J. HAMILTON, Supt
CHAS. H. FOYE, G. T. A.
octl dtf
Oct. 1. 1886.
Fabyans, Btehleham.

GRAM) TRL.Vk RAILWAY OP CANADA
CHANGE OF TIKIE.
Ou and after ITIONDAF, Oriobr.
train* will run a* follow*
DEPART Γ REM.

4, lvs«

For Aubnrnand Lew à» ton, 7.20 a.m., 12.60
and 5.30 p. m.
For <<orhani, 9.30 a. m. 3.P0 and 5 30 p. m.
For Iworham, Montreal und ihicago, 1.30

p.

m.

Quebec, 1.80 p. m.
ARRIVALS.
From Lcwinton and Auburn, 8.26
For

a.

n.

12.«>6. 3.16 and P>.4<» p. m.
Front <»orbam, 8.26, 9.30 a. m. and 7.00 p.
From Chicago and Montreal* 12.05.
From Quebec, 12.05 p. lit.
Pullman Palace Sleeping cars on night train
Parlor cars on day train between Portland
Montreal.
TICKET OFFICE:

35

Eichange St.,

m

and Deool Fool of India Street

TICKETS SOLD AT REDUCED RATE
—

το

Detroit, Chicago, 1iIv.hu l<
Cincinnati, Hi. I.oui·, Omnhn. Nacinnw, *«. Haul, Hall l.alt* City,
Wfovfr, Man Prnnciaco.
and all points In tbe
Northwest, W«s« and Soutliwcot.

Canada^

JOSEPH
Oct. 4.1886.

Manage
«H^Renera.
8Tfc.ruEN'SON.
J-

S|jPt.

BRIDGTON & SACQ RIVER R. R.
In effect Oct. », ISSe.
Trains Leave Bridgton

A.M.
8.00

P.M.
3.20

Arrive Portland...

10.55
8.36
Leave Portland (P.SO.K.K.)
8.35
3.15
Arrive Brldgton
11.10
«.00
Stage connections at Brldgton for North
Bridg
ton, Harrison and λVaterford.
Waterford stage
leave* on arrival of 11.10 a. m. train.
Sweden SUee connects Tuesday,
Thursday aud
with
C.<
ο
Saturday,
p. m. train.
Stage "daily from Sandy Creek for So.
Bridgton
on arrival of 5.52 p. m. train.
octSdtf
.1. A. BENNETT.

Supt.

___a

I

I
■ III
I I
;

ι-»* '""'η

without

I 1 ■ knife or
L \ fr«m I.,:

the use
of
ligature, or detention
Λ !

of the Rectum
ι
successfully
1}
I 11 treated by l>r. C.T.
t lsK
I litaV es IMrnaiint *(.,
tuhurD
Mr. Cure guaranteed. At U. S. Hotel,
Portland,

I

Koom 18, every Saturday from » a. m. to 4
p. in.
References given, Consultation free. Send
for
a years experience. Hundreds
Damphl
cured.

ep28

TttTh&Sslm·

CIDER BARRELS.

MINERAL SPRING WATER, A

FIIO M

dtf

Je28

Also General Mauagers for New England for tfcr
Celebrated

SUMMIT

m.

EASTERN DIVISION.

in

Γ1ΊΗΕ three following dwelling houses and lots
X situated in the most desirable parts of tbe
city for private residence, we hereby offer for immediate sale.
1—House and lot at No. 41 Pine street, near
Brackett, now occupied by Warren P. LChase.
The lot is about 29x80, 2 story house and about
70x20, containing nine rooms, with good cement
celler, heated by steam,
2—House and lot at No. S3 Cushman street,
Lot about
now occupied by William H. Milliken.
60x95, two story house and L, containing nine
convenient
a
rooms, well built, in good repair;
and attractive house and very pleasantly situated.
3—The tine brick house at No. 342 Spring
with
street, now occupied by John S. Wilson,
large lot 87^x227, adjoining the late T. C. HerFrench roof
sejrs grounds ; two story house with
and two story L, containing 15 rooms, thoroughly
built and in excellent repair, and one of the oest
situations in town: large stable, well furnished
with watei,etc.; about 70 pear and fruit trees;
small cold grapery.
Further particulars will be given on inquiry of
the undersigned, assignee in insolvency of Wilson,
Chase & Milliken, individually and as partners;
and the property may be examined at any time.
JOSEPH W. SYMONDS, Assignee.
dtf
ami

.00, 6.30 p.

for Boaiou

.Ν

Maine at

happy to meet my friends in the State of
my new quarters. My twenty-live years &expeCo.,

OCt20

ϋϋ.

OF ALL KINDS,

myself with
permanently associated
house furnishers, cor-

B. A. Atkinson & Co.
HAVING
Pearl and Middle streets, Portland, I

Sept. 13th, and
notice,

will run as follows: (Sundays excepted.)
Leave Burnham's Wharf, 6, 7,10 a. in., 12.20,
3, 5 and 6.15 p. m.
Leave Casco Wharf. Diamond Island. 6.30,
7.45,10.25 a. m., 1.30, 3.25, 5.45, and 6.45, p. in.
Tile 10.00 and 3.00 trips will be made around
the island, if desired, touching at Diamond Cove
Farm Landing.
All arrangements for evening sailing parties
can be made with the Captain on board.
dtf

CARD.
ner

Wharf)

6.30.
Leave Little Diamond 6.15,7.20,9.05,11.20, 3.20,
5.10, 6.50.
Leave Great Diamond 6.10,7.15,9.00,11.15,3.15,
5.05, 6.45.
Leave Trefethen's 6.05, 7.10, 8.55, 11.10, 3.10,
5.00, 6.40.
Leave Long Island, 8.45, 3.09.
SUNDAY TRIPS.
Leave Portland for Peak's, Little and Great Dia-

bargains for October iu Cham·

our

House

WEEK. DAI TRIPS.
On and After Oct. 1, 1886,
Leave Portland for Peaks', Little and Great Diamond and Trefethen's, 6.45, 6.50, 8.00, 10.30.
2.15, 4.30, 6.10.
Leave Portland for Long Island, 8.00, 2.15,
Leave Peaks' 0.20,7.25, 9.10, 10.60,3.25,4.50,

stove.

Chamber Furniture.

set.

STEAMERS.

cash

a. m.

tConneets with all Rail Lines to New York
South and West.
(Via Eastern Division to Scarboro Crossing.
Parlor Cars on trains leaving Portland 0.15, £,4o
a. m., 12.40. 530p. ra. Returning leave Bostcu ai
g.30 a. m., 1.00, 3.50. 0.00 p. ra.
SUNDAY TRAIN*

—

Gen'l Manager.

nov20dtf

every respect. Botwill sell any ol the

13-5

[WHOLESALE.]
an91

WESTERN DIVISION.
TRAIN* LKAVE PORTLAND
For ItoMion at t6.15, t8.40 a. m., t12.40. t3.3U
7.30,8.30 a.m.
t5.30 p.m. BonIod for Portland
Kor Scarboro Brack
1.00.3.60,6.00 p. m.
Pine Poioi 0.16 and 8.40 a. in., 3.30, G.00 and
0.10 p.m.; Old Orchard, Sneo. Biddeford
and K.eaaebanl·' 0.15, 8.40 a.m., 12.40, 3.30,
5.00, 0.10, p. m. Well* Beach 0.16, 8.40 %. in.,
3.30, $5.00, 5.3Γ p. m. North Berwick, Or eat
Fall-, Pore. 0.15, 8.40 a.m.. 12.40, 3.30, (5.00.
5.30 p. ill. Exeter, Haverhill, Lawrence ana
Lowell 0.15 8.40 a. in., 12.40, 3.30, 5.30 p. ui.
Bocheater. Furmin^ton and Alloa Baj 8.40
Concord (via Newiuar
a. my 12.40. 3.30 p. m.,
ket Junction) 6.15 a.m. 3.30 p. m. via Lawrence,

Brunswick, Norn Scotia, Prince Edward* Island, and Cape Breton.

Tnrough tickets issued and baggage checked to
destination. jgp-Freight received up to 4.00 p. m.
For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the Union
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St., or for other information at Company's Office, Railroad Wharf, fov,t
J. B. COY LE. JR.,
of State street.

assured. We
or on liberal credit, as desired, but
ispecially request intending buyers to call early,
is we can guarantee more prompt shipment.
prices

»m

WANTED—The

THE ONLY

ALL

if.

fANHKNCiKR TBAIN IEBVIOI,
1SS6.
in effect June

—

tions.

Art

De

WANTED—Two or three expera
ienced lie tail Dry Goods 8alesmen, Also,
Only those of
young man to learn tne business. secure
a perexceltent habits and character can
20-1
manent position. RINES BROTHERS.
a gentleman and wife, a genteel sunny re#t of five or six rooms on
Address
Spring St., or vicinity west of State St.,
20-1
C, P. O. Box 1035.
good Coatmakers
H. H. NANSEN,
and steady work at
Tailor, Corner of Congress and North street.

I

AND

Κ.

BOSTON AND M AIN t

The new Steamers of this Line will leave RailWharf, foot of State street, every MONDAY,
WEDNESDAY and FRIDAY at 5.00 P. M., for
EASTPORT and ST. JOHN, with above connec-

same

STREET BLOCK.

Po-

road

TOfurnished,thewtyh good
ample closet room, hot and
floor. Will be let reason-

cold water

trains of Grand Trunk Railway.

Through Tickets to all points West and South
may be had of 8. H. HICLLEX,Ticket Agent,
land & Rochester Depot at foot of Preble Street•Does not stop at Woodford's.Λ1β w__u
J. W. PK TF.KS.8upt.
Je26dtf

SPRING ANO SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

prices the

botom

FOB

Passenger

Maryland

EASTPORT. CALAIS, ST. JOHN Ν. B.. HALIFAX, N. S.

15 1

will

—

—

TRAINS.

Portland:
For Wormier, Clinton, Ayer Junclioii.,
Nn*hua, Windham and Fppinat at 7«2i
a. tn. and I.IO p. m.
For manchentrr, ( ourord, and DOint9 North
at 1.1© p. in.
For KochtNirr,Hpringralc, Alfred, Wale*·
boro, and Maro Riverat 7.30 a. na., I.IO
and (mixed) at 6..ΊΟ p. m.
For làorhnm at 7.:fO a. in., I.IO, «.'JO, »'J
(mixed) at
p. na.
For Naccarappa, Cuiubvi lnud Mill·, W* *V
brook J unction and Woodford'· at 7.J%
and lO.OOa. na., I.IO, 3.00, tt.'JO an.
(mixed) *β..ΊΟ p. an.
For Forent Avenue (Deerinu) lO OOa.m.
3:OOand O. JO p. na.
The 1.10 p. an. train from Portland connects at
Ayer J unci, with Hoottac Tunnel Route foi
the West, and at Union Depot, Worcenter, for
New Vork via Norwich Line, and nil rail
vl Npiingiield. also with Ν. V. Ac Ν. Κ. Κ. H.
('•Steamer
Route") for Philadelphia
Baltimore, Wanhington, and the South, ion
with BoMton & Albany Β. B. for the Went.
Close connection made at Weatbrook JTtk action with through trains of Maine Central R.R. aac
at Grand Trunk Transfer. Portland, with through

STEAMSHIP CO.,

The above is a cut of our National Parlor, and
believe is tile handsomest Parlor Stove put up)n the market this year. It is made in three sizes,
ind is uow in stock in our building. Do not purye

ihase

ARRANGEMENT"OF

On anil after Monday, Jane îl&S
t3i:^ïi-ÎÎlS
Trains will M*cav*
-an'lSWO,

i.

ThSat&T u3mo

Sep30

Stoves and Ranges.

ROOMS.

ANGELIQUE!

leave FRANKLIN WHARF, Portland,
week day evening at 7 o'clock ; arrlvlngjin
for connection with earliest trains for

season

FOR

TONIQUE

STEAMERS

alternately

SALE
Owner leaving the country
sacrifice for $400, Boarding and Lodging
furnished
House in flourishing city near Boston ;
year
complete, and paying $200 per month clear,
round ; always full ; low rent ; good location : never
changed hands ; Investigate. Address J. W. FER13-12
GURSON 2nd, Lynn, Mass.

eod&wlynrm

jyl3

Winter Arrangement*.

FIRST-CLASH

JOHN BROGKS and TREMONT

FOB NALK.

Portland & Rochester R. R.

8.40

FARE ONLY $1.00.
Fall and
TUE

good ; power
may be used for other business if desired; price
$8000; easy terms. Address "GRAIN MILL,"
sep7-8
box 1239, Boston.

lOthSt., Ν. Y. City.

or

For NEW YORK.

ESTABLISHED

itcheiof's

Freight, Passage,

m.
or general

MME STEAMSHIP COMPANY

LET—House 29 Cushman street; newly
papered and painted, and in first-class order.
4tf
Inquire at 81 State street.

Batchelor's Celebrated Hair Dye.

SOEait

at 2 p.

liberal
her to
15-1

LET.—Chambers 49 Brackett
lower rent
on
Inquire at
13-2

to

noon.

haired

RENT*
-street; chambers 15 Tate street;
Salem street.

engine, boiler, etc.,

application, menlopes,
tioning this paper. Sold
by all druggists. Applied
by experts at

sails Saturday Oct. 23,

Steamers leave Franklin Wharf on Wednesdays
and Saturdays at β p. m. Returning, leave Pier
38, East River, New York, on Wednesdays and
J. B. COYLE, Jr.
Saturdays at 4 p. m.
General Ageut
sept21-dtf

—···

enve·

—LINK FOIt—

and an up stairs rent
47 Brackett street.

F
SALE—Or lease, grain mill, with trade
of $75,000 per year; buildings, machinery,
FOR
and buildings
all

in sealed

l'AUlrlU MAIL Mr Au.Mur OUJirAll I 9

16-1

FOR

postpaid
on

For

Congress St.,

SALE—A number of Black and White
Hamburg Grape Vines in my Grapery, 61
15-1
Deering St. J. P. BAXTER.
OR SALE—New milk cows, at TEWKES12tf
BURY FARM, Qpean St., Deering.

1881.
Best in the word.
Harmless I Reliable! In.
etantaneous! No disappointment, no ridiculous
tinte
remedies the ill etfecte of bad dyes; leave·
the hair soft and beautiful
Black or Brown. Explanatory circulars sent

Round Trip £1S,
Meals and Koom included.
or
freight
passage apply to
Ε. II. NAJ1PMON, Λ g rut,
70 Long Wharf, Boulon.
Sldtf

PiiMURr $10.00.

8 rooms, down stairs,
centrally loeated, furnace, water closets.
N. S. GARDNER, 40 ExPrice §22 a month.
15-1
change street.

and
GRESS

TuTh&S&wGmnrm

mission.

LET.—A rent of

OR SALE—A

The only perfect substitute for Mother^
Invaluable In Cholera Infantum
nllk.
milk.
food fbr Dysand Teething, a pre-digested
„nd
pre·
peptics. Consumptives, Convalescents.
Perfect nutrient in all Wasting Diseases.
Requires no cooking:. Our Book, The Care
free.
ancl Feeding of Infants, mailed
DOLIW5R, GOODALH & CO., Boston, Mass.

Freights for the West by the Penn. K. it., and
South t>y connecting lines, forwarded free oi com-

apply to

bargain by C.

western part of the City ; good
JP« first-class
location.

jiyi3

on

TUESDA* and FRIDAY·'

informât ion
address the General Eastern Ageats.
Ε. Α. Λ DA.ΤΙ Ν Se HO.,
115 Mlale Street, Cor. Broad tit, Bouton·
dtf
JelO

moss

Finder will be

Piano but little
K. HAWES,
15-1

Chickering

TO gress St., and good

ΕΓΓΗΕΒ

BENT BY MAIL SE·
CUBE FROM

sep7

rewarded

-rjh
"'t! JAKCBfc&\.
Ί liwTwffiP
;>λ

For

agate seal, with
suitably
18-1
leaving it at this office.
red

a

every

From Long Wharf, Boston, 3
P- m. From Fine Street Wharf,
Philadelphia, at 10 a. in.
Insurance oue-lialf the rate ol

Panama,
Great reduction in rates to San Francisco. Cabin
$60; Steerage $30.
From San Francisco, 1st and Bran nan Sts.
For Japan and China.
CITY OF PEKING sails Saturday Ocl. 30th,

probably in or near
Woodfords, a striped lap robe. The finder will bo
suitably rewarded by leaving the same at
BROWN'S STABLE, on Federal street, or at the
P. O. in Cumberland Mills.
20-1
4th,
LOST—Oct.
monogram C. E. 11.

From PHILADELPHIA

From New York, pier fiot of Canal St., North
River, for Nan Frencinto via Tiie InthnauN of

Cumberland

PORTLAND & WORCESTER LINE.

From BOSTON eier) WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY.

ACAPULCO

ΓΓΙΟ BENT.—A lower rent with stable and
A carriage house on South street, Woodford's.
19-1
Apply to MRS. THOMS, Pleasant street.

OF THE LATTEB

Suffering

LOST—A

between

LISE.

and South America and Mexico.

ladies' gold bracelet on either Newbury to Congress, to Chestnut Streets, to P.
& O. Depot, or at 1'. & R. Depot ; the Under will
please leave the same at the store of CARTER
20-1
BROS, Jewelers.

evening
LOST—Monday
Mills and Portland,

STEAMSHIP

California, Japan, China, Central.

LOST AND FOVIKD.

LET—Pianos both upright and square to

PINKHAM'S
VEGETABLE

Is

LET.

OK BEN Γ— A first class rent of live rooms,
with furnace, hot water and bath room, on
High St. N. S. GARDINER, 40 Exchange St.
20-1

—

Prepared by Dr. J.C. Ayer &Co., Lowell, Maes.
Sold by all Druggists. Price $1 ; six bottles, $5.

SALE—A 1

lodging house just came
to he sold at once, well furnished and full
ITIOR

Boston! Philadelphia
DIRECT

girls

severe

Hemorrhage of thoXungs, brought on
by a distressing Cough, which deprived
I had used varime of sleep and rest.
ous cough balsams and expectorants,
without obtaining relief. A friend advised me to try

splendid chance to step into a nice home and good
income.
.JOHN W. S. RAYMOND & CO., 277
1
Washington Street, Boston, Mass.

something entirely new,
WANTED—Ladies;
perfectly simple and easy, ladles anil yonng
In
earn
salary,

sneeze, sneeze,

a

to

Apply

Sneezing Catarrh.the acdistressing sneeze,

19-1

girl

Foreien Ports.
Sid fm Hong Koug 11th, barque Pactolus, Burn·
liam, New York; 13th, St Stephen, Douglass, San
Francisco.

and

capable
housework ; must come well recommended.
WANTED:—A
16-1
at No. 773 CONGRESS STREET.

for Portland.
Below 19th, schs Neptnne, from Boston for Machias; Addie Wessels. New York for Rockland;
J Η Crowley, do for Gardiner; M M Hamilton,
Vinalhaven for Boston.
Below 18th, schs Cinderella, from Round Pond
for Gloucester ; Nautilus, from York for Boston;
Minetta, Dresden fordo; Mystery, Bowdoinliam
for do; Kioka, Calais for do: Charles Cooper, Plymouth for Brooksville;
Exchange, Boston for
Bootlibav : Chilion. Bowdoinbam for Hingham.

Sid fm Trapani 5th iust, brig Don Jacinto, Harriraan, Rockport; 9tli, barque John Ε Chase,
Park, Gloucester.
Ar at Dunkirk 18th inst, ship Portland Lloyds,
Hussey, Philadelphia.
At Carthagena Oct 1, barque Isaac Dodge, Gaul
for Chelsea, (repairing, materials having arrived))
sell Nellie Coleman, Campbell, from Richmond,
disg.
At Tuspau Sept 27, brig Emma.Smith, from >la-

ut

Mail. Λ ρ
streets.

Providence; FTDrisko, Hillsboro; Georgietta,
Bangor; Wm Mason, Bath; Angola, Providence;
Jas A Brown. Thomaston ; Silver Spray, Joggins,
NS ; Emma Κ Smaller, Shediac ; Clara Ε Rogers,
Sand River ; Emma Green, Bangor ; David Faust,
Ellsworth ; Trenton, Sullivan; Ο M Marrett, from
Rockland; Jordan L Mott, do; Reuben Eastman,
Gardiner; Annie L McKeen Providence.
Cld 19th, brig C S Packard, Vanslow, for Sagua;
sch Sbth M Todd, Clark, Halifax.
Passed the Gate 19lh, barque H J Libby, Richardson, from New York for Wellington. NZ; sch
Lugano, from Hoboken for Boston ; Fred W Chase

About six months ago I had

Boston foj

Girls to set type

Turner.

do ior do.
NEWPORT—Sid 19th, sch Angola, Foss, Providence for New York; Daylight, Bodgdon, Salem
fer Baltimore.
DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR—Sid 19tli, sch Emma Κ Smaliey, Robinson, Shulee, NS, for NYork;
Silver Spray, Lindsay, Joggins, NS. forao; Emma Green, Smith, fm Rangorfordo; Franconia,
Young. Providence for do; Nellie Eaton, Knowltou.Pawtucket for do; Daul Webster,Clark, Newport for do; DaAid Faust. Alley, Ellsworth for
Bondout; Florida, Wajren, Jacksonville for New
London.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 18tli, schs F L Richardson, from Philadelphia for Portland ; James H
Deputy, Port Johnson for Bath ; Charter Oak, fm
Elizabethport for Augusta; Relief, Blake, Baltimore for Boothbay ; Reuben Eastman, Gardiner
for New York; Fanny Flint, Warren, Hillsboro
for New York ; Emma S Briggs, fm Wiscasset for

20-2

the Portland Sunday
WANTBD-Experienced
through the week
Federal
Temple
ply ofllce,

Rawley, Philadelphia.

Sanford's Radical Cure for Catarrh will
afford instantaneous relief.
But this treatment in cases of simple Catarrh
gives but a faint idea of what this remedy will do
in the chronic forms, where the breathing is obstructed by choking, putrid mucous accumulations, the hearing affected, smell and taste gone,
throat ulcerated and hacking cough gradually
fastening itself upon the debilitated system. Then
it is that the marvellous curative power of Sanford's Radical Cure manifests itself in instantaneous and grateful relief. Cure begins from the
flrst application. It is rapid, radical, permanent,
economical, safe.
Sanford's Radical Cure consists of one bot
tie of the Radical Cure, one box Catarrhal
Solvent and an Improved Inhaler; price, $1.
Potter Drug & Chemical Co.. Boston.

108
112

prefered.
ETT ST., Portland M··.

DARIEN-Ar 18th, sell Helen L Martin, Fountain, New Vork.
SAT ILLA MILLS—Ar 14tli, sch Satilla, Skolfleld. Savannah.
PORT ROYAL, SC—Sid 19th, sch Μ Κ Rawley,

Ar 19tb, schs Grace Andrews, Watts. Darien;
Mabel Hooper, Hooper, Bangor; Florence J Allen
Soule, Charleston.
Old 19tli, sch Edw C A True, McLaughlin, for
Boston.
NEW YORK—Ar 19tli, schs Warner Moore,
Windsor, NS; Fleetwing, Rockland ; Jolin Bracewell, Bristol; Ada Barker, St John, NB; Antie M
Allen, Portlahd; Franconia, and Nellie Eaton, fm

one

the country

Boston.

WILMINGTON. NC—Cld 19th, sell Hattie
Keen, Charleston.
NORFOLK—Ar 18th. schs Jennie G Pillsbury,
Jones, Rockland ; Georgie L Dickson, Harding,
Boston.
BALTIMORE—Ar 17th, schs Nathan Easterbrook, Vesper, Providence; R Bowers, Bradford,
Kennebec; Tim Field, Wooster, Bluehill.
Cld 18th. sch Jennie Hall, Coflln, Demerara and
Berbice.
Cld lath, schs Oliver S Barrett, Boberts, and
Kate M Hilton. Johnson. Portland, (and both sld)
Ringdove. Marston, Hallowell.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 19th, sch Ε Η Cornell,
Crocker, Mobile.
Below, brig Josefa, Meyer, from Havana; Chas
Dennis. Jordan, from Richmond.
Ar 18th, sell Α Ρ Ν ο well, Crowell, and M L
Wood, Spaulding, fin Kennebec; Henry Crosby,
Stubbs, Bangor ; Ε W Perry, Nickerson, Kenne.

furni-

a

for
corner

KtlLKOtD"'

MTEAMF.KB.

CHANCES.

to do

a

Domestic Ports.
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 19th. barque Will W
Case, Dermott, Newcastle, NSW.
GALVESTON—Cld 18th, sell Cephas Starrett,
Thompson, Pensacola.
A PAL ACH ICO LA—Sid 18th, sell Jos M Hayes,
Crocker, Boston.
JACKSONVILLE—Sid 13th, sch St Johus, Gllmore. New York; Delhi, Green,do.
FERNANDINA-Ar 18th, sch Almeda Willey,
Copeland, New York.
BRUNSWICK—Ar 17tli, sch Melissa A Willey,

Willey.

BUSINESS

general
SAIi Ε—si 500—Part cash. The
girl
good capable
ture and business of
girl from FOR
of the nicest lodgsmall family ;
housework In
WA.\TED-A
1G4
BltACKat
ing
houses
in Boston ; every room let for winter:
Enquire

being lightered.
Brig Motley, Harper, at Boston from Philadelphia, reports, Oct 1β, otf Rarnegat, took a gale
from Ν w lasting twenty four hours, lost jib and
upper topsail, and carried away malnboom.

norance

103

FK.UVI.E ΗΚΙ,Ρ.

is

The

108
115
125
105
101
116
124
106
106
113
113
123
132
108

3d mtc 6s... .110

"

miscellaneous.

*

rid, watery discharges from th# eyes and nose, the
painful inflammation extending to the throat, the
swelling of the mucous lining, causfng choking
sensations, cough, ringing noises in the head and
splitting headaches,—how familiar these symptoms are to thousands who suffer periodically
from head colds or influenza, and who live In ig-

52
122
142
90
100
65

Portland Company
50
Portland Gas Company
BONDS.
106
State of Maine 6s, due 1889
Portland City 6s,Municip'l variouslOO
Portland City 6s, R. R. aid 1907...124
102
Bath City 6s, Mun. various
Bath City 6s R. R. aid various —100
Bangor City 6s, long R. R. aid —113
122
Bangor City 6s, lone Mun
104
Belfast City 6s, R. R. aid
And. & Ken. R. R. 6s, various... 105
Portland & Ken. R. R. 6s, 1895 HI
Ill
Leeds & Farming'tn R. R. 6s
Maine Central R. R. 1st mtg 7s. .121
Maine Central R. R. Cdnsol 7s —131
Maine Central R. R. Skg Fund 6s. 106
Portland Water Co. 1st mtg 6s —102
106
2d mtg 6s
"

Memoranda.

Ship Geo F Manson, Morse, from Newport, E,
Oct 8 for Yokohama, put into Falmouth 19th
with loss ol sails, pumps damaged, and leaking in
port sides.
Ship John W Marr, from Hamburg for Calcutta,
grounded at Blaukouese previous to lath Inst and

Bridgeport.

1%|
40|

_

40.

car

bx..l6@20c!
HScraled>
1...T.

_

CHICAGO, Oct. 20, 1886—Cattle—lower ; receipts 9000 ; shipments 2,000 ; shipping steers at
3 60 a5 20;stockers and feeders 2 25@3 60; cows
bulls and mixed at 1 50@3 10; bulk at 2 35®2 60
through Texans slow ; cows and mixed at 2 25@
2 65 ; steers 2 70@3 30.
Hogs—lower: receipts 25.000; shipments 11,000 ; rough and mixed at 3 60@4 40 ; packing and
shipping at 4 00@4 45 ; light 3 60@4 20 ; skips at
2

....

13V4
76
36
32
..209
..150

Con.^3al.|;& Va

7
6
6
6
7

5^2

..

preferred

1
1
1
1
1

..

63Ve

OOU bales ;

ceived dally, by private wire, by Pullen, Crocker
& Co.. No. 33 Exchange street. Portland. Me:
Adams Express
American Kxm-ess
Central Pacific

53
98
.146

..

Homestake
Ontario
Standard

Wisconsin

stocks are received

Eastern Fall road 6s
Konora7a

291
201/4
34Ve

unchanged :

[By Telegraph.]
The following quotations of
dallv:
Maine state 6s. 1889
Boston lc Maine It. 7s. 1884

26

[By Telegraph.]

forth with a promptness that staggered the judge
and the entire courtroom.
Geo.

ιογλ

...

112%
13%

NEW YORK,"Oct.20,11886.—The following are
closing quotations for mining stocks to-day:
31 00
Colorado -Coal
5150
Quicksilver

ters.
"What is your business?"
inquired the judge.
"I am a merchant, your honor."
"A merchant! What do you deal in?"
"Political Influence, your honor."
"A peculiar commodity, certainly," said the
judge with a smile. "And how muchI do you
charge for this political influence, mav ask?"
"Fifteen cents a drink, two for a quarter," came

...
..

wcw

do

long as that!"

...141

do'pref

Ohio Central
Ohio & Miss
Ont. & Western
Ore eon Transcon
Pacific Mail
Panama
Pullman PaJace
Reaainu
Kock island
St Louis & San gFran
do pref
1st pre!
St. Paul
St. Paul preferred
St. Pau;,rftlinn. & Man
St Paul Si >maha
αο pre
Texas Pacific
Union Pacific
U. S. Express
Wabash, St. Louis & Pacific
do pref
Western Union Telegraph
Alton & Terre Haute
do pref
Boston Air Line
Burlington & Cedar Kapids
Ganaoa Southern
Canton
K. Tenu
East Tenu, IstlDref
Kansas & Texas
Houston & Texas
Metropolitan El
Kichinond«&. Danville
Oregon I Nav
Wells. Fargo Express
Mobile & Ohio
Morris & Essex

There is no one article in the line of medicines
that gives so large a return for the money as a
a good porous strengthening plaster, such as Carter's Smart Weed and Belladonna Backache Plas-

ever.

,..

North western
Northwestern preferred
New York central................
New;York, Chicago & St. Louis.

WIT AND WISDOM.

"When are you going to
of boots that I ordered?"
his shoemaker.
"When you pay for the

..

αο

4 26@4 60! do bag lots,19 00@22 00
clear do
Provision».
Winter Wheat
6 00@6 251 Pork—
Patents
.15 50SÛ1G 00
Backs
I
■TiMfa.
I Clear—14 76(a,15 00
Cod © otl
12 00@12 50
Mess
00!
Large Shore2 75@3
Jjarge Bank2 25(0,2 50 i Beef—
Mess.
7 50®8 00
Ex
251
2
Small
[8 50@9 00
2 001 2 751 Plate
Pollock
9 00ig9 50
Ex Plate.
1 60, 2 00
Haddock
1 26i 1 751 LaraHake
Tubs ψ ί»..β%@7
c
Tierces.... 6 % 17
c
7
c
13®16C ! Palls
N0
lb.... 12&12\'A
iHams
Mackerel
do covered. ,14@14ys
Shore lsT21 50@25 001
η™ ίο κη«1Γ. (Irti
Oil·
Shore 2s. 12 50@16 001
KeroseneMed. 8s.
Port. Kef. Pet
@
6V4
Small
Water White..„... b
I> rod lice·
Pratt'sAst'l.ebbl.
13
Cranberries—
Devoe's Brilliant. liy2
4 7o®
Maine
8V.
Llgonia
Cape Cod.. .7 ΟΟΐ
Silver White
7y2
Pea Beans... 1

FINE lot of barrels lust received and for
sat»
by K. STANLEYS SON, 410 Fore
Street,
Portland.
sep20dtl

PERSONAL.

Will the Sardine Factories Be Rebuilt
of Iron.

George W. Drisko of the Macliias Union,
is at the Preble House.
Justin McCarthy will not lecture in Lew-

THE PRESS.
THURSDAY MORNING, OCT. 21.

PORTLAND AMD VICiNITY.

Contributions

Additional

Α»νΒΒΤ·ΜΕΜΕ!¥Τβ TO-DAY

NKW

Reported

Yesterday·

AMUSEMENTS.
4th

Stockbridge—Lallemand.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Insurance—Wm. Allen, Jr.
& Co.
Diess Trimmings—Owen, Moore
Bed Blankets Cneap—Bines Brothers.
Co.
Boston & Portland Clothing
For Sale—Boarding House.

Discount on Taxes.
For Sale—Stoves. &c.

Practice.
Wanted—Physician's
W. S.

Sale—Joiin
Raymond 2.
Rent—House.
and
Gentlemen.
Wanted—Ladies
To Let—Lower Tenement.
For Sale—Saloon.
AUCTION SALES.
Furniture, Carpets, Stoves, &c.
For
For

there ever was a specific for any one complaint, then Carter's Little Nerve Pills are a specific for sick headache, and every woman should
know this. Only one pill a dose.
If

eoaswiw

octl»

U. S. CIRCUIT COURT.
BEFOBE JUDGE COLT.
of Portland
Wednesday—Wilford G. Chapman
In the United States
was admitted to practice
After adjournment today
b y noon train.

Judge Colt left the city

OXFORD COUNTY S. J. COURT.
BKF011E JUDGE HASKELL.
Pakis

Mr. John L. Shaw, No. 4 City Building, received contributions of clothing yesterday
from the follewing persons:
Mrs. J. H. Harmon, Samuel Rolfe, George
Walker, F. T. Litnt. F. O. Bailey & Co.,
Geo. C. Shaw. J. E. Peinber, Mrs. C. II.
Green, Mrs. Ε. N. Webb, C. 11. Berry, Mrs.
C. A. Moxey, Mrs. Ο. M. Shaw, box of clothing ; Mrs. Prentiss Loring. box of clothing ;
Dr. E. Bacon, box of clothing; Mrs. A. 1).
Jackson and Mrs. Barnes, box and barrel of
clothing ; Mrs. H. M. Hart, Mrs. Chas. Carter, three bundles of clothing; Mrs. J. H.
Webster, three bundles clothing ; Mrs. M. N.

Rich, clothing.
Mr. Shaw shipped five cases, one barrel,
and three bundles of clothing to Eastport by
steamer last

night.

Master Lewis B. Randall, No. 9G Emery
street, says that if parties living in the western part of the city have bundles they would
like to send to the City Building for the
Eastport sufferers and will send a postal
card to the above address, he will gladly call
for them Saturday.
Mayor Chapman authorized Collector Nutt
yesterday to draw on him for $1500 moie.and
advised him that he thought the amount contributed by Portland in money and supplies·
would aggregate when all the subscriptions
He authorized Mr.
were in, about $10,000.

Oct 19
Charles L. Abbott vs. Daniel Grove'r, adminisAn acBennett.
F.
of
Abuer
trator of the estate
tlou to recover the sum of $328.76 for services
of
the
farm
upon
been
claimed to have
performed
the intestate between the years 1877 and 1884,
aud for care of the deceased in his last illness.
Verdict for the plaintiff for gZO.
Bearce & Stearns.
It. A. Frye.
John F. Dearborn vs. The Portland Company.

Nutt to draw on him for another thousand
dollars today.
solicit subscriptions
The committee to
from the clergy o£ the city have received
from Rev. E. C. Cummings $30, which
amount included $20 from Mrs. William
Goodenow. They have also received from
Rev. Drs. Bashford, Dalton, Hill and Small,
and from Kev. Messrs. Bayley, Blanchard,

adjournment.

Grosser, Dunham, Dunn, Hallock, Lovvden,
Tinker and Winter S14, making a total of
$74. The committee found that several ministers were absent from the city. Those
whom they have not been able to see are requested to send their contributions to Mayor
Chapman.
A special to the Boston Journal says : "It

The examination o> the plaintiff and the plaintiffs'
foreman, occupied the entile day, that of the
former not having been concluded at the hour of
Holmes

&

Swasey.

Payson, A. E. Herrick and J. p.

Symonds

&

Libby

and

Bisbee & Herscy.

SUPREME JUDICIAL COURT.
BEFORE JUDGE WALTON.

WEDNESDAY—Joseph C. Nugent VS. Boston,
Concord & Montreal Railroad company. Suit for
damages. Plaintiff was a brakeman on said railroad and while on amoving train was struck by
an awning at the depot at Bethlehem Junction.
Plaintiff was thrown from the train and his arm
broken, necessitating amputation of the same. He
alleges art damnum $20,0i '0.
W. F. Lunt and J. W. Spaulding.
A. A. Strout and William H. Coolidge.
MUNICIPAL COURT.
BEFOBE JUDGE GOULD.

Wednesday.—William Nv. Crook and Samuel
Crawford. Intoxication. Each five days In the
county Jail.
Michael C. Keddy. Assault. Fined $10 and
costs.
John Keeley. Search and seizure. Fined $100
and costs.
John E. McCarthy.
Illegal transportation.
Fined $60 and costs.

BRIEF JOTTINCS.
The winter covering has been placed over
the fountain in the Park.
The English steamers are expected to begin running to this port about Nov. 14th.
The annual ball of the employes of the
Falmouth Hotel will take place this evening.
The Samaritan Association will meet this
afternoon with Mrs. Henry Blanchard, No.
234 State street.
Rev. L. H. Hallock will conduct the Bible
class at the Y. M. C. A. rooms, on Friday
aftornoon, at 4.30 o'clock.
A boy lighted a lot of paper in a stove in
Cleveland & Marston's store on Exchange
street, the other day, and was considerably
burned.
The Deering town authorities have hired
the steam roller, which is under the direction of Commissioner staples. They pay the
city $10 a day for the use of the machine.
Remember the sociable and harvest supper at the Plymouth Free Baptist church
All are cordially
this (Thursday) evening.
Invited.

The Portland police department will give
their annual ball at City Hall, Wednesday
Chandler's band will
evening, Oct. 26th.
give a concert from 7 to 8 o'clock.
Miss Eva Perley was kindly remembered
by her lady friends at Shaw, Coding & Co.'s,
by a wedding present of a nice willow rocker, from Τ. F. Foss & Sons' house furnish-

ing store.

Bonin, alias
French Emma, who was arrested in Montreal for enticing girls from home, was giveu
six months' imprisonment and a fine of $50,
in that city.
Blackstone & Smith have the contract for
the masonry of the new building to be erected by the Electric Light Company on Plum
street, and Spencer Rogers has the contract
for the carpentry.
At the offices occupied by the Electric
Light Company on Plum street, Mr. Sawyer,
the manager, has introduced a new system
of incandescent lighting, by which the lamps
are placed upon an arc circuit.
The SawyerMann lamps and the Thompson distributor
are used.
The Mayor received a letter yesterday
from a Portland citizen, at present absent
from the city. The letter contained a check
for $50, half of it for the benefit of the Eastport sufferers and half for the sufferers by
The donor
the Charleston earthquake.
wrote, "X send this with the condition that
you keep my name out of the newspapers.
In case you cannot do this, you may return
jtjuma—pumettoiif,

alias

the money."

has been intimated that the sardine factories
will not be rebuilt, or that if rebuilt it will
be at a distance from the village, or else that
it will be in so expensive a manner that a
number of those burned out will not be able
to continue in the business. The reason for
this uncertainty regarding the factories is
the uncertainty that prevails regarding insurance. The insurance companies have the
future of this town in their hands. If arrangements cannot be made for the rebuilding of the sardine factories in such a manner
that their proprietors can obtain insurance
at a moderate rate, they will not be rebuilt.
Such factories as have heretofore existed
will either be denied insurance in the future
or such exorbitant premiums will be charged
that the business will be unprofitable. As
about the only business in town is that of
sardine packing, one can easily see how vital
is the continuance of the business to the
general interests of every resident. The
proposition of Mr. Wolff to rebuild of iron
was yesterday announced,
and there is
little doubt but that it is the only manner in
which his factories will ever rise from their
ashes. Air. Wolff to-day stated that even
such action on his />art will be contingent on
what his neighbors do. Mr. Capen, in whose
factory the fire orginated last Thursday,
said to-night that he should not rebuild in
the same locality. If the other factories in
the same neighborhood decide also to change
tlirir location or to build in the same manner as Mr. Wolff, the business of the Eagle
Preserved Fish Company will be renewed
with the opening of next season as Mr.
Wolf will erect factories satisfactory to the
insurance companies, and which will present
very little danger to the town. The other
sardine packers will have to take the same
urecaution against fire, or get no insurance.
The effect of the fire lias Been to nominally
increase the pricf of sardines in New York
a dollar a case, and it is
not estimated that
there are more than 25,000 cases now on the
market. This advance will not probably be
maintained, for from now till Dec. 15th is
the best time of the year for packing sardines, and the remaining factories will push
their works to the utmost capacity during
the next two months.
During the fire of
Thursday a vessel loaded with 2600 cases of
wliorf
yestersardines was burned a*
day tne cargo was sold at auction for $800,
and it is estimated that the«purchasers will
make $10,000 by the operation, so little had
the cargo been damaged by the fire.
One of
the amusing sights this morning was the
opening of business by the Frontier National
Bank. As no safe has yet been secured for
the temporary funds of the bank at the
armory the Cashier still keeps bis funds in
the burned building.
When he went there
this morning to get some money for the day's
business he was followed by a number of
business men, who stood in line amid the
ashes and received the cash for checks held
by them as it was handed out from the vault
by the Cashier. All the securities belonging
to both the Frontier Market Bank and the
Savings Bank have been forwarded to Boston for safe keeping."
The following
additional subscriptions
were

received yesterday :

J Ε McDowell
Palmer & Anderson
G A Wright...
Dow, Coftiu &

Libby

WD
Co

Little

&

INSURANCE MEN.
20 00 A Champlin...
Wm Η Ander20 Oi
son
10 00 Ο A McFadden
10 00 Morse & Pinkham
Rollins & Ad-

Wm Allen &
Co
Prentiss Lor-

Ste-lingDow..
Warren Spar-

BOOT AND SHOE DEALERS.
5 00 F Β Libby....
F H Loveit..t.
ï J Brown
J Tewkesbury
500 J H Wetherell
& Co
1 00 Mitchell Bros.
Τ Fisher
200 Dean Bros—
CF M oui ton..
1 00 Elder & DougJ W Turner...
2 00
G S Atkins...
CartWyer Greene
5 00 land
& Co
10 00 W Ρ Goss
White & Smart
3 00 J Brennan....
Cyrus Lowell..
1 00
F W Dearbon.
RETAIL

Y. M. C. A. State Convention.
The twentieth annual State Convention of
the Toung Men's Christian Association of
Maine, to be held in Portland, October 28-31,
bids fair'to surpass all previous State conventions in attendance, in interest and in the
practicality of matters to be discussed. It is
twelve years since a State convention of the
Toung Men's Christian Association assembled in Portland, and seventeen years since
the great meeting of the International con.
Great progress has
vention in this city.
been made in all departments of association
The
work during the past twelve years.
work has become more distinctive and less
general, and consequently more effective.
Money was never given more freely to the
support of the work than now, and the cause
never stood better in the estimation of the
Christian public.
There are now sixte«n associations in
Maine. Five are in institutions of learning^
Six associations employ general secretaries who devote all their time to the work.
Among the visitors to the coming covcntion will be A. M, Moore of Boston, Geo. H.
Shaw of Middleboro, Mass. ; L. W. Messer,
General Secretary of the Cambridge Association ; E. A. Lawrence, State Secretary of
Connecticut, and Rev. Prof. H, L. Chapman
Brunswick, all of whom will take some
uart in the convention.
Decorative Painting on China.
In J. T. Stubb'e window on Congress
square and also in Algernon Stubbs' window
in Farrington Block, may be seen some
beautiful specimens of decorative China by
Miss Emma Wyrnan of Farmington. The
painting is in fruits, flowers, and landscape,
in which not only is the drawing faithful
but the coloring is excellent. Miss Wyman's
work is in the Minton, French decorative
and "Broad" styles.
It has been thought
by some that in the firing process the colors
were apt to change. Miss Wyman says that
by her process she will warrant the colors
not to change in the firing. Miss Wyinan's
work shows a fondness for her art, good
taste and much skill, and the specimens she
has placed on exhibition have called forth
much attention and favorable comment.

Conductors Assigned.
After the change of time on the Maine
Central, Sunday, the day trains between
Portland and Bangor will be under the
charge of conductors L. V. Philbrook and
G. E. Whitney, and the noon trains under
H. A. Whitney and John Jewett. L. S.
Cabill and W. Sprague will run the night
trains The four passenger trains on the
main line aest of Bangor will be run by Conductors L. W. Pollister, E. G. Chase and C.
H. Potter. The trains on the Bar Harbor
branch will be run by essrs. Wm. Maling,
Marshall Tarr and F. A Mclntire.
Blew His Eye Out.
Morris C. Jordan, who lives at Willard,
Cape Elizabeth, met with a painful accident
Tuesday morning. He was in the act of firing a breach-loading gun, when the trap
blew out and the cartridge shell flew into his
the sight.
His face was
eye, putting out
filled with powder, and it is feared the sight
of the other eye may be permanently in-

jured.

Davis &"

JEWELERS.
10 00 Ira Berry, Jr.
10 00 CH Farley....
1 00 W Senter&Co
2 oo A M Went worth
1 00 G L Bailey
20 00

Carter Bros...
R
G H Harmon..
W S Lowell...
KB Swift
WW Mansfield

Boynton....

Wm. S Moore.
M H Lewis—
H H Nevcns&
Co
John A Emery
Β F Williams.
Len H Gerrish
Will MjSturdivant
Wins low Pack

ineCo
C W Roberts..
C Ε Jose & Co.
Lothrop & Dow,
J A Thompson
Mrs S F Randall
Clias A Staples
Β
FarnsΒ
worth
Dr Shackford.
Dr Whidden..
Dr Vose

Cash
Geo S Hay....
Randall & McAllister
McCue & Walsh
Ε Η Sargent..
H L Paine &
Co
C| W York
G H Roun ls
D S Warren &
Co
J L Watson...
&
Prince
Ρ

and went from Bath to Jacksonville about
two years ago.
Mr. Chauncey P. Harlow, secretary of the
Lewiston Y. M. C. A. was married in the
Union Congregational church at Providence,
R. I. yesterday noon to Miss Mary C. Blake
of Providence.
G. H. Sylvester, C. E. Mistno, Henry Berry, Jr., C. W. French, Boston ; J. S. Ransom,
Albany ; G. E. Willard, Providence ; Z. A.
Gilbert, No. Greene ; Chas. McKenney, Bar
Mills;.!. L. Baker, St. Johnsbury, Vt. ;
were among the many arrivals at the City
Hotel yesterday.
Mr. Arthur A. Page, class of '87, Bowdoin
Medical College, died at his home in Orland,
on the morning of the 12th instant, of diphtheria, after an illness of only a few days.
He had just completed the summer term at
the Portland School for Medical Instruction,
and stood among the highest in his class in
college. His death will be greatly mourned
by his many friends and classmates.
Mr. A. Dunyon, the jeweller, who died in
Boston, kept a jewelry store in the Mussey
Block before the fire, corner of Temple and
Middle streets. After the fire he kept the
store now occupied by Carter Bros., corner
of Casco and Congress, and also ran another
Winon Middle street, which he sold to Mr.
gate. He leaves a widow and one daughter.
He was a member of the Mechanics Association.
C. D. Jones and wife, St. John, Ν. B. ; G.
M. Woodford,
Worcester; Prof. Austin
Phelps and wife, Andover ; W. E. Bartholomew, Reading, Pa. ; J. B. Horsford, Haverhill; D. A. Tarbell, Connecticut; D. S.
Mitchell, F. L. Moore, C. W. Cary, New
York; Jno. Vose, H. D. Kingsbury, Boston;
J. R. Trask, St. Louis ; and A. P. Paul, Norway, were among those registered at the
Falmouth Hotel last night.
MUSIC AND DRAMA.
THE ALPINE CHOIH.

The fourth entertainment in the Stock-

bridge course was given at the City Hall
last night by the Alpine Choir, an organization composed of six ladies and three gentleWhile
men, all announced as native Swiss.
the majority were without doubt from the
region of the Alps, one or two of the ladies
pronounced the English language so perfectly it was difficult to believe they were born
and bred in the Tyrol. All were attired in
the picturesque costume of their native land
and their manner on the stage was particularly unassuming and pleasing. The instruments used were the zither, xylophone, guitar, Alpine violins and mandolins, and these
were manipulated in solos, duets and trios
by Herren Haupt, Pittzinger and Phlster,
with great skill, uniting much delicacy of
shading to admirable execution and great
This was especially
wealth of expression.
nonceaDie in tne duet from Trovatore, (on
which Herr Pitzinger displayed to perfection the capabilities of the Alpine violin) tne
trio for guitar, mandolin and zither, and the
trio for xylophone—which we are informed
is the same instrument as the gigliari—guitar
and zither.
In the vocal solos and duets, the ladies displayed good musical voices and the choruses
were given with
The
precision and fire.
jodel captivated the audience and every
number, in which it was employed, had to
be repeated. The entertainment, as a whole,
was a very attractive feature oS the course.
The next entertainment in the course will
be given October 27th by Mlle. Pauline L.
Allemande of the American Opera Compafnnes, the
ny, assisted by Frederick N.
greatest trombone player in the world;
Alessandro Libirati, the celebrated Italian
cornetist ; and the Ladies' St Cecilia Quartette of Washington, D. C. ; Miss
Bardie
Harvey, 1st soprano ; Miss Alice Johnson,
2nd soprano ; Miss Jessie Harvey, 1st alto ;
Miss Harriette Mills, 2nd alto, with Dr. J.
W. Bishoff, director.

WSPhelan...
5.00 Mrs.
J.
A.
10.00
Crocker
1.00 Portland Pack
1.00
ing Co
Burnham
&
Morrill
1.00

Casli
50.00 H F Webb &
3 00
Co
25 OO H C Brewer...

H F McAllister
Samuel J Anderson
Bion Bradbury
Edward K.
Pierce
Β F Hinds
Ν W Allen....
S H Gunnison.
V R Foss
Ζ Κ Harmon..
C W Ford
Cash
A J Rich & Co
Carroll &Rand
J W Munger..
C F Flare
WHW Beau.
—

On Monday and Tuesday, October 25th
and 26th, Augustin Daly's celebrated comedy will be given at the Portland Theatre by
A. B. Shcppard's selected company of society
The run of this play in New
comedians.
York was something marvellous,
being
greater than any production given at Daly's
This being
Theatre in a number of years.
its introduction to our city it should be patof fun, wit
is
full
ronized by the people as it
and humor. The comnany is selected from
the very best people in dramatic circles. The
costuming of the ladies is said to be elegant
and the stage dressing the best, as the company carry the best porti an of the scenery
with them. For a night of fun take "A
Kicrht. Off " Tim «nie of seats will besin to-

—
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2
2
1
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<>0
00
00

50 00
30 00

ver

00 John Hamilton
00 G A Pollister..
oo C eruy
oo Cash.
Of) L Bunce
00 C A Brown
00 Ε Β Denison..
0" CD Brown....
00 Ε G Spring....
00 C C Chapman.
00 [C W Belknap
100| & Co
2 00 LC Cummings
2 00|W R Wood....

10
S
3
5
6
5
5
δ
6
2
1

..

Total

previous contributions

Grand total

—

morrow.
NOTES.
1
2
2
2
1
2

5
00
00
« 0
00
00

3 00
2 00
2 00
74 00
1 00
1 00
10 00
10 00
10 00
50 00
10 00
10 00
5 00
10 00

$1506.00
«953.00

$8459.00

Portland Cadets
On Tuesday evening, Nov. 23d, the Portland Cadets will give their lGtli annual drill
and ball at City Hall. The committee are
determined to make this the event of the
The Manchester Cadets are exseason.
pected to be present. There will be an exhibition drill by both companies and a good
time ie assured.

Irving's old schoolmistress,
Betsy Pemberthy, has just died in Cornwall.
She was always proud of lier famous scholar
and used to talk of him as "Master Johnny
Broabdrib, or Mr. Irving, as he is called
now."
The New York public has taken a very
strong dislike to one actor in Wilson Barrett's English company because he seems to
be burlesquing Henry Irving. They hiss him
most vigorously. Mr. Barrett affirms that it
is not a burlesque; that the actor in question
was formerly a valued member of Irving's
company and has been praised by Irving for
his interpretation in "Claudian.
Mr. Henry

Burglary at Cen. Dow's.
Some time during Tuesday night a burglar
pushed open a window that had been left
unfastened in the rear of Gen. Neal Dow's
residence, broke out the window screen and
entered the house. Ile took a small quantity
of silver ware that had been left out in the
dining room, including a cake basket, valuable chiefly for its associations. He entered
and devoured a lot of cake, and
the
pantry

then went into the

In the history of Portland Commandery,
a copy of a Charter of
page 4, appears
the United States Grand
from
Recognition
Darius Council.
Encampment, in 1800, to
but Henry J.
This lacked the signatures,
Parker, superintendent of Masonic Temple,
charter
Boston, has lately found the missing
:
and supplied the deficiency. They were
Gen. Grand Master-Thomas Smith Webb.
Grand Generalissimo-Henry Fowle.
Grand Captain General—Jonathan Gage.
6rand liecorder—Otis Ammidon.
of

bed room, taking some

jewelry belonging to Mrs. Gould. He also
took a pair of shoes from the library belonging to Gen. Dow. It is thought the
burglar was a tramp. The value of property
taken was not over $100.

Fire and Marine Insurance

Templars," etc.
Mr. Parker not only supplied the missing
data, but also presented the document to
Portland Commandery, who returned him a
most grateful \'ote of thanks and ordered it
It is in excellent
framed for preservation.

28 EXCHANGE ST.,

Promptly Settled and Paid at tliis Office.

Losses

MARINE INSURANCE ON HULLS AND CARGOES TO AND FROM
ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD.

Insurance

can

be

condition.

placed in this agency at

low rates

as

as

any

agency In Portland.

Portland Benevolent Society.
At the annual meeting of the Portland
Benevolent Society, held yesterday, the fol-

lowing officers

were

elected for the ensuing

year :.
President—Wm. W. Thomas.
Vice President—Francis K. Swan.
Secretary—Β. H. Hinkley.
Treasurer—Edward Gould.
Auditor—James P. Baxter.
Associate Managers—lie v. W. H. Fenn. D. D.,
Kev. Tlios. Hill, I). I)., Mark P. Emery, Kev. Asa
Dalton, D. D., I. P. Farringtou, Samuel Bolfe.
The Society has about $700 to be dis-

presenting to the public the Annual
companies represented in this Agency·

I take pleasure iii again
surance

tributed in December.

Statement Jan.
The Charleston Fund.

Yesterday Mayor Chapman received a donation of 825 for the Charleston sufferers
which brings the total amount subscribed
here up to $371 50.
WILLIAM ALLEN,

(l.lniTED.)
OF LONDON.

I

1,

Fire and Marine Insurance.

U: S. BRANCH.

»,583.113

.Reserve for Unearned Premiums, Unpaid Losses and other Claims,
Net Surplus as regards Policy Holders

$20,135,791

PHILADELPHIA,

OF

Agency.

Statement Jan.

The subject of insurance presents itself as
one of the most Hseful and important among
the many commercial institutions, which
have been called into existence by, and are a
part of, our modern civilization. Not until
fire ceases to burn, will insurance become
other than a subject of vital importance to
the business man, manufacturer and householder, for each has valuable property that
may be swept away at a moment's notice.
How different the feeling of the insured and
that of the uninsured. The former no longer
regrets the yearly payments he has made,
while the latter who, up to the burning of
his estates, probably congratulated himself
that he was so much ahead, would sacrifice
almost anything to recall his foolish parsiThe value of insu ranee, however,
mony.
has become as fully recognized and admitted
as the observance of any law, commercial or
social, which affects the advance or success
of a people ; and on this account should not
be ignored in summing up the resources of a
city. One o{ the largest agencies engaged in
the business of fire and marine insurance in
the State is that of Wm. Allen, Jr., of 28 Exchange street. Mr. Allen represents aggregate insurance assets of nearly thirty million*
of dollars, in some of tho most standard English and American companies of the world
and he is enabled to present to the public
facilities for effecting insurance to any
amount second to none in the country. By
the careful and prompt manner in which his
business has been conducted, giving especial
attention to the details, this agency has kept
pace with the growth of business in this
city, until now its .operations are widely extended and its reputation firmly established.
All losses have been paid with promptness,
and there has never been a case of litigation
—always discharging the important trusts
committed to them with great fidelity, and to
the complete satisfaction of all concerned.
First class business is solicited and can be
placed in this agency at the lowest rates,
consistent with the hazard involved in the
risk assumed, while anything with a tinge of
moral hazard is not wanted, and is respectvertisement.
MARRIAGES.
In Bangor, Oct. 19, by Kev. E. A. Harlow, assisted by rrof. F. B. Denio, Rev. Jas. E. Aikins of
Trinceton and Miss Cora E. Harlow of Bangor.,
In Biddeford. Oct. 18, Edwin C. Rumery and
Miss Catharine Haisted.
In Biddeford, Oct. 13, Alphonso M. Goodwin
ofwSaco and Miss Fannie Β. Ηιιίϊ of Biddeford.
In Saco, Oct. 12, Edwin E. Dewey and Miss
Helen L. Moody, botli of Biddeford.

In this city, Oct. 19, Lena, daughter of Sumner
and Mary E. Libby, aged 18 years 5 months.
[Funeral this Thursday afternoon at 2.30 o'clk,
at 440 St John street. Burial private.
In Deering, Oct. 19, Carrie O., wife of C. O. Hudmonth 2 days.
son. aged 31 years
[Funeral service Friday forenoon at 10 o'clk.]
In Deering, Oct. 19, Susan M., wife of Benj. Adams, aged 62 years 7 months 2 days.
[Funeral this Thursday afternoon at 2.30 o'clk,
at her late resideuce. East Deering.
At Roxbury, Oct, 19, Augustine Dunyon, aged
71 years 4 months.
[Funeral service at his late residence. Waumbeck street, Friday, 22d, at 2 P. M. Burial at
Eve green Cemetery.
Prayers at the grave on
Saturday at 2 P. M.

What is Scrofula
It is thatimpurity in the blood, which, accumu
lating in the glands of the neck, produces unsight
ly lumps or swellings ; which causes painful run

ning sores on the
velopes ulcers in

arms, legs,
the eyes,

or

feet ;

which

ORGANIZED ΧΘ5Θ.

Net Surplus

$1,263,510

TOTAL·

invested

in

TOTAL

j

United States Bonds.

ASSETS,

OF

PITTSBURGH,

$381,467
719,384

$1,101,451

OF NEW YORK.

1, 1886.
CASH CAPITAL, $300,000.00.
Statement Jan.

Statement Jan. 1, 1886.

Reserve for Unearned Premiums, Un$000,f 00
paid Losses and other Claims,.
Net Surplus as regards Policy Holders
62G,202

Reserve for Unearned Premiums, Unpaid Losses and other Claims
Net Surplus as regards Policy Holders

TOTAL ASSETS,

$178,503

$1,142,569

MARINE.

505.660

$684,164

■

PRESCOTT INSURANCE CO., The Deleware Mutual
OF BOSTON.
Insurance Co,,
ORGANIZED 1872.

OF PHILADELPHIA,

TOTAL

Total

$200,000.00

Reserve for Unpaid Premiums, Unpaid
Losses and other Claims
Net Surplus as regards Policy Holders

ASSETS,

$142,835
241,127

Assets

WE

$383,962

Safety
PA.,

STREET,

of foimer office.
Ika S.

Locke.
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WANT

_

YOUR

Ρ rintinQ
WE WILL DO IT CHEAPLY.
WE WILL DO IT WELL.

pairs White, 10 quarter Bed Blank$ .89 pair

pairs White, heavy

10

quarter Bed

Blankets at

100

1.19

CQ.j

PRACTICAL PRINTERS,
1-2 Exchange St., Portland,

50

1.25

pairs White, damaged, 10 quarter Bed

1.75
59 cts
"
69
3.00

Blankets at
300 good large Plaid Horse Blankets at
200 good large Plaid Horse Blankets at
100 good extra Wool Horse Blankets at
50 pairs Children's Wool White Crib
Blankets at
50 pairs Children's Wool White Crib

Blankets

2.00

pair
"

1.50

at

100 Wool Carriage Robes Very Cheap.
3

finest Bed Blankets, strictly all
sold from $4 to $15 per pair.

cases

By taking Hood's Sarsaparilla, which, by
remarkable cures it eas accomplished, often when
oteer medicines have failed, has proven itself to
be a potent and peculiar medicine for this disease
Some of these cures are really wonderful. If you
suffer srom scrofula in any of its forms, be sure
to try Hood's Sarsaparilla.

wool,

to be

oct21

dit

HAUL & JONES,
-MANUFACTlTBERS OF-

First Quality Custom and Ready
Jflade
.:······Τ^

:T-"â

BEST MATERIALS AND WORKMANSHIP
may be depended upon and fair
guar? nteed.

Building,

TURNER BROS.

CARTER'S

GEITLEMEIV

every Monday, Tuesday
Wednesday of each week, commencing Oct. 25.
Terms, ·■ Sl.00 a Lesson.

Our stock of fine and medium goods for the Fal
trade is larger than ever befort.
Call and inspect our solid, durable

αλ/ΙΟπΗ*

S 3-OO

Congress and Balmorals, all widths.

LECTURES

PARLOR
—

OX

BROWN,

—

ENGLISH LITERATURE.
Wednesday Afternoons at 4 o'clock, at Mrs.
Caswell's school rooms, 96 Park street, beginning
Wednesday, Nov. 3, mire. John A. Bellows
will give a series of 12 talks on JEugluh Poeiry,
illustrated by reading from the authors. Subjects:
1, Chaucer; !ΐ, βΜΜΒΜ·} It, §hakeaperian
Dranntieta:
4, Shahespere;
5, Lyrical
Poets; β, Ulilton; 7, Pope, Oolrisniith and
Cowper; 8, Ward*worth and Coleridge; 9,
Shelley, heals and Byron; 10, Tenny«on
and Arnold; 11, The Browning*; 19, The
Pre-Bapharlite Poeta. Course tickets $2.00.
Apply at 96 PARK STREET, between 2 and 3
o'clock p. m. on Wednesdays, before Nov. 1.
dtf

SARAH

LAUGHTON,

E.

TEACHER

OF

—

ELOCUTIΟ Ν
in all its branches

FALMOUTH

HOTEL.
in

oct7dlm

Congress Street,

421

OF COLD BOOT.
SIGN
eodft
octl6
■

DECKER
BROTHERS^ β

*

PIANOS I
BURDETTORGANS.

Please call and hear the matchless tones ol these
beautiful instruments.

TECHNICON.
TUNING TO ORDER.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.

THIS
AS

ed in

MORNING,

a

FOLLOWS:

Job Lot Black Dress Goods, 50 cents.
Number of yards to each customer limited.
54 inch Camel's Hair Dress Goods, reduced from $1.25 to 75 cents.

1 more lot Black Satin Rhadrme, $1,
worth $1.25.
New styles in Turcoman Table Covers,

$3.00.
Gents' Camel's Hair Underwear,
$1.25, former price $1.75.
Gents' Camel's Hair Hose, 25 ccuts.
Special Bargains in Ladies' and Children's Hosiery and Underwear.
Entirely New Novelties in Dress Trimmings, just received.
Seal Plush Cloaks, $25.00 to $75.00.
Special inducements to early purchasers.
1 lot Ladies' and Children's Jackets
and Cloaks, at half price to close.

dtf

be

can

short space of time at

Shaw's Business

acquir-

College,

PORTLAND, ME. W 7
None but thorough and experienced teachers employed.
Rooms open for bueiness day
and evening en days each week. For full
particulars send for catalogue.
P. L. SHAW, Principal.
auglfl

■

eodem

SAMUEL THURSTON,
No. 3 Free Street Block, Portland.dtf

octl4

TRADE PROCESSION
—ΑΧΟ—

COMMERCIAL DRUMMERS
ATTENTION !

A

Congress Street, Opposite City Hall.
practical school of business, having a Nation-

Fine Tiews made of the procession July 5th, and
for
of the Drummers on their clam bake July 7th,
sale at the studio of

College Bank, with

al

a cash capital of $200/H)0
organized in 1864. The best facilities offered.
Experienced teachers employed in each department, and thorough instruction guaranteed. The
short hand and type-writing taught by a practical
stenographer. Sessions, six days and evenings.
Rates very low. Catalogue free. Any further information cheerfully furnished. Address,

sep!8

L. A. «BAT, A. .11. Principal.

eod6m

514 Congress Street
INSTRUCTION IN ENGLISH AND CLASS- PHOTOGRAPHER,
d«
jlyO
ICAL STUDIES
J

W.

J.

Wj

COLCORD,

143 PEAKL STREET.
dtf

jaii24

Rogers and Bros.'A1 Table Ware,

SMOKERS'

Η Ε Α Ρ A I

I)o you ever have it?
It frequently" comes
from smoking cigars which contain tobacco
treated with a poisonous compound used to give
S
it a taste as near like the
natural
leaf as
possible.
Our "Ν. & 8.» C/iicar contains nothing of the kind.
Is made of only the purest
Havana leaf in our own
and is warranted
by us to be the best 10 centj
cigar in the market.
Try?
one when uext you smoke.

factory,

KNIVES, SPOONS, FORKS, &C
inducements in lingers &
as every one will be concall, that my prices are the

I ara offering special
Bros.' A 1 Table Ware,
me a

S. S.
jiylS

LAP

Boston.
Sleeper & Co., Factory,
TuTh&Sly J
r

A large stock of lap Robes and Horse
Blankets, all new patterns.

No. 197 Middle Street.
octlG

Sick Headache and relieve all the trouble· Incident to a bilious state of the system, such as Dizziness, Nausea, Drowsiness, Distress after eating.
Pain in the Side, Ac.
While their most remarkable success has been shown in curing

eodtf

ACME BANJO
By Ν. P. B. CURTIS*).

Discount on Tuxes.
is hereby given, that the time allowed
NOTICE
for the voluntary payment of taxes for 1886,
under a

discount of one pel cent, will expire at
close of business on SATURDAY, October 30th;
and that interest will be charged, commencing
November ], 1886, on all said taxes not paid under
the discount, in accordance with an ordinance of
the City.
H. W. HEKSEY,
Treasurer and Collector.
oct21dt30th
Portland, Oct. 20,1886.

For Sale.
in Boston, with wholesale and retail
SALOON
license, at junction οι two principal avenues.
For further particulars address JOHN D. QUINEK, 34 Edinboro' street, Boston, Mass.
oct21

tf

Centrally located, desirable
boarding house, doing a Itne cash business :
16 well furnished
rooms; nice dining room; will
give a family a fine living and clear 81200 a year
easy ; investigate this. Address "P. 142," Herald
Office, Boston. Mass.
21-1

FOB

8AI.E

_

SALE—Stoves etc.; four or Ave store,
stoves and stove pipe, one
carpet, one good baud power
good matting
elevator, with platform, wire-ropes, drums, etc. :
complete cost 9600 when new all will be sold
low. Enquire ofE. T. BURROWES & CO., 13
21-1
Spring St., City.

FOR
shop and office
office

buy physicians practice with
without drug store with little
WANTED—To
opIn
Send
or

position

or no

city

or

village.

cation strictly confidential. Address DOCTOR,
Cambridge St., Boston Mass.
21-1

13

Ladies and gentlemen to know
that I buy and pay cash for cast off clothing ; also second-hand carpets for which I will pay
the very highest cash price.
Please send postal
and I will call. Address MRS. S., No. 158 FederO*niHr
al St., city.
21-2

WANTKI»—
«1

·*«

«

TO

Holds the field against all comers as the chief
book for singing classes in 1880-7.
Good music,
sacred and secular.
Improved instructions. L.
O. Emerson. 80 cts., $8 per dozen.
Song Greeting (60 cts.) for High Schools ; Song
Bells (50 cts.) or Song Reader (Book I, 50 cts.,
Book II, 60 cts.) for Common Schools, and Clems
for Little Singers (30 cts., S3 per doz.)form a complete set for music teaching in schools.

PIANO
($1.00) is
ladles

or

gents, by return mall.

PROMISE,

a

CLASSICS,

great favorite with good pianists.

BOOKS MAILED FOR RETAIL PRICE.

OnejSfrWufilSfa

OLIVER D1TSOM & CO., Boston.
eodlm

509 CONGRESS ST.

oct7

eodtf

apl6

NEW FALL GOODS.
New Cloaking·»,
New Wrapper Flannels,
New Wrapper Blankets,
New Jersey Stripes,
New Fancy Velvets,
New Colored Plushes,
New Winter Shawls,
New Silk Underwear,
New Jersey Underwear.
New Beaded Gloves,
New Kerr's Spool Cotton,
better variety
prices than they

eod&wtf

and

in

can

J. A. AIebbill.
apl3

POULTRY

A.

Keith.
eodly

«"GHBISTMAS*"»
bj using

I Spiced Seasoning.
dl">

octl5

at
be

Specialme etinc.

lower

bought

Montgomery Ou a id s Vet. Association.
members of the Veteran Association, and
all ex-merabers of the Guards, are requested
to meet at the armory of the Montgomery Guards,
on Friday evening, Oct. 22, at 8 o'clock.
A large attendance is hoped for, as business of
importance will come before the meeting.

ALL

511 Congress St.
ecdtf

HORSE BLANKETS.
THOUSANDS OF

THEM.
FIFTY DIFFERENT STYLES.

From 50 Cents to $10 Each.
Suits, Hoods,
You eau save money

CO.,

'*39 iTllDDLE MTMKKT.

BELL'S

J. M. DYER 4 CO.,
OCt5

J. A. MERRILL &

Uan be Enriched la Πατογ

elsewhere.

THE ROYAL SINCER

(35 cts.) Tenney and Hoffman, Is the newest
look for Sunday Schools. Superior collection.
In press and nearly ready—Anthems of Praise

OK

IjKT- a first class lower tenement, at No.
49 tireen St. ; also a small tenement at 104
Wilmot, Cor. Kennebec St.
Inquire of J. C.
21-1
WOODMAN, 105 Exchange St.

popular.

SONGS OF

RENT—A pleasant house (fora private
lamily) containing ten rooms, located on one
of the most desirable streets of the city, within
five minutes walk of Congress Square. B. SHAW,
48'/z Exchange St.
21-1

F

^1.45.

Mr. Curtiss, whose Guitar Method has
long
been a standard, does real service to the lovers 01
good music at home, by his thoroughly good and
entertaining instructor. No less than 75 diagrams
illustrates the positions of the lingers. Simple explanations and very sweet vocal and Instrumental
music fll\ a book, which is destined to make the
elegant, modern Banjo still more appreciated and

full itemized

account of business and location with lowest cash
price and how much of it bonus. All communi-

METHOD.
Price

WATCHES,

the newly established prices.

New Combination Dress Goods,

COE,

CURE

DIAMONDS.

JEWELRY,
SILVER WARE,
A. M. WENTWORTH, FRENCH CLOCKS, &C.
at

ROBES.

PILLS.

Also a full line of "my own" manufacture, which
for style, quality and flnish has few equals and no
superior in the w jrld.

Watches, Clocks, Jewelry,
Cleansed, Repaired and
Warranted,

IVER

CARTEK MEDICINE CO.,
New York City.

Come and have your tender feet properly fitted,
Come and get your perfect fitting dress boots.
Come and buy our light, fancy dancing boots.

PAINTING
CHINA
aud
PREBLE HOUSE

Needed by every young man,

—ITTIE·

ACHE

JAS. BOYD & SONS

Will recelvc pupils in

ORDERS SOLICITED..11...

SON,

A. GARSiDE &

STOOLS AND COVERS,

WINTER

Department.

Is the banc of so many lives that here is where we
make our great boaat. Our puis cure it while
others do not.
Carter's Little Liver Pills arc very small and
vry easy to take. One or two pille make a dose.
They are strictly vegetable and do not gripe cr
jmrge, but by their gentle action please
se them.
In vials at 25 cents; five for $1. Sold
7 'lruggists everywhere, or sent by mail.

Of Ladles' French Kid Boots in the State, 15 dif
ferent styles, from the celebrated firms,

eIaT w ϊμΓ

MISS

Specialties : Voice-Training and Instrnctlon

We invite particnlar attention to our stock of
Fancy Chenille Braid, Jetted Fringes, and new
Battons in the Trimming Department. Also,Ho
excellent assortment of Jetted Lace with Edging
to match now ready for inspection in the Lace

a&wiynrm

pills

or

Natural Reading.

WILL OFFER

DRESS TRIMMINGS

100 Doses One Dollar.

Ache they would be almost priceless to those who
suffer from this distressing complaint; but fortunately their goodness does not end here, and those
valuwho once try them will find these little
able in so many ways that they will not fee willing
to do without them.
But after all sick head

FINEST LINE

over, may be admitted to the School
one year, on presentation of a recommendation
from a responsible citizen, and the payment of one
dollar. Blank forms for recommendation may be
obtained on application to the janitor at the rooms,
oct!3-3w
No. 4 Free Street Block.

age,

"OUR OWN"

Mass.

HEAD

Classes will be formed in Arith-

vinced by giving
lowest.

Sold by all druggists. $1 ; six for $6. Prepared
onlp by C. I. HOOD & CO., Apothecaries, Lowell,

SICK

seven o'clock.

LADIES.

We have just received a large Invoice of desirable
styles for Fall and Winter in fine French
Kid and French Matt Kid.

I metic, Beading and Spelling, Penmanship, Geography, U. S. History, Book-keeping and Singing.
Scholars will be granted the Heading Room,
Amusement Room and Gymnasium of the Institution. Any resident of Portland fifteen years of
for

470 Congress St. MISS
dti

oct20

Sarsaparilla

Ilcudathe.yet Carter'sLittle Liver Pills are equally
valuable in Constipation,
curing and preventing
this annoying complaint, while they also correct
all disorders of the stomach, stimulate the liver
and regulate the bowels. E·. en if they only cured

FOR

October l lili,

will

On

488 & 49# CONGRESS ST.

The Peculiar Medicine
I have running sores on my limbs for five
years, so bad at times that Ilcould not walk, nor
sleep nights. When I commenced taking Hood's
Sarsaparilla, I was in pain so severe that I cannot
describe it. 1 had no appetite and fell away. But
Hood's Sarsaparilla did me a wouderful amount
of good. I have a good appetite, have gained in
flesh, aad can sleep well. My sores are almost
healed, and I can easily do a good dav's work."
Mrs. C. F. Lokd, Dover. Ν. H.

on

begin the sessions for the year on
MONDAY EVENING, OCT. 18TH. at half past
And

*»

Demorest Sewing Machine, $19.50 in
Pattern Department.

RINES BROTHERS.

FRENCH KID BOOTS

—

Thursday Evening,

codlm

AliKlNTS.

Me.

50 inch Dress Goods, reduced from 75
to 50 cents.
24 inch Black Satin Rliadame, reduced
from $2.50 to $1.75.

pairs White, heavy II quarter Bed

Blankets at

$13,505,777.00
Losses Paid s'nea Organization.
MORSE &ΓPINKHAM,

at

my22

We shall offer the balance of this week Bed Blankets, Horse Blankets and Crib Blankets
at astonishingly low prices.
ets at

OF THE

Will be formally opened

5VK WILL DO IT QUICKLY.

Lancaster

J5*.,

$784,056.85

sep30

sep27

the

aprl

weal

WE

BED BLANKETS CHEAP.

How Can it be Cured

Hood's

Three doors

prices

Over Two Million
Dollars.

ALÏEIIÎ,

5784,056.85

LIABILITIES.
Reserve for Be-Insurance, and other
$336,570.11
Liabilities
00,840.71
Reserve for Losses under Adjustment
2.343.60
Unclaimed Dividends
384,302.37
Holder*
an
to
Policy
fturpluM

PORTLAND FRATERNITY

removed to

Joseph A. Locke.
fel>27

3Θ EXCHANGE STREET.
eod3w

oet21

100

ASSET» 8»!H,05a.8J.
Government, and other Bonds, market
$270,774.00
value
Bank and other Stocks, market value, 128,148.76
Bills Receivable for Marine Premiums
and Book Accounts due Company.. 133,577.55
0,600.00
First Mortgages on City Property
Real Estate, unincumbered, owned by
187,000.00
the Company
Cash in Bank and Office, and Loans
55,060.55
with collaterals

SCHOOL

EVENING

THE

—

CASH CAPITAL·,

Statement January 1, 1SS6.

EDUCATIONAL..

CLOTHING.

Is Represented at this Agency.

Statement Jan. 1, 1886.

have

180 MIDDLE

Ε-·>

de-

ears or nose, often
causing blindness, or deafness ; which is tlie origin of pimples, cancerous growths, or the many
other manifestations usually ascribed to "humors;" which, fastening upon the lungs, causes
consumption and death. Being the most ancient,
it is the most general of all diseases or affections,
for very few persons are entirely free from it.

».

97

All Invested in United States Bonds.

CASH CAPITAL·, $500,000.00.

PHILDELPHIA.
sS.'JTS.OOO.

or

Manager.
(ltf

CARDS.

ΒϋβΙΚΕΙΙβ

B. THURSTON &

ORGANIZED 183Θ.

PA.

EXCHAItee ST.

CASH CAPITAL,

PORTLAND, ME.

-

O- WARE,
W.
Oct 21

WESTCHESTER FIREM.CO.,

ORGANIZED 184.G.

TOTAL ASSETS,

255 MIDDLE ST.,

TO DO

Statement Jan. 1, 1886.
CASH CAPITAL, $500,000.00.
Reserve for Unearned Premiums, Un-

citizenTinsurance CO.,

PINKHAM,

the mm mum co.,

Boston & Portland Clothing Co.,

&103,7:i!t

81,136,108

9

larger or better than at present. New lot of 150 Boys'
Overcoats, just received, at only $1.50 each, sizes 4 to 11 years.

Attorneys and Counsellors at Law,

$468,284
757,700

Fire Ins. Co.,

paid Losses and other Claims
Net Surplus as regards Policy Holders

&

Fire and Marine Insurance,

Our variety of

—

$1,225,985

TOTAL ASSETS,
StO,3J5

IXHBI E WITH

MORSE

was never

ORGANIZED 1Θ69,

$200,000.00.

Reserve for Unearned Premiums, Unpaid Losses and other Claims
Net Surplus as regards Policy Holders

regards Policy Holders

Hampshire

ORGANIZED 1867,

All

as

ASSETS,

C. »■ AI.I.K!*
dtl

mar!4

SUITS AND OVERCOATS FOB BOYS' UNO CHILDREN

OF MANCHESTER, Ν. H.

Statement Jan. 1, 1886.

Salesroom 18 Exchange Street.
P. O. RAII.FV.

Trousers,

or

Plain Cassimeres, &c., &c.

Stripes, Plaids,

in

LOCKE & LOCKE,

$400,000.00.

CASH CAPITAL,

Reserve for Unearned Premiums, Unpaid Losses and other Claims

OF BUFFALO, Ν. Y.

CASH CAPITAL·,

Fine Dress Pantaloons

I*. J.

Statement Jan. 1, 1886.

RUFFALO GERMAN INS. CO., New

250

DEATHS

1, 1886.

■

$931,424

■

NEWARK,

OF

Reserve for Unearned premiums, Un$416,987
paid losses and other claims
Net Surplus as regards Policy Holders 846,529

ASSETS,

F. O. BAILEY & CO.
Auctioneers and Commission Merchants

Suits

Frock

Button

d3t

oct21

the State of Maine.

suitable for
For Gentlemen and Young Men can be found with us,
our
to
$20.00
English
Whipattention
call
dress or business uses. We
in the
cord Suit in either Sack or Frock, equal to any $25.00 Suit
and Young
market, and as good as Tailors make for $35.00. Gents'
Men's

534,223
387,200

MER€HAIVTS Ii\SURA\€E CO.,

PA.

/CASH CAPITAL·, $300,000.06

TOTAL

ASSETS,

TOTAL

ORGANIZED 1853.
A Popular

Four

at

m.

Sideboards, Pillar Extension Table, Easy
Chairs, Lounges, Marble Top Tables. Mahogany
Tables, Dining Chairs. Brussels. Tapestry, ana Ingrain Carpets. Black Walnut Wardrobe, 8 Cooking
Ranges. Parlor Stoves, Crockery aud Olaie,
Plated Ware, Kitchen Utensils, Sic., &c.

Total Assets

95,000,000
1,000,000

Mubecribed Capital,
Capital Paid up in Cash,

ftÏRARD FIRE INSURANCE CO.,

JR.

prices in

23d, at 10 o'clock a.

Walnut

STRICTLY OWE PRICE.

Statement Jan. 1, 1886.

1886.

$10,000,000
Capital
5,000,000
Capital paid in t'awh
Nel Murplua an regard» policy

TOTAL ASSETS,

this! We have the

011

ORGANIZED I88O.

Subscribed

holder»

mind to

Oct.

Salesroom. I'arlor Suit In Silk Damask and
SATURDAY,
Walnut, 1 handsome B. W. Chamber Sets, Black

Made from the Best Material that Tailors use can be found in our
in all the leading
stock, sizes for the largest as well as the smallest,
best
fitting
Shades and Colors. The

f hey are

GUARDIAN ASSURANCE CO., The Fire Insurance Association
OF LONDON.

a

BY AUCTION.

OVERCOATS AND SUITS

Statements of the In-

PROMPT, POPULAR AND PROGRESSIVE ; SOUND, SOLID AND SUCCESSES.
Leading English and American Companies.

ORGANIZED 1831.

have
Lay all the stress you

For the

PORTLAND, ME.

■

WHERE TO GET IT !

Furniture, Carpets, Stoves, &c„

Largest Stock and Finest Goods

AGENCY.
WM. ALLEN, JR.,

engrossed on a large sheet
the
parchment—20x30 inches—entirely in

beautiful chirography of Grand Recorder
Ammidon, excepting the signatures of the
other grand officers. The teal is attached to
pink and green ribbons, each laced in to
show eight bars. It is in a tin box, after the
English fashion. The device is a triangle,
The legend is,
with coffin and candles.
"General Grand Encampment of .Knights

F. 0. BAILEY & CO., AUCTIONEERS.

INSURANCE !

The charter is

AUCTION »ΛΙ.ΚΙ«.

NEW .tDVEKTIMK.HE.\TM,

adtebtisemejtm.

NEW

on

COUBSE.

A NIGHT OFF.

20 00 Ν G Cummincs
5 00 A L F a r η s
worth
5 00 R Ε Ahem
5 00 Cash
J Hall Boyd
50 00 Cash
10 00 D D Hannigan
Lewis Β Smith
5 0
5 « 0 Josiah Chase..
2 00 R D Woodman
500 G Β Strout—
H S Trickey
50 001Ε Russ.
10 00 H Hight
5 00 Η Fox
Η Κ Coles5 OO
worthy
Ε Watson..
Η
5 OO
2 60 Β F Bradley
J C Merrill....
2 00 S H Tobie
2 00 F Ε Chase
Cash
cash
Ε L Baker
L Bradford—
J Hawley
J Τ Jenner...
Ε J Young—
Alpheus h Gro-

C. A.

The second entertainment in the Y. M. C.
A. course to be given Wednesday evening,
November 10th, will consist of singing by the
celebrated Weber Quartette of Button and
elocutionary readings by Miss Annie Coffin
of Boston. The Cleveland, Ohio, Leader
says "the Weber Quartette of Boston, is cerIts inditainly the finest ever heard here.
vidual members are artists, as their solo performances during the evening, which were
highly applauded, fully proved, and the
nicety and harmony with which their voices
Of Miss
blend is almest perfection itself."
Annie Coffin, the Boston Advertiser says
from
the
"her rendering of the selection
"Tale of Two Cities" was beautiful and dignified, clear in rich, varied tones, and touched
with a true unaffected pathos." The price of
course tickets has been reduced. Good seats
can be obtained at Stockbridge's.

5.00 Chas. Β Stev2.001 ens
(Dr. Ε Β Reed..
5.001F Greenough..
ÎO.OOIW H Dennett.
20.001Α Κ Ρ Leigh10.00
ton
100.00 J M Fifield....
3.00 Ezra Harford.
6.00, Calvin Τ True.
5.0« Mr. and Mrs.
1.00, F M Strout..
1.00 The
Underwood Co
1.00

Cash

Add

On Tuesday Miss AliceS. Hawes oi Bucksport, was married*to Dr. l·. P. Blair of Jacksonville, Fla. Dr. Blair was a Maine boy

THE Y. M.

Gpq. F Pitt....

S Rounds
Cash

C Τ Dunlap

lown οι oauioru.

Stockbridge's.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Cash
John H Hall..

Sat-

who was talked of for Democratic candidate
for Congress in the First District last summer, is to go into the bakery business in the

—

Ε S Hainlln &
Co
$
Cash
Thos. Dyer &
Co
G M SoutB. Jr.
Chas. Ε Dole..
Ε M Stedman.
Jas. Ρ Baxter.
Ε Ε Proctor...
Geo. Ο. Llbby.

Saginaw

urday night.
The flagship Tennessee, Captain Robert
Boyd, goes to New York from Newport today, and Rear Admiral Luce will command
the river parade at the inauguration of the
Bartholdi Jstatue next Thursday.
of the
Mr. S. S. Twombly,
a graduate
Maine State College, of the class of '8G, and
formerly principal of the Brewer High
School, has been appointed assistant in the
Experiment Station at Cornell University.
Mr. James H. Hunkins
of Biddeford,

Miss Anna Eva Pay, who will appear at
City Hall tonight, is highly spoken of by the
English papers. The Times and Telegraph
speak of her as "incomprehensible," and
"simply wonderful." The St. Louis Globe
Democrat says she exhibits "great force and
power." The San Francisco Chronicle says
she gives "the best exhibition of occult forcé
and the
we ever s«w on the public stage
Detroit Free Press says "she is the only medium who ever visited Detroit and gave perfect satisfaction." Miss Fay will wear the
magnificent costumes made by Worth of
Paris. She will be assisted by Professors
Hearne and Williams, the well known mediums. Manifestations of spirit forms in
full gas light will be made on the open stage
beautiful
as well as spirit hands, faces and
flowers. Reserved seats can be secured at

10 00
row
10 00 J Η Webster..

ing
Dewey....

A G

States Navy in Peace and War."
Dr. John C. Merrill and Miss Clara Brooks
of this city, were married at the church of
the Transfiguration, New York, Monday, by
Rev. Dr. Houghton.
Hon. T. B. Reed spoke at Detroit last
night and will speak at Port Huron tonight,

MISS ANNA EVA FAY.

ams

10 00

iston.
Next Sunday Bishop Healy will administer the rite of confirmation at St. Mary's
church in Bangor.
James I). Bruell of Biddeford Pool, has
written a pamphlet entitled, "Sea Memoirs,
or Personal Experiences
United
in the

St. Louis tomorrow, and East

Cross Council.

Darius Red

AID FOR EASTPORT.

Etc.

by buying irom

HORSE & CARRIAGE JI.1RT,
32 Plum Street.OCtl8-tl

(Signed)

WM. J. McCALLUM.
Clerk Veteran Association.

oct20-3t

Flowers Tliat Bloom in The
Hiacinths.

Tulips, Crocuses. Llllies,

We have a line collection o! bulbs this
low prices ; also a good line of

Spring.
&c.
year at

Wire and Wooden Plant Stands. Flower Pots. Brackets.
w. C.
octl2

Trellises. &c. Soil for Plants.

HAWYKR 1 CO., Μ». Λ Pirtlr «I.
eod2w

CHINA FIRED
FOR AMATEURS.
IN A SUPERIOR MANNER.
CHARGES MODERATE

w. w.
oct2

whTpple

31

&

Market Square.

CO.,
dtl

